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PREFACE

The workshop on Quantum Gravity and Topology was held at INS
on February 21-23, 1991. Several introductory lectures and more than
15 talks were delivered for about 100 people paticipants. The main
subjects discussed were

i) Topological quantum field theories and topological gravity
ii) Low dimensional and four dimensional gravity
iii) Topology change
iv) Superstring theories
etc.

We wish to thank the speakers and participants for their successful
efforts to provide a stimulating and friendly atmosphere. We hope that
someone who participated in this workshop will become second
Einstein in the near future.

Ichiro Oda
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Two-dimensional Topological Gravity*

HIROSHI KUNITOMOf

Yukawa. Institute for Theoretical Physics

Kyoto University, Kyoto 606, Japan

ABSTRACT

A formulation of two-dimensional topological gravity due to Verlinde and Ver-

linde is reviewed. It is equivalent to 750(2) gauge theory with flat gauge connec-

tions that is the topological gauge theory in two dimension. The theory reduces

conformaDy invariant free field theory and the equivariant cohomology can be in-

vestigated. The Feynmann rules for calculating amplitudes are also derived.

• Talk presented at the Workshop on Quantum Gravity and Topology, INS, Tokyo, Japan
(February 1991).

t Present address: Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo, Midori-cho, Tanashi,
Tokyo 188, Japan.
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1. Introduction

Topological field theory ' had been originally fascinating interest from a math-

ematical stand point as a quantum field theoretical realization of the Donaldson's

theory.2 The Donaldson invariants can be obtained via the path integral formu-

lation and the Hamiltonian formulation leads naturally the Floer groups of three

manifolds. Recent results about two-dimensional topological gravity, however, give

much insight to two-dimensional quantum gravity and has been attracting much

interest from a physical view point. The aim of this talk is present a review of these

results of two-dimensional topological gravity.

The recent remarkable progress in the random matrix formulation of two-

dimensional quantum gravity 4 gives us a new way of studying the non-perturbative

properties of string theory and an example of interesting phenomena come from

the summation of the space-time topology. Their generating function of correlation

functions are determined by Schwinger-Dyson equations which are written in the

form of Virasoro constraints. While two-dimensional topological gravity can be

considered as its continuum theory and seems to lead deeper understanding of two-

dimensional quantum gravity. This is the first example of topological field theory

which is related to the interesting physics but not mathematics. Correlation func-

tions on Riemann surface with different topology are intrinsically related and it is

governed by recursion relations which coincide with the Schwinger-Dyson equations

in the matrix model.

We will see, in this review, how the two-dimensional topological gravity are

formulated and correlation functions are calculated. The theory reduces a free

conformal field theory and the equivariant cohomology can be investigated explic-

itly in the operator formulation language. All the physical observables except for

the puncture operator are almost BRST trivial and it can contribute amplitudes

through singularities on the boundary of the moduli space. Any correlation func-

tions can be obtained by means of conformal field theoretical technique and the

stable compactification theory of moduli space in principle.

* This is based on the work by Verlinde and Verlinde 3 and I recommend reading the original
paper for detail.
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2. The lagrangian of topological gravity

Two-dimensional topological gravity is a field theory which is associated with

the cohomology of the moduli space of Riemann surfaces. The moduli space M of

Riemann surfaces can be represented as the space of all zwei-beins, modulo diffeo-

morphisms, Iocal-Lorentz and Weyl-transformations. However, here we constraint

the Weyl-transformation by restricting curvature R{x) — dw(e(x)) to a particular

value RQ(x) such that the moduli space M is represented as

M = {(e+,e-); dw{e) = RQ}/Dtff ® IL (2.1)

If we choose almost everywhere vanishing RQ, the theory will reduce a conformally

invariant free field theory. We replace the constant-curvature condition into zero-

curvature one and the delta-function singularities of curvature can be recovered by

inserting curvature creation operator in correlation functions.

The theory can be constructed by means of general procedure due to Witten.6

The topological field theory has ghost number U, which is related to the dimen-

sion of moduli space and violated by an anomaly. We start with fields of U = 0;

spin connection w and zwei-bein e* both of which are one form, where we take

the first order formulation and add torsion free conditions as equations of motion.

We also introduce ghosts of U = 1, sometimes called topological ghost, which are

fermionic one forms: rjp and ̂ ± . Ghost fields in U = 2 have the quantum numbers

of gauge parameters and in our case they are bosonic zero forms: 70 and 7 ± . These

three types of fields (w, e , tj)0, ̂ > , 70, 7*) form the fundamental multiplet in

the topological field theory.

Next one introduces an anti-commuting symmetry 6g with transformation laws

557° = 0, 657± = 0. (2.2)

This is nilpotent up to local-Lorentz transformations and diffeomorphisms by con-

struction.
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If we introduce anti-ghost multiplet (x0, Y±; 7rQ, 7r±) and define its 6g- trans-

formation as

the ^.-invariant action can be obtained by

5 = 6S

(2.4)

which has field equations the zero-curvature and the torsion free conditions. Here

we introduce (super) covariant derivatives for ghost fields as

(2.5)

We can start from the action (2.4) and it can be quantized by means of conventional

BRST method.

The action (2.4) has two types of symmetries. One is local-Lorentz transfor-

mations and diffeomorphisms:

(2.6)
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The other is its fermionic analogue

(2.7)

These fermionic symmetries are the reason of being introduced bosonic ghosts 70

and 7 ± .

These symmetries are equivalent to following "super" IS0(2) gauge transfor-

mation when we impose the field equations.

6u = dp0,

6e± = V + Dp±,

6i(,0 = dp0,

SXo =

:±, (2-8)

where

(2.9)
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3. Topological gravity as a free conformal field theory

We will now discuss the quantization of our theory. First we choose the con-

formal gauge for fixing diffeomorphisms:

e+ = e">+dz,

e-=e*"dz. (3.1)

The local-Lorentz transformations are fixed by imposing

<*+ = <*_• (3.2)

For the gauge fixing of the local fermionic symmetries, it is convenient to take

the gauge conditions which are super-symmetric to conformal gauge conditions:

(3.3)

The complete gauge fixed lagrangian can be obtained by means of conventional

BRST method! After integrating out non-dynamical fields, the lagrangian reduces

a following free field action.

£ =irdd<l> + xddrp + bdc + f3dy + bdc + £d7 , (3.4)

where <f> — <f>, +<t>_ and V' = ip,+i!_- Field c (7) is the reparametrization ghost (its

fermionic partner). Ghost field for local-Lorentz transformations and its partner

are non-dynamical and determined by the equations

c° = hdc+cd<t>-Bc+cd<t>),

2
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This free field theory has "super" conformal symmetry generated by

TL =

T h = cdb + 2dcb + yd/3 + 2d~tP,

GL = \

Ggh = cdp + 2dcf3, (3.6)

where T r and T , are independently satisfy the Virasoro algebra with vanishing
h gh

central charge and G L an<

BRST charge is given by

central charge and GL and G , are their "super" partner with dimension two. The

= QS

Qs = Ldir^ + by),

Q„ and QG are commutative and nilpotent respectively.

4. Equivariant cohomology and observables

Observables in the topological field theory is obtained by considering equiv-

ariant cohomology of 8g, which means the Sg- cohomology in the space of gauge-

invariant quantities. We can construct physical observables by solving some descent

equations.1'1 In the topological gravity, however, a difficulty occur since gauge group

contains diffeomorphisms. There is no local operator which is invariant under dif-

feomorphisms. Only the top-form observable integrated over whole manifold can be

constructed in the usual sense. Nevertheless, two-dimensional topological gravity

is rather special and the non-top-form observables can be constructed as follows.

The key point for obtaining local observables is changing our moduli space to

the one of the punctured Riemann surfaces. Since diffeomorphisms map a puncture
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into itself we can consider local observables on the puncture. We should only

consider 6g- cohomology in the space of the local-Lorentz invariant operators. In

this sense, we can get zero-form observable in the similar way to the topological

Yang-Mills theory:

where 70 is defined by (3.5). Higher form observables can be seen from descent

equations:

W =0. (4.2)

One finds

a™ = ndW7»-1 + hn - 1 ) / A ̂ ~ \ (4.3)
L

where

w, u>) = —\o<p, —dtp),

(ip , ift ) = —(dip, —50) . (4.4)

For real observables which are well worked in our theory, we must associate the

puncture operator to cr's, which is necessary to kill diffeomorphisms at the point

on where observables sit:

P = cc6(i)6(i).

The puncture operator is invariant under the BRST transformation.

- 8 -
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5. Description of the amplitude

We begin with a remark concerning the curvature creation operation. As was

explained in Chapter 2, we have been considering the Riemann surfaces with sin-

gular curvature. This is realized at the correlation function level as follows. We

first note that the dimension of 4> is anomalous

l ) , (5.1)T(z)<fr(v,) ~ + d${w),
(z — wy z — w

since <j> is not a scalar but Liouville mode. This means that in the usual conformal

gauge with constant-curvature Riemann surfaces

9ab = e \ b , (5-2)

the action has the form

( ) j bda*db<f> + l-*R). (5.3)

A consequence of this is that the singular curvature is obtained by inserting curva-

ture creation operator

Vv{x.) = e^"\ (5.4)

or its BRST invariant version obtained by replacing 5r with w = v + cdx + cdx-

The strength of singularities qi are constrained by the condition that the integrated

curvature must be equal to the Euler number

X > i = 2</-2. (5.5)
i

The independence of the point where we insert the curvature creation operators is

guaranteed by

de«* = q{QB, dXe<>*}. (5.6)

Furthermore, as in ordinary string theory, the amplitudes of topological strings

can be written as integrals over the moduli space Mg of Riemann surfaces. In
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addition, we now have "super" moduli come from the fermionic field (V7"1", 4' )• It

should be noted that this super moduli due to scalar supersymmetry 8g thus its

dimension is the same as the bosonic moduli space 6g — 6 which is different from

the well-known super Riemann surfaces.

Integration of super moduli leads insertion of "super current" as in the super-

string. The super current in this case is the dimension two current G:

^ = G., Gt = Jd2x^(x, x)G(x), (5.7)
8 s

where ^ is the Beltrami differential corresponding to m^

Finally we get the rule for obtaining the physical amplitude as

M, i=1

= / {'u
J »=i

I I *£?>0,
k=i

where {• • •) means the functional integration over all fields with fixed moduli.

Ghost insertion (ghosts) means

(ghosts) = blkJUWtfi), (5.9)

which come from the ghost path-integral as in the super string.

The recursion relations can be obtained by studying the amplitudes in detail.

We only give their result here with a comment to obtain them:

K + 1 n *n .>=E l^+!)<*..+*, I K > + <5-10)

sX>*-i*-tIK>+ E <**.i
k=\ ieS S=XUY

This can be rewritten in the form of the Virasoro constraints on the generating

function of correlation functions.
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where (・・・)0means もhefunctional integration over a11 fields with fixed moduli. 
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which come from the ghost path-integral副 inthe super string. 

The recursion relations can be obtained by studying the amplitudes in detail. 

We only give their result here with a comment to obtain them: 

(5.10) 
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This can be rewritten in the form of the Virasoro constraints on the generating 
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The important relation to get this recursion relation is

' S i = 5 ^ B ' W - ^)<7«0)>' for n ^ °- ( 5-n )

This means that observables, except for puncture operator <rQ, are almost BRST

trivial and it can contributes amplitudes only by picking up singularities on the

boundary of moduli space. There are two types of boundaries which contribute

amplitudes that is coincidence limit of two-operators and pinching limit of non-

trivial cycle of Riemann surfaces. Each contribution generate each term in the

recursion relation (5.10), which w<> do not discuss here. See original paper for

detail.

6. Discussions

It has been shown how the two-dimensional topological gravity has been con-

structed. It reduces a free conformal field theory in conformal gauge and the Feyn-

mann rules for obtaining amplitudes are led in the operator formulation as in the

string theory. The recursion relation which determine correlation functions in the

theory coincide with those of one-matrix model. This means that correlation func-

tions of topological gravity with appropriate finite perturbation reproduce the result

of one-matrix model.

This suggests that there is some topological theory can be formulated as a

continuum theory corresponding to the multi-matrix model also. Such a topological

field theory has been constructed recently, which is a theory of "topological

matter system" coupling with the topological gravity. It is expected that the results

of multi-matrix model can be obtained by means of topological formulation with

deeper understanding of two-dimensional quantum gravity.

The topological W-gravity is also constructed recently'*1 and it governed by

W-algebra. The physical properties of this type of theories should be clarified and

the geometrical meanings of VF-gravity may be obtained from such investigations.

The mathematical understanding, in particular, the stable compactification theory

of this extended moduli space is needed.
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The understanding of recursion relations and its geometrical meanings are still

unclear and it is remaining problem to understand them. It seems to increase the

physical importance of topological gravity in future.
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Chiral Ring and Topological Conformal Field Theory

Hisahiro Yoshii 2

Department of Physics, Tokyo Institute of Technology,
Meguro-ku, Tokyo 152, JAPAN

We study the topological quantum field theories constructed from a twisted class of the N=3

and 4 supeiconformal field theories (SCFT's) and their chiral ring structures.

1. Introduction.

Recently two and three dimensional quantum gravities are understood as the topo-

logical quantum field theories. Both theories are expanded around a topological phase

(unbroken phase) and exactly soluble. To understand the notion of the topological phase

will be much more important in studying the quantization of gravity. Since the two dimen-

sional quantum gravity naturally arise from non-critical strings, the topological conformal

field theory (CFT) will be important to study the non-critical string and the string at

unbroken phase.

Another motivation of our work is to extract some geometrical information of a con-

formal field theory. Our image of a conformal field theory is something like a nonlinear

sigma model which classically gives a mapping from two dimensional surface to a target

manifold. In supersymmetric nonlinear sigma models a relation between the extended su-

persymmetry and the target manifold is known. In N=2 and 4 supersymmetric conformal

field theories an interesting relation between the modular invariant partition function and

the Kahler geometry, e.g. K3 surface or Calabi-Yau manifold, are reported [2]. Here we

are interested in the N=3 SCFT, since we have no geometrical information on it.

Most of topological field theories are constructed from the supersymmetric system.

One will understand the role of supersymmetry in discussing the topological theory as

follows. Consider an N-supersymmetric system with supercharge algebra

QiQj + QjQi = 0 ,for i £ j .
1 This talk is based on the work [1] .
2 JSPS fellow.
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One may think of it as a quantum mechanical system or the one restricted to a zero-

momemtum subspace. Supersymmetry is unbroken iff the energy of the ground state

vanishes, which is equivalent to say that the Witten index does not vanish, Tr( — 1)F ^ 0.

Hence the system with unbroken SUSY has a nontrivial topological invariant. Since the

Witten index counts the number of bosonic ground states minus fermionic ones

l r ( - l ) =nB -nF , (2)

the topological information is in the supersymmetric ground states. In N = 2 case the

ground states of the system have another topological invariant. Let us rewrite the above

algebra (1) using Q± = Q\ ± iQ2

Q2
+ = Ql = 0, Q+Q-+Q-Q+ = 2H. (3)

It is known that the Q+ cohomology exactly gives the supersymmetric ground state,

dim(Ker Q+/lm Q+)= ng=0 + nf=0. In topological quantum field theory the <5+-

cohomology plays an important role.

A topological field theory is a general covariant theory and independent of choice of

the metric. In terms of BRST quantization this statement is equivalent to say that the

stress tensor is given by the BRST transformation of some operator

T^ = {QBRST, A , ,} . (4)

In two dimensions the above condition (4) naively implies the vanishing central charge. If

the system enjoys the conformal invariance the BRST operator will be written as a sum

of left- and right-movers:

QBRST = QL+QR- (5)

Throughout this article we work on the conformally invariant system and restrict ourselves

to the left-moving sector, where we will denote that QBRST = QL-

The topological structure of the N=2 superconformal theory is studied through the

chiral ring structure [3]. The N=2 extended superconformal algebra (SCA) consists of a

stress tensor, L, two spin | currents, G*, and a spin 1 current, J. The N=2 superconformal

algebra 3 is given by

= 2Lr+t + (r - s)Jr+s + °-{T2 - I)«r

(6)

[Jm,Jn] = ^r

The algebra including the Virasoro operator, Ln, are understood.
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This algebra has an automorphism (spectral flow)

u9LnUgl =Ln+ 8Jn + |fl2 V o ,
b

ueGfu? = G?±9, (7)

ueJnuJ1 = Jn + -66niO.

The 6 £ Z + j spectral flow interpolates between NS and R sectors.

One will find the algebra (3) in the R-sector of the algebra (6)

{ G + , G o - } = 2 ( L o - ^ ) = 2tf. (8)

Supersymmetry if, unbroken iff the ground state in the R sector has conformal dimension

h = ^ j , which is equivalent to impose the following condition on the ground states

= Go|0)fl = 0. (9)

The 8 = —|- spectral flow of the above condition (9) gives the chiral state condition

0^1^5=0, (10)

where \<J>)NS ~ w_J.|0)ij. Primary states satisfying eq. (10) form a closed ring called chiral

ring. The spectral flow of the hamiltonian operator is given by

u_i.Hu2\ = Lo — -Jo = Lo, (11)

which is the zero mode of the following operator

L = L + \dJ. (12)

The new operator L satisfies the Virasoro algebra with vanishing central charge. Eguchi

and Yang [4] observed that the G+ coincides with one of the charge screening operators with

respect to the twisted stress tensor (12). The supercurrent G+ is a nilpotent operator and

its contour integral is interpreted as a BRST operator in Feigin-Fuks-Felder construction.

The chiral state condition (10) reads as the BRST invariant condition

QBRST\<t>)=fd(G+(O\<l>) = 0. (13)

From the first algebra of eq. (6), one finds that the twisted stress tensor (12) is given by

the BRST transformation of the operator, G~

I = \{QBRST, G~}= l-jd(G+{QG-{z). (14)

- 16-
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Eguchi and Yang showed a correspondence between the twisted class of the N=2 unitary

discrete series with central charge, c = 3k/k + 2 (k € Z) and the c = 0 subclass of the

A\ coset models, iu(2)t ® sM(2)o/sw(2)it+o. They construct BRST invariant observables,

using primary chiral4 fields [3] of the N=2 models.

2. N=3.

The N = 3 SCA consists of a stress tensor T, SU(2) triplet supercurrents Ga (a =

0, +, —), 5(7(2) currents Ja (a = 0, +, —) and a free fermion ip, which have spins 2, | , 1

and | , respectively. By imposing the super-Jacobi identity, a relation between the central

charge of the Virasoro algebra, c, and the level of the SU(2) current algebra, k, determines

to be c = |&. The associative N=3 operator algebra has a following form

(z — wy z — w

- , (15b)

(15c)

(15d)
L\Z — W)~ Z — W

^(0)^(10) = , (15c)

where

Let

-F 1 O2 1 ' ( 1 7 )

then T± and T± satisfy the N=l SCA with vanishing central charge. Here we choose

Tf and T_£\ The deformation of the (super-)stress tensor (17) retains superconformal

properties of the operators, G* = J* ± 9G^, which acquire the new conformal dimension

1 =F \- We should note that the bosonic operators J* acquire the half odd integral spins

l T j , whereas the fermionic ones G± acquire the integral spins, | T | - Let us assume G+

4 As we concentrate on the holomorphic part of the CFT, we use the terms chiral and
anti-chiral in the sense of N=2, 3, 4 supersymmetries.
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to be a BRST current. From eqs. (15a)-(15c), one can read off the BRST transformation

properties of the N=3 generators. We summarize the result in the following diagram

G+ J+

\ \
t% f£ J3 V (18)

\ \
G~ J~

where an arrow between two operators denotes that the one at the tip of the arrow is given

by the BRST transformation of the one at the end of the arrow.

To discuss the topological structure of the N=3 conformal field theory we restrict our-

selves to the R-sector and give several features of the algebra. An irreducible representation

is labeled by the eigenvalues of the elements of the Cartan subalgebra, which are given by

(ife, Lo, Jo, R). The fourth element of Cartan subalgebra, R, is defined by

R = i[G°0M- (19)

[R is defined so as to be a hermitean operator, R* = R, under the hermitean conju-
gation given by (Ln)t = L_n , {J±)\ = j ^ ^ {Jy = jo^ ( ^ ) t = ^_n , ( G ± ) t =

G!n,(G°)t = G°_n.]

An irreducible highest weight representation of the R-algebra is defined by

,r) = G;\h,l,r) = Jr\h,l,r) = (i,
(20)

i o |A , / , r> = A|A,/,r>> J°\h,l,v) = l\h,l,r), R\h,l,r) = r\h,l,r).

A simple calculation shows that the eigenvalue of the operator R is only doubly generated;

- — ) - / 2 . (21)

With this fact the inner product of Verma module in the R sector is hermitean iff k, h and

/ are real and k(h — ̂ ) > I2.

The algebra has an automorphism (spectral flow) given by

-626
" """ 4 n > 0 '

» • " Vn (22)
> ± o , - l i ± TO. - 1 _ 70 , K nc
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¥¥  
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To discuss the topological structure of the N =3 conformal field theory we restrict our-

selves to the R-sector and give several features of the algebra. An irreducible representation 

is labeled by the eigenvalues of the elements of the Cartan subalgebra， which are given by 

(k， Lo， J8， R). The fourth element of Cartan s由 algebra，R， is defined by 

R引 [cg，1to]. (19) 

[R is defined so出 tobe a hermitean operator， Rt = R， under the hermitean conju-

gation given by(Ln)f=L-n ，(Jf)f=Jfn，(J3)f=Jh，(ψn)t =ψ-n， (G;)↑ z 

G'!n， (G~)t = G:n・l
An irreducible highest weight repr田 entationof the R-algebra is defined by 

Jcilh，/，r) = Golh，/，r} = Gilh，/，r} = J1-lh，/，r} = 0， 

Lolh， 1， r} = hlh， 1， r} ， Jglh， 1， r} = Ilh， 1， r} ， Rlh， 1， r} = rlh， 1， r}. 
(20) 

A simple calculation shows that the eigenvalue of the operator R is only doubly generated; 

(21) 

With this fact the inner product of Verma module in the R sector is hermitean iff k， h and 

1 are real and k( h -l
k
6)三12.

The algebra has an automorphism (sp田 tralflow) given by 

u均8μんLム川，

U旬eG件ftu呼ザ4ばdJf1= GfL土B' ueG!:u;l = G!: + 11 ψn， 

叫ザ=品e，均 J341=J:496no，

ueψnu;1 =ψn' 

(22) 

。。



The spectral flow of the N—3 SCA never interpolates between the NS and R sectors. Hence

the situation is not as simple as the N=2 case.

At first we consider the 9 = | spectral flow of the highest weight state condition (20);

Jf\h, I f) = (?±|fc, /, f) = 0, L0\h, I, f) = h\h, I, f), J°\h, I, f) = J\"h, I, f), (23)

where \h, I, f) — m.\h, /, r) and

1 L 1 k 7 , k

^ f e - 2 + 16' / = / - 4 -

The BRST invariant state condition is given by

Gti]4>)=0. (24)

We impose this condition on the states flowed from the R-ground states by 6 = | . Then

one obtains two additional conditions:

{G+^GTMA, /", r) = (4Lo - 2J°)\h, I, f ) = 0 ,
3 3 (25)

[JI, G ^ P , /, f) = (Vo - 2Gg)|A, /, f> = 0.

The first equation implies a relation between two eigenvalues of the Cartan components,

h = 1/2. Since R is a hermitean operator, the second equation of (25) implies that the

eigenvalue of the operator R must vanish. Hence one obtains the unique state | | ) with

h = |7 = | . We conclude that the geometrical structure of the N=3 SCA is trivial.

3. N=4.

To present topological natures of the N=4 SCFT's, we should give some general prop-

erties of the N=4 SCA [5]. The algebra consists of a stress tensor T, two pairs of SU(2)

doublet supercurrents (Ga,Ga)a=\:2 and SU(2) currents J' (i — 1,2,3). By imposing the

super-Jacobi identity, the central charge is related to the level of the SU(2) current algebra

by c = 6k. The N=4 associative operator algebra is given by

) . (26.)

•/'(*)<?•(») - '^J^K (26b)

G.(2)CV) = ^ J - '-^P + m-)-W('l (26c)
(z — w)d (z — wy z — w
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h = 112. Since R is a hermitean operator， the second equation of (25) implies that the 

eigenvalue of the ope削 orR must vanish. Hence one obtains the unique state I~) with 

h=ジ=~. We conclude that the geometrical structure of the N=3 SCA is trivial. 

3. N=.イ.

To present topological natures of the N=4 SCFT's， we should give some general prop-

erties of the N=4 SCA [5]. The algebra consists of a stress tensor T， two pairs of SU(2) 

doublet supercurrents (Ga， G")a=I，2 and SU(2) currents Ji (i = 1，2，3). By imposing thぞ

super-Jacobi identity， the central charge is related to the level of the SU(2) current algebra 

by c = 6k. The N=4 associative operator algebra is given by 

-t(ポ)abGb(ω)
J'(z)G

a
(ω)= ー z一ω

Hσ・)baず(ω)
Ji(Z)ゲ(即)= ~ 

z-w 

=b" 4k6ab 4(Ui)abJi(ω) ， 2f6abT(ω)一(♂)abaJ'(ω)J
Ga(z)G

V

(ω)=一一一一一
(z -w)3 (z一ω)2 Z一ω

一19ー

(26a) 

(26b) 

(26c) 



where (T"S are Pauli matrices and the basis for the 5(7(2) algebra is taken so as the totally

antisymmetric structure constant being e123 = 1. In the NS sector highest weight states

are defined by

Jf\h,l) = G\\h,I) = G\\k,l) = O, L0\h,l) = h\h,l), J*\k,I) = l\h,I). (27)

which is characterized by a set of three numbers (k,h,l). In the N=4 SCA there exists a

spectral flow which interpolates the NS and R sector. The above condition flows to the

highest weight condition for the R sector.

Jo | h, I) = J+\h, 1) = GQ\h, I) = Gl\h, /) = 0, Lo\h, 1) = h\hj), J*\h, I) = J\h, I),

(28)

where \h, I) belongs to the R sector and the relations to the one of the NS sector are given

by

Hence one can restrict oneself to the NS sector. Two classes of unitary representations are

known.

(A) Massless representations.

h = l, / = 0,1,1, §, . . . ,*• (30a)

(B) Massive representations.

h > I, 1 = 0, | , 1, § , . . . , i ( f c - l ) (30b)

Next we introduce the chiral states for the N=4 SCFT's. Left-chiral states are states

in the NS sector satisfying

= GLi|^) = 0. (31)

Primary chiral states are the left-chiral states satisfying the highest weight state conditions

of N=4 algebra (27). For such states, the N=4 algebra (26c) implies that

2 2 '
(32)

Therefore the dimension h of a primary chiral state equals to its isospin, i.e., h = I. The

chiral state condition (31) excludes the massive representations. One can easily show that

the primary chiral states flow to the ground state of the R sector. If one replace G2 (G1)

- 2 0 -
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Hence one can restrict oneself to the NS sector. Two classes of unitary representations are 

known. 

(A) Massless representations. 

h = 1， 

(B) Massive representations. 

h > 1， 

1 = O.!.1呈主， 2' ~， 2' ・， 2 

1 = 0， t， 1 ，~，...， t(k -1) 

(30a) 

(30b) 

Next we introduce the chiral states for the N=4 SCFT's. Leβ-chiral states are states 

in the NS sector satisfying 

G140)=OLt10)=0. (31) 

Primary ch.iral st.ates are the left-chiral states satisfying the highest. weight state conditions 

of N=4 algebra (27). For such stat田， the N=4 algebra (26c) implies t.hat 

{OiyGh}lh，l)=2(Lo-d)|hj)=0. (32) 

Therefore the dimension h of a primary chiral state equals to its isospin， i.e.， h = 1. The 

chiral state condition (31) excludes the massive representations. One can easily show that 

the primary ch iral states flow to the ground state of the R sector. If one replace G2 (a1 
) 
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with G1 (G2), one obtains the anii-chiralstates. A similar calculation shows the dimension

of a primary anii-chiral state being h = —I.

In N=4 model, since c = 6k, we have two twisted stress tensors with vanishing central

charge for any k € C:

T±=T±dJ3. (33)

Let us work with T+. The supercurrents G1 and G2 acquire the new dimension 2, whereas

G2 and G1 acquire the dimension 1. If one think of G2 being the BRST current, eqs. (26a)

and (26c) give the BRST transformations of the N=4 generators. We can summarize them

in the following two diagrams:

G1 G2

\ \
f+ J~ dJ+ J3 (34)

\ \
G2 G1

where J* = J1 ± iJ2 have dimensions 1 ^ 1 and an arrow between two operators denotes

that the one at the tip of the arrow is the BRST descendent of the one at the end of

the arrow. The left diagram in (34) is the one for the operators with dimension 2 and

the right one is for the dimension 1 operators. In the twisted N=4 theory the original

superconformal symmetries are completely broken down 5.

The condition of left-chiralstates (31) is read as the BRST invariance of the states. As

a result of twisting the stress tensor (33), an N—4 primary field labeled by (k, h, I) acquires

a new conformal dimension h = h — /, which vanishes for the BRST invariant observables.

Let <T^ be a primary chiral operator. If we define that

O<r{°\ (35)

then cr'1) satisfy the descendent equation.

= [QBRST, <rm} ,

- o . (36)

From (34), one immediately finds a candidate for the physical operator:

<•> > (37)

5 Recently, Nojiri [6] showed that a twisting class of the N=4 SCFT's with so(4) Kac-
Moody algebra gives a topological CFT with N=2 superconformal symmetry.

- 2 1 -

with G1 (02
)， one obtains the anti-chiralstates. A similar calculation shows the dimension 

of a primary anti-chiral state being h = -1. 

In N=4 model， since c = 6k， we have two twisted stress tensors with vanishing central 

charge for any k εC: 

T土 =T 土 âJ3 • (33) 

Let us work with T +・ Thesupercurrents G1 and 02 acquire the new dimension 2， whereas 

G2 and (}l acquire the dimension 1. If one think of G2 being the BRST current， eqs. (26a) 

and (26c) give the BRST transformations of the N=4 generators. We can summarize them 

in the following two diagrams: 

01 G2 

¥ ¥ 
-九 J- 。J+ J3 (34) 

¥ ¥ 。1。2

where J土 =J1土iJ2have dimensions 1干 1and an o¥rrow between two operators denotes 

that the one at the tip of the arrow is the BRST descendent of the one at the end of 

the arrow. The left diagram in (34) is the one for the operators with dimension 2 and 

the right one is for the dimension 1 operators. In the twisted N =4 theory the original 

superconformal symmetries are completely broken down 5. 

The condition of leβ-chiral states (31) is read as the BRST invaria町 eof the states. As 

a result of twisting the stress tensor (33)， an N=4 primary field labeled by (k， h， 1) acquires 

a new conformal dimension h = h -1， which vanishes for the BRST invariant observables. 
Let σ(0) be a primary chiraloperator. If we define that 

σ(1) = ~ f d{a2
({)σ(0) 

thenσ(1) satisfy the descendent equation. 

dσ(0) = {QBRST，σ(l)} ， 

dσ(1) = O. 

(35) 

(36) 

From (34)， one immediately finds a candidate for the physical op町 ator:

σ(0) = J+， 

σhや1

5 Recently， Nojiri [司 showedthat a twisting c!ass of the N =4 SCFT's with so( 4) K配-

Moody algebra giv白 atopological CFT with N=2 superconformal symmetry. 

(37) 
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There is another dimension one operator, G1. If one think of jd^G1^) as a BRST

operator, the above diagrams change as follows;

G1 G2

/ /
f+ J~ dJ+ J3 (38)

/ _ /
G2 G1

Note that, the zero mode of G2 and G1 anti-commute to each other. If we take T_ as the

stress tensor of the theory, G1 and G2 become the candidates for the BRST current.

The N=4 chiral ring has been examined through a study of irreducible massless repre-

sentations of the N=4 SCA[5]. The Witten index for an irreducible representation, (k, In),

lR < 0, is - 2 / f l + 1.
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The pregauge-piegeometric action, i.e. the fundamental matter ac-

tion whose quantum fluctuations give rise to the Einstein-Hilbert and the

Yang-Mills actions is investigated from the viewpoint of the topological

field theory. We show that the scalar piegauge-pregeometric action is a

topological invariant for appropriate choices of the internal gauge group.

This model realizes the picture that the gravitational and internal gauge

theory at the low energy scale is induced as the quantum effects of the

topological field theory at the Planck scale.

1. Introduction In general relativity, we usually start with the Einstein-Hilbert

action written in terms of the metric or vierbein field, and describe various phys-

ical phenomena as its consequences. Pregeometry, first proposed by Sakharov, is

based on the eminent idea that the very Einstein-Hilbert action itself may not

be a fundamental one, but rather an effective action induced by quantum fluc-
1 2

tuations of elementary matter fields in the vacuum. ' Many authors pursued
3 — 7

this interesting possibility. For example, the pregeometric actions were writ-

ten down in terms only of the matter fields without using metric fields, ' and

the pregeometric phase at Planck scale was suggested. Prior to them, Bjorken

proposed a composite model of the photon of the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio type,

where the kinetic action of the gauge theory is induced through quantum fluc-

tuations of matter fields. Since then, much progress has been made on this line,

including that on the induced Yang-Mills action. We call them pregauge theories.

Recently Witten introduced the topological quantum field theory (TQFT).

He has shown how to use the path integral methods of field theory to construct

certain topological invariants which are of interest to mathematicians. For in-
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stance, in four dimensions these topological invariants are known as Donaldson

invariants. At first sight, TQFT's may seem to be physically irrelevant, since

there is no local dynamics and their observables are only topological invariants.

Nevertheless, there is some expectation that TQFT's may describe a phase of
11 13

unbroken diffeomorphism invariance in quantum gravity. ' This is very ap-

pealing in light of arguments that the space time metric should be a derived

quantity in quantum gravity.

The pregeometry and TQFT share the important feature that they realize

space-time diffeomorphism without a metric. In the pregeometric phase, however,

matters still exist, while the topological phase involves no local physical motion.

We expect that the pregeometry, in some extreme case, becomes a kind of TQFT,

and TQFT may, in the broken phase, exhibit its physical implications through

the pregeometry. In fact, recently it is shown that the above speculation really

works in the two models; scalar pregeometry where the number of the scalar

fields coincides with that of the space-time dimensions, and two-dimensional

spinor pregeometry with Weyl invariance. In this talk we will show that a

pregauge-pregeometric model ' becomes topological under a specific choice
21

of the internal gauge group. It is an extension of the model in Ref. 15 to include

gauge symmetries. The quantum fluctuations of the present model induce not

only the Einstein-Hilbert action, but also the Yang-Mills action. Our approach

may shed light on spontaneous symmetry breakdown of the topological quantum

field theories (TQFT).

2. Pregauge-Pregeometry We begin by considering the pregauge-pregeometry

with the internal local I l j=i SO{Nj) symmetry in the d dimensional space-

time. We assume that the fundamental matter fields are real scalar fields (j>. —

(<t>lj, • • •, <l>j}) (J = 1, 2, • • •, M), where <j>j forms an Nj-p\et of the group SO(Nj)

and a singlet of the other group SO(NK) (K ^ J ) . The starting pregauge-

pregeometric action for <j>j is written by using the auxiliary metric fields g v

and the auxiliary gauge fields Ajb (J — 1 , - - - ,M; a, 6 = 1, • • • , # ; /J, v =

0, • • • , < / - 1) as

- 2 4 -

stance， in four dimensions these topologica¥ invariants are known as Dona¥dson 
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(1)

where g = detg^,,, g1*" is the inverse of g^, and the SO(N.) covariant derivative
D^j is written in terms of A^ as

D^j = (d^-i\JahA%)^ (2)

with the group generator matrix

In Eq. (1) F is an arbitrary function of (<f>j-<f>j), the inner product (X-Y) stands

for Yl,i=\ X'Y', J)J = ±1 is a signature factor, at least one of which should be

negative. The action SgA is invariant under space-time diffeomorphism, and

internal gauge transformations.

It is known that this type of action gives rise to the Einstein-Hilbert and the
19 20

Yang-Mills actions as its quantum fluctuations. ' In fact, the path integral

over <f>, in the partition function

(4)

can be performed to yield Z = /[d^/JV][d74}^]exp(i5eff) with the effective action

+ higher order terms in

where R is the scalar curvature written in terms of £„„, Aj is the field strength

of A^, and the cosmological constant A, the Newtonian gravitational constant

GN and the gauge coupling constants <ĵ  are given in terms of the fundamental
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length scale A which serves as the ultraviolet cutoff. Their values depend on the

precise mechanism of the cutoff. For example, in four dimensions, the one-loop

approximation with the Pauli-Villars regularization gives A = JVA4/8(4TT)2 —

The terms explicitly written in the Eq. (5) are those which dominate in the low

energy limit.

3. Action without the Metric and Gauge Fields To see topological structure

of the pregauge-pregeometric action we derive here the equivalent action written

without the auxiliary metric and gauge fields. The equations of motion derived

from the action SgA yield

(7)

where T><*bcd is the projection operator

vabcd =

Among them, (6) is a net equation of motion for <f>j, but (7) and (8) are con-

straints determining the auxiliary fields g^ and Aj in terms of <f>..

Eliminating g^v and Aa£ from SgA by (7) and (8), we obtain the pregauge-

pregeometric action written in terms only of <f>. as

5* = Jddx Ldet^VjCD^j • VAJ) x F2-^, (10)

where the covariant derivative V^j is written in terms only of (j> as

with U% = £M±.. (11)
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The equation of motion from the action S^ in (10) reads

(12)

where W = det W^ and W" = (W1)^ with W^ = JTj r)j (v^j • !>„<*.,)•
The equation of motion (12) coincides with (6) if we eliminate the auxiliary fields

g^v and Aaj by (7) and (8). It establishes effective equivalence of the actions

and S4" at classical level.

4. Quantum Mechanical Equivalence Here we prove quantum mechani-

cal equivalence of the actions SaA and 5^. For this purpose, we first per-

form the path integral over A"j in the partition function Z in (4) to get Z =

expiiSS) with

= J
where the Lee-Yang term \[ \(j>\(d~^(N'~^ is absorbed into the canonically

invariant measure. Notice that in S9 in (13) the covariant derivative D^ is

replaced by V^ defined without A^ in (11).

Then we show that the commutator (or Dirac bracket) algebra of S3 coincides

with that of S^. It is almost parallel to that for the scalar pregeometry in Ref.

22. The system described by the action 5^ has d + 52J(NJ ~ *) independent

first class constraints:

*O, (m,n = l,-",d-l) (14)

l,---,d-l) (15)

j j » 0, (16)

where jr, is the canonical conjugate variable of <j> . Note that among Gaj only

(Nj — 1) operators are independent. The TQ and Tm are the generator of dif-

feomorphism, while G°j is that of SO(Nj) transformations. The Hamiltonian is

given by a linear combination the constraints.
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On the other hand, the system with the action Ss has rf(rf-lJJ

independent primary constraints p^" « 0 and Cj" « 0, where p^v is the canonical

conjugate oig^ and Gaj is defined in (16), and d(d—1)/2 independent secondary

constraints

*„„ = ^ - S ^ ( ^ ^ j • T>Aj)F~l * 0, (17)

where the time derivative <90<£j in £>0^j is written in terms of the canonical

conjugate jr. of ^ , and other variables according to

*J = y/=99*'"Du4>r (18)

We can show that T^ defined in (14) and (15) are linear combinations of $^y , so

that they are again constraints here. Their Poisson bracket algebra shows that

there are 2d + Ylji^j ~ 1) independent first class constraints p0^ a 0, T^ ss 0,

and Gaj « 0, where

f)i(x)=Tll(x)-Jddypmn(y)[$mn(y),Tll(x)]. (m,n = 1, • • •, d - 1) (19)

The rest (d — \){d — 2) independent constraints pmn ss 0 and $ m n a 0 (m,n —

1, ••-,</— 1) belong to the second class. Hamiltonian is a linear combination of

the first class constraints. Now we partially fix the gauge by the condition

where / ^ (^ ,, JT ,) are first class operators. Using only a part of the constraints,

we define the intermediate Dirac bracket [ , ]* by

[X(x),Y(y)Y = [X(x),:
(21)

i'4^(«).U»FW-n»)]f
with Xmn = ®mn C777' " = 1, - • -, <̂  — 1)- Then the algebra with respect to [ , ]*

entirely coincides with the Poisson bracket algebra of the system with the action
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S^. Accordingly the Dirac bracket algebras derived from them in each system

coincide with each other. If we adopt the same ordering prescriptions in the both

systems, the quantum commutator algebras coincide with each other, even when

some anomalies exist. This establishes the quantum mechanical equivalence of

5» and 5*, and, hence, of S<>A and S*.

5. Topological Invariance Now we show that the pregauge-pregeometric

action (10) is a topological invariant if the number of the gauge groups is equal

to the number of the space-time dimensions (i. e. M — d). By (11) and (3), the

covariant derivative becomes

( 2 2 )

vhere \<f>j\ = \J(<l>j • <frj)- Then 5* in (10) can be rewritten into the form

^MAdMA x F***, (23)S+ = - fddx -det^

In particular for M = d, S^ in (23) becomes

S't'(M = d)= [ddxdetdll\<j>I\F
1TL (24)

J ?J
n

where the integration domain It which is so far suppressed is explicitly shown.

We denote by it the image of % by the mapping (j>j. Then we have

S't'{M = d) = nSQ with S = fdd\<t> , | F ^ , (25)
j

where n is the winding number of the mapping <j>., and SQ is a definite integral on

the domain Tt and is not affected by changes of the mapping <j>.. (If the domain

72. has a boundary, we fix the field (j>j on the boundary in variations of <j>,.)
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In particular for M = d， So in (23) becomes 
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(24) 
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Thus we have shown that S^ with M — d is a topological invariant in the sense

that it is invariant under any continuous variations of the mapping 4>j. Then

any continuous functions <\>j are solutions to the equation of motion derived by

varying S^. Furthermore, the topological phase has no physical specification such

as the number and sizes of the internal gauge groups. We expect that they are

spontaneously chosen in the course of the symmetry breakdown due to quantum

effects.

Let us see that the topological case is continuously connected with some

non-topological cases. For this purpose we explicitly break the internal gauge

symmetries by adding to the action SgA in (1) the mass terms of the gauge field

with the mass My Then w}^ in Eq. (8) is replaced by

,ab _
J =

and, hence, d^jld^J in (23) is replaced by

(27)

Non-vanishing A/, prevents 5^ from being rewritten into the form like (24) even

for M = d, so that 5^ is not a topological invariant. The proof of classical and

quantum mechanical equivalence between SsA and 5^ remains valid for M. ^ 0,

though the constraints Gj* « 0 in (16) disappear here. Thus the topological

case (A/, = 0) is connected with the non-topological case (Af̂  ^ 0) by the

continuous parameters M . In the limit Mj —* 0 the action 5*(A/ = d) restores

the topological invariance. On the other hand, the quantum effect 5 ff in (5)

remains non-vanishing in this limit, and violates topological invariance. From the

technical point of view, it is the ultraviolet cutoff that breaks down the topological

symmetry and enables the topological system to give rise to physical effects.

It is, however, not necessarily an artifact since it is smoothly connected with

- 3 0 -
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the non-topological cases. The quantum effects by themselves can intrinsically

involve such an fundamental length scale, though we do not yet know the precise

mechanism.

In conclusion, we have shown that the scalar pregauge-pregeometry becomes

topological if the number of the internal gauge groups is equal to the number of

the spacetime dimensions. The gravitational and gauge theories at low energy

scales are induced by the quantum fluctuations from a topological action, vio-

lating the original topological symmetry. We expect that the number and sizes

of the internal gauge groups are spontaneously chosen in the course of the sym-

metry breakdown. It will be quite interesting for us to examine the dynamical

symmetry breakdown mechanism of TQFT's in further details. If this mecha-

nism is effective, we would be able to obtain a new splendid understanding from

mathematics to physics.

The authors would like to thank Professors H. Terazawa, and A. Sugamoto

for stimulating and fruitful discussions.
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Global Strings in Five-dimensional
Supergravity1

Miho Marui

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Ochanomizu University

1-1 Otsuka 2, Bunkyou-ku, Tokyo 112, Japan

In this talk, we show the existence of solitonic solutions of five-

dimensional supergravity [1][2], which can be interpreted as global

cosmic strings in our universe. They possess the same mathematical

structure as the stringy cosmic strings studied by Greene, Shapere, Vafa

andYau[3].

Dabholkar et al. [4] and Strominger [5] studied another class of

solitonic solutions in string theory and discussed supersymmetry in the

background of the topological object. We also show that supersymmetry

is partially broken in the presence of the global strings in our model.

"Strings" in our five-dimensional model belong to the same type as

studied by Greene et al. [3]. A simple model they offered in their paper

is a six-dimensional model. We examine some classical solutions of the

1 Talk presented at the Workshop on Quantum Gravity and Topology, 21-23 February

1991. This talk is based on the collaboration with K. Shiraishi, ref. [0].
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N=2, D=5 supergravity theory in the present talk. One of the aims of

this work is to provide the simplest and pedagogical model which realizes

similar solutions. Another aim is to discuss supersymmetry in the

presence of the string in the specified model. While the analysis is very

similar to ref. [4] and [5], only holomorphicity of "moduli" is needed in

the present analysis.

We begin with the five-dimensional N=2 supergravity theory. The

supermultiplet consists of funfbein eM
A(xN), gravitino i|/M

a(xN) (where a

=1,2) , and the gauge field AM(xN). Our notation is almost the same as

ref. [2].

The supersymmetric action is

• / •

S(5)= f d5x [ - UjMfRffl, eFMrf U
4 4 6V3

-0)

To construct string-like classical solution, we give the following

vacuum configurations of fields:

LejM, (2a)

(2b)

(2c)

(all other fields} = 0, (2d)

where b means the radius of S1, the extra space.

To analyze such configurations, we look into the relevant part of the
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由iswork is to provide the simplest and pedagogical model which rea1izes 

similar solutions. Another aim is to discuss supersymmetry in the 

presence of the string in the specified model. Whi1e the analysis is very 

simi1ar to ref. [4] and [5]， only holomorphicity of "modu1i" is needed in 

由epresent analysis. 

We begm with the five-dimensional N=2 supergravity theory. The 

supermultiplet consists of fun品ein~A(XN)， gravitino 1IIMa(XN) (where a 

= 1， 2) ， and the gauge field AM(XN). Our notation is almost the same as 

ref. [2]. 

The supersymmetric action is 
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--:!-eïjïMfMNI))N(ω+品川~- ï1副FMWFM~a(ypfM叫げsf刊p}tp~ ] .(1) 
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To construct string-like classical solution， we give the following 

vacuum configurations of fields: 

(e~) =前(Xμ)， 

(e;) = b (x~) ， 

(As) = As (xμ1) ， 

同1other fields) = 0， 

where b means the radius of SI， the extra space. 

(2a) 

(2b) 

(2c) 

(2d) 

To analyze such configurations， we look into the relevant part of the 



four-dimensional action originating from Einstein-Maxwell system in

five dimensions through dimensional reduction;

8 (T-T)2

where

(3)

T = TI + i T2, where TI = A 5 and T2 = •& b . (4)

This action resembles one discussed by Greene et al.[3], up to a

coefficient in the kinetic term of T. They took an ansatz for the

complex scalar field T (moduli of 2-torus)

T = T ( X 2 , X 3 ) , (5)

and that for the mf 'ric of the four-dimensional theory

ds2 = g^vdx^dxv = (dx1)2 - e* {(dx2)2 + (dx3)2 j - (dx4)2 , (6)

where 4> = cj) (x^,x^). Now we adopt their assumptions (5) and (6) in

our model. The equation of motion for T takes the same form as theirs.

Any holomorphic (or anti-holomorphic) function T is a solution to the

eq. of motion, that is,

x = T(Z) (or T = T(Z)) , (7)

where z=x2+ix3 and z=x2-ix3.

We concentrate on the holomorphic solution of this type here.

The solution to the Einstein equations is obtained as
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<j> (z,z) = In T|(Z,Z) + In f(z) + In f ® , (8)

where f(z) is some regular function.

From observations so far, we can conclude that the string-like

solution, which is very similar to the "stringy string" obtained in ref. [3],

can be constructed in terms of T and 4> in five-dimensional supergravity.

The only difference is the powers of T2 in eq. (8).

We should note that T+ 1 is equivalent to T because only local gauge

equivalence permitted in the fifth dimension is the identification

A5 * A 5 + 1 in the periodic dimension [6].

Let us discuss the supersymmetric structure of the string-like

configuration in five-dimensional supergravity. Infinitesimal

transformation of the supersymmetry on the gravitino field is as follows

[2]:

j r M + 4 Y 5 M ) FPQe , (9)

where indices a (=1, 2) of e and \jr are implicit.

In the dimensionally reduced theory, we wish to concentrate our

attention on zero modes corresponding to unbroken symmetries. We

must investigate what form of e satisfies the equation (AI|/M)
 = 0 as in refs.

[4] and [5].

Note that we can treat e as a complex spinor instead of two

"generalized Majorana" spinors. Hereafter we forget the label on e.

By substituting eqs. (2), (4) and (6) into eq. (9) and using eqs. (7)

(holomorphicity of T, i. e., Cauchy-Riemann equation on T) and (8), the

solution to the equation (A^M) = 0 is given by a linear combination of e+
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4V3Y  
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ande"

where ej$ are constant spinors satisfying (l-r14)eo = 0 and

Now we are led to a result that the background given by the cosmic

string in our model has partially broken supersymmetry. (i. e.,

supersymmetry associated with the restricted form of e (10) remains

unbroken.) This conclusion is independent of explicit functional form of

solution, since we have used only the holomorphicity of T and the

Einstein equations.

We can see this symmetry breaking from the point of view of

supersymmetry algebra. Generally speaking, extended supersymmetry

algebra has central charge which is to give rise to partial symmetry

breaking if background has non-trivial charge (see refs. [4], [5] and

references there in). If we concentrate on string-like solutions, we

should define supercharge per unit length and study the relation between

the central charge (per unit length) and supersymmetry breaking. For

the details, please see ref. [0].

In future works, we will clarify the symmetry among the Kaluza-

Klein excited modes, using a similar technique as ref. [2].

Recently we have been informed of the string solution which

involves non-zero torsion [7).

References
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Abstract
The effective action from the heterotic string compactification is studied on the man-

ifolds with absolute parallelism. The cosmic string solutions resulting from the effective
action are discussed in analogy with the dislocations in three-dimensional crystalline solid.
The cosmic string density is concluded to be given by the torsion tensor of space-time,
which gives rise a compactification at least in one-dimensional direction in space-time. It
is shown also the contorsion tensor defines the deficit angle. We have found a stringy
solution in a six-dimensional model on Af4 x T2 which coincides with that of Greene et
al..
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Abstrad 
The effective action from the heterotic string compacti貧cationis studied on the man-

ifolds with absolute parallelism. The cosmic string solutions resulting from the effective 
action are discussed in analogy with the dislocations in three-dimensional crystalline solid. 
The cosmic string density is concluded to be given by the torsion tensor of space-time， 
which gives rise a compacti貧cationat least in one-dimensional direction in space-time. It 
is shown also the contorsion tensor defines the deficit angle. We have found a stringy 
solution in a six・dimensionalmodel on M4 x T2 which ccincides with that of Greene et 

al.. 
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The cosmic strings which are the topological defects given rise from the symmetry
breaking on the manifold with nontrivial iri, have been extensively investigated as a can-
didate of the seeds for galaxy and large scale structure formation[l]. In this paper we will
consider the background gauge fields of the heterotic strings to search for some solutions
of the cosmic strings. In order to be able to treat the space-time symmetry and gauge
symmetry on the same footing, we will formulate the theory in terms of vielbein formalism,
though we exclusively concentrate on the solutions of the translational gauge fields.

As pointed out in ref.[2],the gauge theory of the space-time translation connects with
the absolute parallelism. The background geometry of the theory might be the Weitzenbock
space-time. We can see the cosmic string as the dislocation with absolute parallelism. We
will give some interpretations on the case where a contour integral §h'lldx'1 is nontrivial,
where h'^ is the vielbein field. In this case the translational group is broken into some
multiply connected group. The S1 {T2)is the simplest one(two)-dimensional compact
manifold with fundamental group ^ ( S 1 ) = Z and 7Ti(T2) = Z © Z where Z is integer, but
the second homotopy group K^ = 0. Such S1 or T2 structure is obtained from the coset
group T(D)/Z^ for / = 1, / = 2 respectively. In these cases the following formula

= [ Adx" = I T^dx* Kdx" = 2irN,N€ Z, (1)

assures the existence of cosmic strings and give their analogy with dislocations, where T^v is
the field strength of translational gauge fields. We assume the vielbeins are static hereafter.
As founded by Kroner in ref.[3], Ti

liVdx>i Adx" is the closure failure which is interpreted as
the resulting (infinitesimal) Burgers vector db* of the dislocation density flux through the
area element <fscM Adz" and the dislocation density is identified with torsion tensor. Global
coordinates x* can not exist in the presence of torsion tensors,though they can still have
a local meaning with dx* (anholonomic coordinates). For an observer on this coordinate
space the contour is seen closed by the definition of the contour integral in eq.(l). But
for a observer on the orthogonal frame the closure failure is disclosed. Therefore the two
end points of the circuit must be identified, which is nothing but a compactification of the
space-time symmetry (translational group) in one dimensional direction into S1 .

The contorsion tensor defined by

1
C'J J, . J, . — —IT x T -J- T \ O\

2

with the torsion tensor

T = h (d h' — d h' ) = h T' (3)

is called Nye's lattice curvature in theories of three dimensional crystalline solids. A
contour integral

/

/" /"

duij = <b baiidx1^ = I (Ou,ovij — uvbu,ij)dx Adx , (4)
J Js
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formally measures the "rotation" angle on the ij plane. In three dimensional space the
connection between dislocation density and contorsion is given as satisfying Nye's law[3]

where Sij and T;;- are defined by
ij = eiMSjl

p e rpkl I6)
i = ZikJ

The above relations show that dislocations and contorsions create an incompatible situation
and make possible to calculate misfit angle for some grain boundary arrangements of
dislocations. The analogy to see cosmic strings as dislocations assures us to interprete the
misfit angle as the deficit angle for a cosmic string configulation.

It has already been seen that the problem of cosmic strings reduces analogically to that
of the dislocations in three-dimensional space[3] and the space-time seems also compactified
as well as the extra dimensions. It is therefore apparent that the cosmic strings have much
similarity with the dislocations in their structures and evolutions.

The action for the heterotic string in conformal gauge is given by,

$

},

w h e r e Ta is a g e n e r a t o r of t h e g a u g e g r o u p , z,z l ab e l t h e s t r i n g wor ld shee t , a n d

D = de + 06, D2 = d. (8)

It is easily seen that the gravity and the internal gauge interactions are treated in the same
ways, since the vielbeins and the gauge fields appear as h'^DX11 and A^DX^.

When the space-*ime has the absolute parallelism, the vielbein gauge fields h% of the
translational group are satisfying the covariant constant condition

Dvhf = dvhl+^vhf = O. (9)

Then the affine connection of this space is derived as

and the curvature tensor is identically vanishing in this case.
The second order effects of quantum fluctuations £^,2,0) of strings X11 is calculated

by the standard method for the vielbein field as

- / •
+ \
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where Ts is a generator of the gauge group， z， i label the string world sheet， and 
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ら1=Jω 川 付Lr+jvん DXゆX
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where
^7 =h D + d^DX",
Vi=hid + dvh'pdX".

Then the conformal invariance of the background vielbein fields gives a condition that
the /3 function of the renormarization group equations should be identically vanishing, and
we get the effective equations of motion for the field strength of translational gauge fields

V I ^ = 0, (13)

where we have neglected the contributions from the dilaton field. The effective action of
the vielbein fields in D-dimensions may then be given in the following form

jifTL], (H)

where h = de<(AJ,).
This type of theories have been investigated by two methods (dimensional reduction

and spontaneous compactification), whose mutual connections are observed[4]. Recently it
has been proposed for a superstring vacuum to view the noncompact Minkowski space and
the internal manifold on the same footing and to consider the more general situation of
string propagation in a nontrivial ten-dimensional space[5]. Adding to the two observations
above the four dimensional general relativity constructed on Weitzenbock geometry agrees
with all the experiments so far carried out and can have the same classical solutions as
Einstein theory[2]. It is therefore natural to start from the geometrical structure with
absolute parallelism. We will find compactified solutions by imposing a parallelizability
condition on the vielbein gauge fields.

Now we will investigate some problems derived from dimensional reduction, which
give rise to string like objects. We will concentrate on the two solutions which are con-
nected directly to the dislocations in three-dimensional crystalline solid. Bais et.al. have
reviewed the dimensional reduction procedure of pure gauge theory in ref.[4,5], to obtain
four-dimensional theories where scalar fields and a symmetry breaking potential appear
naturally In our case the gauge group is the D-dimensional translations T(D) in n+(D-n)
dimensional manifolds whose coordinates are denoted by (xA,ya). Assuming the coset
space of the group defined by T{D)/H where H is an Abelian discrete group, the vielbein
fields are redefined as

h*Zhi\*M AZ°n
 n

D* (15)

Let us consider a model, for an example, which we start from the six-dimensional
effective action and which we take the internal space to be a two-dimensional torus, i.e.
M6 —> M4 x T7 [5]. The six-dimensional effective action in our model is

-\TrTlv\- (16)
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Assuming that the six-dimensional metric is block diagonal

where A, B(at/3) index the uncompactified (compactified) directions and

•Sw-Mi H) <18>
is the metric on the internal two-torus where r(x) = Ti+ir2,detg^ — 1. After dimensional
reduction, we find the following form for the four-dimensional effective action

where f2 is the volume of the compactified space. The contribution from the compactified
space in equation (19) becomes the same form with the case that starts from the six-
dimensional Einstein-Hilbert action[5,6]. Thus the equation with respect to f is

, (20)
T — r

where we have neglected the gravitational effects. Therefore the solitonic solutions are
assured to exist in this model, when we assume the moduli depend only on the two-space
coordinate (the stringy cosmic string solutions studied by Greene et al.[5]).

Finally the heterotic compactificatins on a multiply-connected six-manifold previously
investigated in ref.[7] where the symmetry breaking of the internal gauge group and the
index was calculated, may be more clarified by means of the method here partially studied.
One problem is the reason why we should start from the Weitzenbock space. It is sure
that we can also start from more general Biemann-Cartan geometry and compactify it
into four-dimensional Weitzenbock space-time (instead of Minkowski space) times some
internal manifolds. The main observation of this letter is the cosmic strings can be derived
naturally in this formalism.
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s~~~ = n J d
4
z什げ吋B+iトむ(似ゆ♂仰州;a切a可叫ゆd伽f

n r .J片4_U 1mAB巾 1θATθA子1

= U J a ZIl.L-'4.L; .LAB - '4一守一J，
(19) 

where n is the volume of the compacti量edspace. The contribution frorn the compacti五ed
space in equation (19) becomes the same form with the case that starts from the six-
dimensional Einstein-Hilbert制 ion[5，6].Thus the equation with respect to子 IS

" 2{)T{}r 
{}{}r +で一一一=0， 

T-T 
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where we have neglected the gravitational effects. Therefore the solitonic solutions are 
assured to exist in this model， when we assume the moduli depend only on the two-space 
coordinate (the stringy cosrnic string solutions studied by Greene et al.[5]). 

Finally the heterotic compacti貧catinson a multiply-connected six-manifold previously 
investigated in ref.[7] where the syrnrnetry breaking of the internal gauge group and the 

index was calculated， rnay be rnore clarified by means ofthe method here partially studied. 

One problern is the 自国onwhy we should start from the Weitzenbock space. It is sure 
that we can also start frorn more general Riemann-Cartan geometry and compactify it 
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0(2) Chern-Simons theory
Kaoiu Amano and Hiioshi Shirokura

Department of Physics, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Meguro, Tokyo, 152 Japan

1. A (3-dimensional pure) Chern-Simons gauge theory (CSGT) is topological.

As it is locally trivial, serious study of the theory requires a precise global for-

mulation. With the CSGT of a general gauge group G, possible contributions

from various G bundles must be considered. Not only this is necessary for logical

completeness. But also in the relationship with 2 dimensional conformal field

theory (CFT), the sectors of non-trivial G bundles are counted as an essential

part of the theory to be related to certain CFTs ' .

In this talk we discuss the 0(2) CSGT of gauge group 0(2). This provides

a simple, fully calculable example in which non-trivial bundles are relevant to

CSGT. As regard to the relationship with CFT, we will see that the consideration

of non-trivial bundles is indispensable in understanding why the 0(2) CSGT

relates to rational Z2 orbifold models (RZOMs).

2. We take the space-time manifold to be Ai = S x R, where space £ is an

arbitrary closed orientable surface. The 0(2) CSGT is the theory of a gauge field
/ 0 l \

A. With the matrix i = I I as a basis for the Lie algebra of 0(2), iA is

defined to represent a connection in an 0(2) bundle over M. To write down the

action, we pick an arbitrary gauge field configuration A& as a reference. Then

the CSGT action can be written in the form

S[A) = -±-J (A- AA)dA + SA, (1)

where 5A = S ^ A ] is constant for the fixed ̂ 4A-

Eq.(l) is valid for any bundle and for any choice of local sections. This formula can be
derived from eq.(1.5) of ref.[4].
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We take the temporal gauge AQ = 0. There is no obstruction to doing so, for

the bundle cannot twist in the temporal direction. Now \A is a connection in

an 0(2) bundle over E. The action (1) dictates the 'flat connection constraint'

dA = 0 as well as the Poisson brackets of the (spatial) components of A.

3. Let us recall the notion of a (principal) G bundle. Let V denote a G

bundle over the base manifold E. If V is 'trivial,' it is essentially the direct

product G x E. The point u = (g, x) € G x E w V is said to be 'over' a; € E,

and the 'canonical projection' ir : V —* S is given by the map (g, x) t—> x. The

set of points over x € E, or the inverse image ir~l(x) is called the fibre over

x. The structure group G operates on V on the right as follows: for h € G

and u = (g, x) € V, uh = (gh, x). There is no canonical way of identifying V

with G x E. But rather the identification is made by specifying a global section

<r : E —>• G, ir o <T{X) — x. Then every point of V takes the form u = <r(x)g, which

is identified with (g, x) £ G x E.

So much for the case when V is trivial. If V is not a trivial bundle, it is

locally trivial in the following sense. V is equipped with the canonical projection

•K : V —> E, and we can find an open covering of E, {Ua} such that each ir~l(Ua)

is a trivial G bundle over Ua with the restriction to Ua of 7r as its canonical

projection. Thus V admits a system of local sections {aa}, <ra • Ua -^ V.

The local sections define the transition functions V'a/S : Ua H Up —* G, given by

crp{x) = <ra(x)ipap(x). We can think of V as [Ja{G x Ua), where we identify

(VV37?> x)eGxUa with {gp, x)eGxUp for all gp <EG, x £Uaf\ Up. Roughly

V is a collection of trivial bundles G x Ua pasted together by the transition

functions {^ap}.

A gauge transformation in V is a map of V onto itself that leaves fibres

invariant and satisfies f(ua) = f(u)a at any u € V for all a € G. Given local

sections {<ra}, we prefer to represent the gauge transformation by a set of G valued

functions {/«}, each fa:Ua—*G given by the relation f(aa(x)) = <ra{x)fa{x).

Then we can rephrase the definition: A gauge transformation / is given by a set
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of G valued functions fa that commute with the transition functions on Ua C\ Up

according to the rule

We also represent a connection by local objects dependent on the choice of local

sections. When restricted to the G =O(2) case, a connection in V is given by a

set of local real 1-forms {L4<*}, defined on Ua and satisfying on overlaps Ua ("I Up

the consistency condition

l)ap. (3)

A gauge transformation / = {/<*} acts on the connection as follows.

•lAa _ ^ iA'a = f-l\Aafa + f-ldfa. (4)

A 'flat structure' in V, if it exists, is given by an open covering {Ua} equipped

with local sections {ffa} such that all of the transition functions are constant

maps. V is said to be rflat' if it admits a flat structure. Obviously trivial bundles

are flat. If {<ra} gives a flat structure in V, we can define a flat connection by

setting Aa = 0 on every Ua. Thus V admits a flat connection. The converse is

also true: A G bundle is flat if and only if it admits a flat connection.

4 0(2) bundles on S can be constructed by the following operations :

(a) S0(2) twisting: Pick a directed simple loop on E and identify the fibres across

the loop with an S0(2) twist that winds m times in S0(2)w S1 as it goes around

the loop. That is, we use transition functions of the form ipap = elm* where a

denotes a patch from the right side of the directed loop and 0 an overlapping

patch from the left side, and 6 is some angular variable around the loop.

Our construction seems to exhaust all O(2) bundles on S but we have no formal proof for
this.
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(b) 7JI twisting: Pick a simple non-contractible loop on E and identify the fibres

across it with a twist by a reflection {Q €0(2), detp = -1) that is constant along

the loop. So we use transition functions of the form il>ap = Q where the a and ft

denote patches overlapping from different sides.

(c) a combination of the above two: Apply (a) and (6) on non-intersecting loops.

In (a) the location of the loop is immaterial to the bundle structure. In (6)

only the homology class of the loop counts. In this, two classes that differ only

by an even multiple of a class should be identified as they give the same bundle

structure. In (c) it suffices to consider only the combinations of an SO(2) twist

(m = 1) and a Z2 twist. In fact applying (b) an even number of times produces

no effects unobtainable from the application of (a) for any m.

Thus we obtain three types of 0(2) bundles, types a, b and c, according to the

type of the operation involved. For type a bundles different m € Z give different

bundles and only the trivial one (m = 0) is flat. To type b belong 22s — 1 distinct

bundles and they are all flat by definition. Type c also contains 22s — 1 distinct

bundles. They also turn out to be flat.

Only flat 0(2) bundles can concern us here because of the flat connection

condition. In dealing with flat bundles, it is particularly convenient to work with

local sections such that the transition functions are all constants and the whole

system of local sections can be organized into a multi valued section over E. This

choice in a way 'trivializes' the bundle. In this trivialization the 0(2) gauge field

A becomes at most double valued on E. Here we adopt the following explicit

choice of trivializations for the flat bundles. In the trivial bundle we choose

an ordinary trivialization. In the non-trivial cases (types 6 and c) we choose a

canonical homology basis {ai, • • •, ag, fi\, • • • 0g} on E such that ag corresponds

to the Z2 twist cut. In type c we draw an additional cut along 0g. Discrepancies

in sections one experiences in round trips across the cuts are described by the

transition functions between adjacent sheets,

i> = g (cut ag), (56)
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i> = Q (cut ag) and ip = — 1 (cut ftg) {be)

for types b and c respectively. An 0(2) gauge field A is single valued on £ if it

is in the trivial bundle, and is double valued with the cut ag if it is in a bundle

of type b or c. This follows from eqs.(3), (5), and the fact that g~l \g = ±i for

g €0(2) depending on whether det,g = ±1. A gauge transformation in the trivial

bundle is given by just a function on S that takes values in 0(2). In a non-trivial

flat bundle, a gauge transformation is given by a double valued function. It is

either an S0(2) valued function / which undergoes the change f(x) —* f(x)~l

(inverse in 0(2)) with respect to sheet exchange associated with the Z2 twist cut

ag, or a function of the form gf with / a function of the previous sort.

In our representation, it looks as if there is no distinction between type b and

type c bundles with a common Z2 twist cut in terms of gauge fields and gauge

transformations. Distinctions do emerge however, when we think of a parallel

transport in V over a closed path in S. Taking a trace of the holonomy around

a closed path C, we can construct observable (gauge invariant) Tc, given by

• (
-(*) =. J Me >Jc ) if #( c ' . «*) = e v e n

.0 if#(C,a,)=odd

for type 6, and T^c) = (-1)#(C.W TJP for type (c). For flat, connections T^] is

independent of #(C, f3g)* but 7^°' alters its sign depending on that intersection

number.

5 The canonical quantization of the 0(2) CSGT in the temporal gauge can be

performed by applying to each flat 0(2) bundle the functional coherent state

method of Bos and Nair ' .

* In this case we have Ja A = 0, because the homology class of a lift of ag on the double
covering associated with the cut ag does not change under sheet exchange while the gauge
field acquires a minus sign.
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We introduce a complex structure on E. In analytic coordinates the gauge

field decomposes into the sum A = Azdz + Azdz. We choose a representation in

which a state vector is a ('holomorphic') functional of A}, Az acts on states as

multiplication by Az (the z component of the classical gauge connection), and

Az acts as the functional differential operator fjj^- Then the components of

the operator gauge field satisfy correct commutation relations corresponding to

the Poisson brackets. As for the flat connection constraint, we impose it as a

physical condition on states along with other symmetry requirements. To secure

the reality condition Az = A | we take the inner product to be given by the

functional integral

, Az) exp (-£ J (7)

where &2z — idz A df/2. The integral measure V(AZ, Az), formally induced from

the functional inner product < A , A >= jAzAzd
2z as usual, is gauge invariant

and the integrand in (7) for physical states is required to be gauge invariant. [Here

by gauge invariance we mean residual gauge invariance, i.e., invariance under time

independent gauge transformations.] Thus physical states in our scheme are given

by the functionals ^/[Az] that satisfy («) the flat connection condition dA* = 0,

(ii) gauge invariance and (Hi) reparametrization invariance. A functional which

satisfies condition (i) is invariant under small gauge transformations, i.e., those

generated by infinitesimal transformations. In condition (ii), we further demand

that the state space be invariant under large gauge transformations. [We do not

mind if the states are shuffled so long as they stay within the state space.] By

condition (in), we impose invariance under the action of diffeomorphisms from E

onto itself that leave the bundle structures unchanged. In a non-trivial bundle we

exclude those which send the Z2 twist cut into a non-equivalent one. [Another

tricky point is that diffeomorphism acts on the complex structure. When we

consider the action on states of a reparametrization <j> : E —• E, we have to

pick a (unique) new complex structure for the target surface so that <f> becomes
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a conformal map between Riemann surfaces (with the same base manifold £).

This is necessary to keep a state functional ('iff(Az)) a state functional (^'(Aj/),

with respect to the new complex structure) under the action of <f>. Thus to

impose the reparametrization invariance we have to somehow identify different

state spaces obtained by assuming different complex structures. This can be

done, successfully enough to render condition (iii) meaningful, by comparing the

action of observables on the state spaces.]

For the details of the procedure for finding the physical space see ref.[l]. Here

we just quote the results. The coefficient k in the action (1) must be integral

and even in order that £ of any genus admits a physical state space. We assume

that k is a positive even integer. [For negative k we exchange the roles of A^ and

Az. Then the theory is the same with that of the positive coefficient A;' = —k.

We do not accept the k = 0 case as a CSGT.] The physical space H for the

trivial bundle over £ with genus g has an orthonormal basis {\Pr; r £ (Zy)9} and

decomposes into two eigenspaces H± of gauge transformations spanned by states

¥* = * r ± *_ r . Gauge transformations / act trivially on H+: ' / ' : ** |-> **

while on H- they are ±1: ' / ' : *~ >-> ±*~ for det/ = ±1. The action of

j-tj-iv. _ Xre~'Jc depends only on the homology class of C due to the flat

connection condition. For C = Y^3j=i(Tnjaj + njPj)>

+ e

For type 6 bundles the results are the same except that r should run through

(Zk)3'1 and that eq.(8) is valid for C = 22jZi(mjaj+njP}) (mod ag>20g) b u t

TQ ' = 0 for other C. The state functionals are the same for type c bundles and

the action of T^c) can be inferred from the relation T^c) ^p

6. According to ref.[2] the 0(2) CSGT relates to RZOMs. To see how this is

possible, we identify Z2 orbifold field <p on S as a parameter for the S0(2) valued

gauge transformations in (flat) bundles. We set

JI (9)
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gauge transformations in (flat) bundles. We set 

f = eitp/R (9) 



with R a real constant. The condition for a gauge transformation (2), or

(10)
= e±*v*l" (dety>o/J = ±1)

is consistent with the notion that the target space of the field <p is the orbifold

51/Z2;i.e., the circle <p = <p + 2irR divided by the actions of the group gener-

ated by ip —<• —<p. In fact, any SO(2) valued gauge transformation / defines a

configuration of the Z2 orbifold boson field <p by (9), and any configuration of <p

can be obtained by this in some bundle. This correspondence is not one-to-one,

however. By (10), <p does not register SO(2) twists in the bundle but only Z2

twists, and therefore cannot distinguish between type b and type c bundles with

the same Z2 twisting. Type a bundles cannot be distinguished from one another

for the same reason. It is remarkable that we can cover all configuration of (p by

considering only flat bundles and yet the trivial bundle is not just enough.

We consider a manifestly gauge invariant partition function

Z[A]= [Vfe-S,
(11)

[{i(2q)Az + (df)f-1}{i(2q)A, + (Bf)f-1}] ,

where the 'charge' 2q is some integer, K is a real constant, and the functional

measure Vf is defined by that for the orbifold field <p. The region of the functional

integration could be taken to include non-SO(2) valued gauge transformations,

but it would only double the value of Z[A], for such transformations take the

form etlp'RQ and we impose the invariance of the measure under the right action

by a gauge transformation ( / —• fg, in particular). We do not try to keep

track of numerical factors. Nothing unconventional is involved in the functional

integral as long as we work in our trivialization scheme. What we got here is

the partition function for a Z2 orbifold model coupled to external 0(2) gauge

field A. The functional integral in the trivial bundle corresponds to that in the
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where the ‘charge' 2q is田 meinteger，κis a real constant， and the functional 

measure D f is defined by that for the orbifold field '1'. The region of the functional 
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untwisted sector in the Z2 orbifold, and the functional integral in a type 6 (or c)

bundle to that in the twisted sector with the same Z2 twist cut. The partition

function (11) is well-defined and invariant under gauge transformations of the

external gauge field A.

We can obtain a concrete relationship of RZOMs with the 0(2) CSGT if we

set k = 2pq, R? = 2£, p,q£ Z. Then we get[1]

Z\A\ ~ exD I - - / A2zA A- I Y^ I tf+ * + + *~ *~ ) (\2^
^/[/ lj~exp[ I a ZJizJ\z I J^ I *p r+? ,*pr-oj ^ "pr+oa^nr-o* J ) l1''^

where the sum is over r 6 (%2q)9,s € (Z2P)9 for the trivial bundle (or the un-

twisted sector of the RZOM), and over r € (Z2 4)9"1 ,s € (lip)9'1 for the non-

trivial flat bundles (twisted sectors of the RZOM).
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Aspects of the continuum Liouville field approach to two-dimensional quantum

gravity are reviewed. It is explained how to compute correlation functions of physical

operators by using an ansatz of David, Distler and Kawai. Conformal symmetry

properties, a spectrum and a state-operator correspondence of the quantum Liouville

theory are discussed.
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1. Introduction

String theories in non-critical dimensions require the quantization of a metric

on two-dimensional world-surfaces. Two-dimensional quantum gravity is also useful

as a toy model to understand four-dimensional quantum gravity. There are various

approaches to two-dimensional quantum gravity. They are complementary to one

another. The random triangulation by means of matrix models [1] are successful

to investigate non-perturbative issues [2]. The continuum Liouville field approach

[3], on the other hand, is suited to see symmetries and physical observables of the

theory. Here I would like to review some aspects of the continuum Liouville field

approach to two-dimensional quantum gravity. We will use various techniques of the

critical string theories such as path integrals on Riemann surfaces and conformal field

theories (CFTs).

We consider two-dimensional matter CFTs with central charge c coupled to quan-

tum gravity. Massive matters can be also treated but are more complicated. A typical

examples of such conformal models is a string theory in a £>-dimensional flat space

(c = D), which has an action

= | f ^iy/gg^daX^dpX^ (1.1)

where £a is a coordinate of a two-dimensional surface, gap a two-dimensional metric

and X11 a string coordinate in the Z)-dimensional space-time. From a two-dimensional

point of view X1* are D scalar fields. Other examples are the pure gravity (c — 0)

and a Majorana spinor field coupled to gravity (c = | ) . The classical actions of these

models are invariant under both of the general coordinate transformation and the

Weyl transformation. In general, the Weyl symmetry is broken by anomalies in the

quantum theory and the quantum gauge symmetry is only the general coordinate

one.

In the next section we explain an approach by David, Distler and Kawai (DDK)

[4, 5] and show how to compute correlation functions of physical operators in the

model. In this approach a consistency of the theory is examined by a free field theory
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obtained by setting the cosmological constant to be zero. In sect. 3 we consider a

quantization of the Liouville theory with non-zero cosmological constant term. In

particular, its conformal properties, spectrum and state-operator correspondence are

discussed.

2. David-Distler-Kawai's Approach

The partition function Z of a two-dimensional CFT with a central charge c cou-

pled to gravity is given by a sum over topologies (genera h) and geometries (metrics

9ap) °f Riemann surfaces. A contribution from a genus h surface is denoted as Z^

and the whole partition function is given by [3]

h=o (2.1)
7 _ _2A-2 f V99ap'Dg(P -toJd2^/g-S^ii»,[<,,<(>\
^h — J/st / T/ '

J ^gauge

where gst and fio are the genus expansion parameter and the bare cosmological con-

stant respectively. We denote general matter fields as <p. The functional measures

are defined by the general coordinate invariant norm on the functional spaces and

VgaUge is the volume of the group of general coordinate transformations.

The general coordinate symmetry can be fixed by the conformal gauge [3]

<MO=e^><M£;r), (2.2)

where gap(£;T) is a reference metric which depends on the moduli parameters r of

the Riemann surface. Introducing the Faddeev-Popov ghost fields bap, ca, the path

integral (2.1) becomes [3]

I
J (2-3)

where (dr) is the modular invariant Weil-Petersson measure and VCKV 'S the volume

of the group generated by conformal Killing vectors. We have changed the measures

obtained by setting the cosmological constant to be zero. In sect. 3 we consider a 

quantization of the LiouviIIe theory with non-zero cosmological constant term. In 

particular， its conformal properties， spectrum and state-operator correspondence are 

discussed. 
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and the whole partition functIon is given by [3] 

Z=乞Zh.，

Z~ = Q:.h-2 r Dg担 2zpof《d-smtterusl，
“叩 J Vg叫 e

(2.1) 

w here gst and μo are the genus expansion parameter and the bare cosmological con-

stant respectively. We denote general matter fields出 VJ.The functional measures 

are defined by the general coordinate invariant norm on the (unctional spaces and 

Vgauge is the volume of the group of general coordinate transformations. 

The gencral coordinate symmetry can be fixed by the conformal gauge [3] 

9o:s(と)=♂(()9Ots(と;r)， (2.2) 

where 9as(と;r) is a reference metric which depends on the moduli parameters r of 

the Riemann surface. Introducing the Faddeev-Popov ghost fields bOtβ， cOt， the path 

integral (2.1) becomes [3) 

h ==9;，h-2 f丘:Lf DobDocDoVJ e-SghoB，[g.b.c]-Smatterf9.'P] 
-yst j Vckv j ugvvg vgy 

X / Dgo eーμ。μ2仰一知山，
(2.3) 

where (dr) is the modular invariant Weil-Petersson measure and ~七KV is the volume 

of the group generated by conformal Killing vectors. We have changed thぞ measur四
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for the ghosts and matter fields from those defined by a metric gap to those denned

by gap- This change has introduced a factor with the Liouville action

Sift, 4>] = J fi-Jl (jg^datdpt + R<j> + fieA . (2.4)

The functional measure for <j> is induced from the measure for gap and is defined by

(2-5)

There are two difficult points in the quantization of <j>. First, the exponential inter-

action cannot be treated as a perturbation, since a magnitude of the parameter ft

can be changed by a constant shift of <j> and therefore cannot be regarded as small.

Secondly, the functional measure contains a factor e^ and it is not obvious how to

perform the integral. It is nice if one can relate it to Vg<j>, which has no <f> dependent

factor. This relation is difficult to obtain in contrast to the case of the ghost and

matter fields, for which <j> can be treated as a background field.

In refs. [4, 5] the relation between Vg(j> and Vg(j> is given as an ansatz. According

to them the difference of two measures is a factor which is an exponential of a local

functional of gap and <j>. The form of this functional is assumed to be the same form

as eq. (2.4) except normalizations of each term. Using this ansatz the Liouville part

of the partition function (2.3) becomes

Z* = f V34> e-s<*V>+\ (2.6)

where the new action is given by

Seff[3, *\ = ^ J <?ZV~9 ( s ^ o W - QR4 + 4/iie0*) . (2.7)

The field <j> has been rescaled such that the normalization of its kinetic term is ^ .

There are three parameters fi\, Q and a. In refs. [4, 5] fi\ is chosen to be zero. Then

for the ghosts and matter fields from those defined by a metric 901.s to those defined 

by ιs. This change has introduced a factor with the Liouville action 

仙ゆ1=!内.;g(~gOl.ßôα fþÔßfþ + Rft +〆) 仰)

The functional measure for ft is induced from the measure for 901.s and is defined by 

lI ðfþll~ =ρ2ç~e<Þ (ðfþ)2 (2.5) 

There are two difficult points in the quantization of ft. First， the exponential inter-

action cannot be treated as a perturbation， since a magnitude of the parameterμ 

can be changed by a constant shift of ft and therefore cannot be regarded as small. 

Secondly， the functional measure contains a factor ♂ and it is not obvious how to 

perform the integral. It is nice if one can relate it to Dgft， which has no ft dependent 

factor. This relation is difficult to obtain in contrast to the case of the ghost and 

matter fields， for which ft can be treated as a background field. 

In refs. [4， 51 the relation between Dgft and Dgft is given国 anansa.tz. According 

to them the difference of two measures is a factor which i:s an exponential of a local 

functional of 901.s and ft. The form of this functional is assumed to be the same form 

酪 eq.(2叫 exceptnormalizations of each term. Using this ansatz the Liouville part 

of the partition function (2.3) becomes 

zt = J Dgft e -S.ffl9 (2.6) 

where the new action is given by 

Sefr[g，ft1 = 去f内~(gOl.ßÔα的。 - QRft + 4p.1eOl.ゆ). (2.7) 

The field ft has been res叫 edsuch that the normalization of its kinetic term is古

There are three parametersμ1， Q and α. In refs. [4， 51μ1 is chosen to be zero. Then 
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the Liouville field is described by a free CFT with a central charge 1 + 3Q2. The

parameters Q and a are fixed by requiring that the theory does not depend on a

gauge choice. The theory should be independent of a choice of the reference metric

gQp and therefore should be invariant under ga[)(£) —* eA(£)#a/?(£). This requirement

leads to a condition that the total central charge of the Liouville, ghosts and matter

fields should vanish. It also leads to a condition that e°"^ should be a primary field

with a conformal weight one. These conditions determines the parameters as

(2.8)

The upper sign in a is consistent with a semiclassical analysis [6]. According to a

value of c, the values of the parameters are classified into three cases. For c < 1,

both of Q and a are real, while for c > 25 they are pure imaginary. In the latter case

a redefinition <f> —* i<j> makes the action and the metric gap real. This redefinition

changes the sign of a kinetic term in the action. For 1 < c < 25, Q is real but a

is complex. The complex a indicates an instability of the theory as we will discuss

later.

Having determined the parameters we can compute the partition function and

correlation functions of physical operators using the functional measure in eq. (2.6).

For each spinless primary field $ A ( £ ) with a conformal weight A in the matter CFT,

there exists a physical operator

O A = / d'ty/gQ&eP*. (2.9)

The parameter j3 is determined by a requirement that 0& is independent of the gauge

choice gap. This requirement is equivalent to a condition that the operator in the

integrand is a primary field with conformal weight one. It determines j3 as

The correlation functions of these operators can be factored into a matter part and

the Liouville field is described by a free CFT with a central charge 1 + 3Q2. The 

pa.rameters Q and αare fixed by requiring that the theory does not dep'nd on a 

gauge choice. The theory should be independent of a choice of the reference metric 

9()(s and therefore should be invariant under れs(O→ ê(09()(s(C).This requirement 

leads to a condition that the total central charge of the Liouville， ghosts and matter 

fields should vanish. It also leads to a condition that e吋 shouldbe a primary field 

with a conformal weight one. These conditions determines the parameters as 

Q=惇 α=ーお("'25 -c =F ~) (2.8) 

The upper sign in αis consistent wit.h a semiclassical analysis [6]. According to a 

value of c， the values of the parameters are classified into three cases. For c < 1， 

both of Q and αare real， while for c > 25 they are pure imaginary. In the latter case 

a redefinition o→仲 makesthe action and the metric 9()(s real. This redefinition 

changes the sign of a kinetic term in the action. For 1 < c < 25， Q is real but α 

is complex. The complexαindicates an instability of the theory as we will discuss 

later. 

Having determined the parameters we can compute the partition function and 

correlation functions of physical operators using t.he functional measure in句・ (2.6).

For each spinless primary fieldφ企(0with a conformal weight Ll in the matter CFT， 

there exists a physical operator 

Od. =ρ2~Æ itd. estt (2.9) 

The parameter s is determined by a requirement that 0 d. is independent of the gauge 

choice 9()(s・ Thisrequirement is equivalent to a condition that the operator in the 

integrand is a primary field with conformal weight one. It determines s as 

s=す "'25-c =Fゾ1-c + 24Ll) (2.10) 

The correlation functions of these operat.ors can be factored int.o a matter part and 
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a Liouville part. The Liouville part is [7]

I' V-g
(2.11)

where s = — ̂ ~(1 ~h) — J ^ = 1 &• I n the second line we have performed the integration

of the zero mode <j>o (cf> = <f>o + ^) . We have introduced the cosmological constant

term again in order to make the <fo integration finite. The exponent of \t is consistent

with a value obtained for ft = 0 in ref. [8] using the light-cone gauge. It is difficult

to perform the integral of the non-zero modes ^ exactly unless s is a non-negative

integer.

The h — 1 partition function has s = 0 and was computed for a compactified one-

dimensional string (c = 1) [9, 10] and for the c < 1 minimal CFTs [10]. The h = 0

three point functions in the c < 1 minimal CFTs were computed in ref. [11]. They

have fractional s in general and were computed by using an 'analytic continuation'

in s. All of these results are consistent with those of the matrix models.

3. Quantum Liouville Theory

In the DDK approach the cosmological constant is first chosen to be zero and

<t> becomes free. Then, the gauge independence of the theory is examined in order

to determine the parameters Q and a. When one computes the partition function

and the correlation functions, the cosmological constant term is again introduced.

It is not obvious whether the gauge independence is preserved in such a procedure.

Moreover, the Liouville theory with non-zero cosmological constant has properties

quite different from those of the free theory. Here we shall consider the Liouville

theory with the cosmological constant term directly.

a Liouville part. The Liouville part is [7] 

J Dgoe
一山)-去Jd

2
(.Ji勺州.)• • • esNtt((N) 

=止丘rÐQ~e叫，4>吃1・4>((;) (!: r d2ç~'〆}
|αI J-9 

¥
211" J -.. v ，，~ ) 

(2.11 ) 

where s =一号(l-h)-E乙l令Inthe se∞nd line we have performed the integration 

of the zero mode Oo (ゆ=仇+ゆ).We have introduced the cosmological constant 

term again in order to make the Oo integration finite. The exponent of μis consistent 

with a value obtained for h = 0 in ref. [8] using the light-cone gauge. It is difficult 

to perform the integral of the non-zero modesゆexactlyunless s is a non-negative 

mteger. 

The h = 1 part.ition function has s = 0 and was computed for a compacti伍edone-

dimensional string (c = 1) [9， 10] and for the c < 1 minimal CFTs [10]. The h = 0 

three point functions in the c < 1 minimal CFTs were computed in ref. [11]. They 

have fractional s in general and were computed by using an ‘analytic continuation' 

in s. All of these results are consistent with those of the matrix models. 

3: Quantum Liouville Theory 

In the DDK approach the cosmological constant is first chosen to be zero and 

ゆbecomesfree. Then， the gauge independence of the theory is examined in order 

to determine the parameters Q and α. When one computes the partition function 

and the correlation functions， the cosmological constant term is again introduced. 

It is not obvious whether the gauge independence is preserved in such a procedure. 

Moreover， the Liouville theory with non-zero cosmological constant has properties 

quite different from those of the free theory. Here we shall consider the Liouville 

theory with the cosmological constant term directly. 
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3.1 CANONICAL QUANTIZATION

We begin with the action (2.7) and consider its canonical quantization [12]. For

that purpose, the two-dimensional surface is chosen to have a topology of S1 x R and

a flat Lorentzian metric gafj = f]a^. The canonical variables are expanded as

where P is the conjugate momentum of </>. The expansion coefficients satisfy the

equal time commutation relations:

[«m,«n] = ™f>m+n,0 = [ W n ] i [<t>O,Po] = i (3.2)

and other commutators are zero. We use a normal ordering prescription for products

of operators defined by

poe*p*°, : a-nan := a-nan, b_nbn := 6_nfcn, (n > 0). (3.3)

The Virasoro generators, which are Fourier transforms of the energy-momentum

tensor, are given by

£n=- f -anmam-Van+^-2/^e-:e^:+a06n0

2 2-s m<lm 2 "" 4TT J ' ' n'0'
m = —oo n

- i ^ i p r • A
•^n~o 2-^ •bn-mbm----iQnbn + — d<re : e ̂  : + a0Snfi,

m=-oo 0

where ao, ao are constants to be fixed and we have introduced fi = —jaQfi\. Using

the equal time commutators (3.2), it can be shown that they satisfy the Virasoro

algebra with a central charge 1 + 3Q2 if a2 + aQ + 2 = 0 and a0 = «o = lQ2 [12].

Therefore, the gauge independence, i.e. the conformal invariance of the theory gives

the same values of Q and a as in the DDK approach.
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3.1 CANONICAL QUANTIZATION 

We begin with the action (2.7) and consider its canonical quantization [12]. For 

that purpose， the twcトdimensionalsurface is chosen to have a topology of Sl x R and 

a flat Lorentzian metric fJOts = 1JOts. The canonical variables are expanded as 

ゆ(σ，t)=向(t)+Zf(州市川+九(t)enu
) ， 

nf;O 

P(σ，t) =去PO(t)+土工(an(t)e-Inσ+ bn(t) elnU
) ， 

n戸0

(3.1) 

where P is the conjugate momentum of 4>. The expansion coe侃cientssatisfy the 

equal time commutation relations: 

[am， an] = mdm+n，O =伊m，bnl. [4>0， Po] = i (3.2) 

and other commutators are zero. We use a normal ordering prescription for products 

of operators de自nedby 

: po esoo := e!βゆopo e!βOoα-nan .=α-nan， Lnbn:= Lnbn， (n > 0). (3.3) 

The Virasoro generators， which are Fourier transforms of the energy-momentum 

tensor， are given by 

ん =jm主:…:ーがαn+dddnσ:e吋;叫O

Ln =仁三:bn-mbr 

(3.4) 

where α0， ao are constants to be fixed and we have introduced μ=-tαQltl・Using

the equal time commutators (3.2)， it can be shown that they satisfy t.he Virasoro 

algebra with a central charge 1 + 3Q2 ifα2+αQ + 2 = 0 and αo = &0 = ~Q2 [12]. 

Therefore， the gauge independence， i.e. the conformal invariance of the theory gives 

the same values of Q and α出 inthe DDK approach. 
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To construct physical operators from primary fields of the matter CFT, we need

gravitational dressing operators, which are primary fields made of the Liouville field.

In the DDK approach they have the form e ^ . We have to examine whether they

are primary fields in the case of non-zero cosmological constant. The commutator of

those operators with the Virasoro generators are

[!„, :<**:] - « ' ~ [nhg : e " : - j i : (ft + d,)<?* :)

2ir

- ^ein" I' dcr'g{cT - a>) : e<^ff'> ::
4x J

where

g(<r) = £ (ei-^"'"' - e'^'"' + e^^ - e "^^" ' ) e~W. (3.6)
n=l

Since our normal ordering prescription depends on time, the operations of normal

ordering and time derivative do not commute. This is the origin of the last term in eq.

(3.5). Because of this term, the operator : e ^ : does not have a correct commutation

relation as a primary field. However, it is a good approximation of a primary field

for <f> —> +oo, since the last term is exponentially small in this region. It is expected

that for each value of /? there is a primary field Op which has an asymptotic form

: e ^ : for <j> -> +oo.

3.2 SPECTRUM

Next we shall study the spectrum of the Hamiltonian

H = LQ + LQ

Due to the exponential interaction it is not easy to obtain the spectrum exactly. We
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To construct physical operators from primary fields of the matter CFT， we need 

gravitational dressing operators， which are primary fields made of the Liouville field. 

In the DDK approach they have the form es<T. We have to examine whether they 

are primary fields in the case of non-zero cosmological constant. The commutator of 

those operators with the Virasoro generators are 

[九抑:)=eino (nhβ : es<T :十伽九)es<T :) 

=e
ino (nhβ-ji伽 ι)):es<T:

(3.5) 

ーまeづ州σ一〆): e吋的 ::~<Þ(σ): ，

where 

00 

g(o-) == ~二 (etape「M-e-tape-M+etdeme ー eヤße-''''') eヤ se'"''

n=l 

(3.6) 

Since our normal ordering prescription depends on time， the operations of normal 

ordering and time derivative do not commute. This is the origin of the last term in eq. 
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Due to the exponential interaction it is not easy to obtain the spectrum exactly.、Ne
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use the mini-superspace approximation [13], in which one makes a replacement

: e a ^ : —* e ° * . (3.8)

A change in H caused by this replacement is of order a2. Since a = O{{—c)~l) foi

c —> —oo, it is a good approximation for —c >• 1. With the replacement (3.8) the zero

mode and the non-zero modes of <j> are decoupled. The Hamiltonian of the non-zero

modes are quadratic in an and &„. The eigenstates and the eigenvalues of the total

Hamiltonian are

ip(<f>o) |a Fock state of on, &„), E = E0 + N + N, (3.9)

where V'(^o) and Eo are an eigenfunction and its eigenvalue of the zero mode Hamil-

tonian, and N, N are non-negative integers.

Let us obtain the zero-mode eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. The Schrodinger

equation for the zero mode wave function is

(3.10)

This equation can be solved in terms of the modified Bessel functions Kv(x),Iv(x).

The normalizable solutions and their energy eigenvalues are [14, 13]

E0 = p2 + jQ2 (p>0), (3.11)

where c(p) is a normalization constant. Note that there is no normalizable solution

for p = 0 and therefore there is no ground state in this system.

When we consider a state-operator correspondence later, we need to know general

solutions of eq. (3.10), which are not normalizable in general. They are given by
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c →一∞， it is a good approximation for -c ~ 1. With the replacement (3.8) the zero 

mode and the non-zero modes ofゆaredecoupled. The Hamiltonian of the non-zero 

modes are quadratic in αn and bn・Theeigenstates and the eigenvalues of the total 

Hamiltonian are 

ψ(仇)la Fock state of an， bn}， E = Eo + N + N， (3.9) 

where ψ(ゆ0)and Eo are an eigenfunction a.nd its eigenvalue of the zero mode Hamil-

tonian， and N， N are non-negative integers. 

Let us obtain the zero-mode eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. The Schrodinger 

equation for the zero mode wave function is 

(一議+千+川)仰0)=んや(内) (3.10) 

This equation can be solved in terms of the modified sessel functions J(，，(x)， J，，(x). 

The normalizable solutions and their energy eigenvalues are [14， 13] 

ψ仇似州山pバμ州(仲陥ゆ仇州0)山)
F tfpk|αI - ) 

where c(p) is a normalization constant. Note that there is no norma.lizable出olution

for p = 0 and therefore there is no ground state in t.his system. 

When we consider a state-operator correspondence later， we need to know general 

solutions of eq. (3.10)， wilich are not normalizable in general. They are given by 
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= ci/„(*) + c2l-v(x) for Eo £ ^Q2,
\ (3.12)

) = cilo{x) + c2K0(x) for Eo = -Q2.

The two modified Bessel functions are related as

The asymptotic behaviors of these functions are

/„(*) ~ e^"^0 (3.14)

for <j>o —* +00 and

exp f-ia^o + T!?eia*') - 00,

exp - ^ o - T T - e ? ^ 0 - 04 Y \a\ J

for <f>o —• —oo. We see that the general solution has a very bad behavior for <J>Q —* —oo

except for a particular combination Kv in eq. (3.13).

The spectrum in eq. (3.11) was also obtained using the exact operator solution

of the Liouville theory [15, 13, 16]. At the classical level it is known that the general

solution of the Liouville field equation can be represented by a free field. The relation

between the Liouville field and the free field is known as the Backlund transformation.

It can be generalized to the quantum theory. Some of the operators in the Liouville

theory are expressed by a free field operator [15, 16]. This free field representation

is possible only if the space of states in the free field theory is restricted to a half of

the whole space as in eq. (3.11) [13].

- f i 3 -

(z三 2de付。)

ψ(仇)= c1I，，(z) + C2L，，(Z) 

ゆ(仇)= c1lo(z) + C2[(O(Z) 

ぉrEo寸Q2，

あrEo=jQ2 

The two modified Bessel functions are related as 

一
πI_，，(z)-I，，(z) 

[(，，(z)一一
2 sin(πν) 

The asymptotic behaviors of these functions are 

for Oo→+∞ and 

I，，(z) '" e!O'''if>
o 

刷日xp( -~aøo + 21VF e例。ト∞
¥4 -""U' IαI 

~ 

) 

[(，，(x) '" exp (一切 -24m}
¥4"

trfl'O -，αre.)  

( 3.12) 

(3.13) 

(3.14) 

(3.15 ) 

for Oo→ー∞.We see that the general solution has a very bad behavior for Oo→ー∞

except for a particular combination [(" in eq. (3.13). 

The spectrum in eq. (3.11) w回 alsoobtained using the exact operator solution 

oft巾h恥I陀eL恥i必ou日WもV叫F

solution of the Liouvi¥le自eldequation can be represented by a fl仕re肘e 自eι~Jよl. The relation 

between the Liouvill恥efield and the fi合re伺efield iおsknown as the B孟ackl巾lundtransformation. 

It can be generalized to the quantum th回 ry.Some of the operators in the Liouville 

theory are expressed by a free field ope則 or[15， 16J. This free field representation 

is possible only if the space of st <ltes in the free field theory is restricted to a half of 

the whole space回 ineq. (3.11) [1司.
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3.3 STATE-OPERATOR CORRESPONDENCE

In ordinary CFTs there is a relation between states and operators. For each field

operator O(z,z) there exists a state 0(0,0) |0), where |0) is the SL(2, C) invariant

vacuum state. In the Liouville theory there is no vacuum state as we have seen in

the previous subsection. However, we can construct a state for each field operator

using a path integral [17] in a similar way to the Hartle-Hawking wave functions [18].

A wave function corresponding to an operator O(z, z) is given by a path integral on

a disk D = {z = eT+i<7\ \z\ < 1} with an insertion oi O at z = 0:

0 ( 0 , 0 ) , ftz, z)\dM = <j>{a). (3.16)

Here, we have denoted the Liouville field on the disk as ^ in order to distinguish it

from its boundary value <j>. These wave functions are eigenfunctions of the Hamilto-

nian. Eigenvalues of Lo = $dD J^J z Tzz can be computed by deforming the con-

tour to a small circle around z = 0 and using the operator product expansion

of Tzz and 0(0,0). We obtain the eigenvalue corresponding to a primary field

Op ~ e ^ ((/> -> +oo) as

(3.17)

where N, N are non-negative integers.

In the rnini-superspace approximation we can compute the asyr.ptotic behavior

of these wave functions for 4>o —* +oo. They are given by [17]

(3.18)

Comparing these asymptotic form with those of the wave functions obtained by

solving the Schrodinger equation in the previous subsection, we obtain an exact form

of the wave functions within the mini-superspace approximation. In this way we
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obtain a state-operator correspondence

Op{z,z) *—*

As we have seen in the previous subsection, the function /„ has a very bad behavior

for 4>o —* —oo except for a particular combination Kv in eq. (3.13) [17, 19]. We will

consider only such a combination. Then, the corresponding operator is a particular

combination of ^ and e ~ ^ + W for /? ± -\Q, and ^ e " ^ a n c | e-£<W for fi = -lQ.

According to their asymptotic behaviors, the wave functions are classified into three

cases:

(i) J9 = - | Q ± / 9 ' (Re/?'>0),

(ii) @ = - - Q , ^ 0 ) ~<j,0 + constant, (3.20)

(iii) p = --Q±ip (p > 0), V(fo) ~ sin (p^o + 6(p)).

An insertion of local operators of CFTs on two-dimensional surfaces can be re-

garded as creating an infinitesimally small hole with a specific boundary condition.

In the present case of two-dimensional gravity, a hole created by the operator Op is

small as in ordinary CFTs when it is measured in the reference metric gap. However,

a size of a hole measured in the physical metric gap depends on a behavior of the

wave function corresponding to the operator, since the Weyl factor of the physical

metric is an argument of the wave function. The hole can be regarded as small when

the wave function has a large value only for the limit (f>o —* +co, which corresponds

to a short distance limit (gap — eal/'ga0 —> 0) [17]. In this case a probability to find

a small hole is dominant.

Let us look at behaviors of the wave functions in eq. (3.20). The wave functions

in the case (i) diverge for <f>o —* +oo. Therefore, the corresponding operators create

small holes. These states are called 'microscopic'. On the other hand, the wave

functions in the case (iii) do not have a particularly large value for ^o —• +°o and

represent 'macroscopic' states. They create holes with a finite size. The case (ii) is a

critical one between (i) and (iii).
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consider only such a combination. Then， the corresponding operator is a particular 

combination of es<T and e-(s+Q)<t for s :f -tQ， and q， e-!Qゆande-!Qゆforβ=-tQ. 

According to their asymptotic behaviors， the wave functions are classified into three 

cases: 

( i)β=-jQ土s'(Res' > 0)，判。0)，...， es'tto + c帥仇

例 F=-jQ，仰0)サ 0+const帆 (3.20)

川 β=-jQ土ip(p> 0)，仰いin(pq，o +仰))

An insertion of local operators of CFTs on two-dimensional surfaces can be re-

garded酪 creatingan infinitesimally small hole with a specific boundary condition. 

In the present case of two-dimensional gravity， a hole created by the operator 0β1S 

small as in ordinary CFTs when it is measured in the reference metric 9aβ・However，

a size of a hole measured in the physical metric 9as depends on a behavior of the 

wave function corresponding to the operator， since the Weyl factor of the physical 

metric is an argument of the wave function. The hole can be regarded as small when 

the wave function has a large value only for the limit q，o→+∞， which corresponds 

to a short distance limit (9as = e吋 9as→ 0)[17]. In this case a probability to find 

a small hole is dominant. 

Let us look at behaviors of the wave functions in eq. (3.20). The wave functions 

in the case (i) diverge for Oo→+∞. Therefore， the corresponding opera.tors create 

small holes. These states are called ‘microscopic¥On the other hand， the wave 

functions in the c服 (iii)do not have a particularly large value for Oo→+∞ and 

represent‘macroscopic' states. They create holes with a自nitesize. The case (ii) is a 

critical one between (i) and (iii). 
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3.4 COUPLING TO MATTER C F T S

A physical operator corresponding to a matter primary field with a conformal

weight A receives a gravitational dressing Op with 0 — — \Q ± \/2(A — s$). (See

eq. (2.9).) According to the classification of Op in eq. (3.20), a physical operator is

called [17] (i) massive for A > ^-, (ii) massless for A = ^- and (iii) tachyonic for

A < £ĵ -\ The massive operators create microscopic states, while the tachyonic ones

create macroscopic states.

The existence of tachyonic operators as a physical operator causes the following

problems [17]. First, if the action is perturbed by tachyonic operators, a typical

surface is full of large holes. They do not have an interpretation of ordinary two-

dimensional surface. Furthermore, even if the coefficients of tachyonic operators in

the action are fine tuned to zero, they cause divergences in higher genus correlation

functions as in the critical bosonic string theory. Therefore, it is desirable to find

theories without tachyonic operators.

For the minimal CFTs with c < 1 coupled to gravity, all physical operators are

massive and there is no tachyon problem. For the one-dimensional string, a matter

primary field elpx gives a massive state except that a case p = 0 gives a massless state.

For CFTs with 1 < c < 25, the cosmological constant operator is tachyonic. This is

a problem which makes the analysis in the region 1 < c < 25 difficult. However, the

tachyon problem is also present in general CFTs with infinite numbers of primary

fields even for c < 1 [17, 20].
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In this meeting we have allready heard talks on various aspects of 2+1 dimen-

sional gravity from Professors Yahikozawa and Hosoya. In studying new theories

it is allways good to ask physical questions, and Carlip's discussion of Quantum

scattering based on braiding is a good example. In this report I want to talk

about a simpler situation: the classical scattering of particles. One purpose of

studying the classical theory is to show how the concept of braiding enters the

calculation even at that level, another is to allow us to clarify exactly what is

meant by scattering in this context.

At the simplest level, the 2+1 dimensional version of the Schwartzchild solu-

tion is flat everywhere except at the source, so the spatial geometry is a cone with

opening angle proportional to the mass (figure 1). We can consider the scattering

situation in which a *,est particle moves on this background geometry. This is

the approximation m/M -C 1 in which we pretend that the test particle does not

affect the geometry. Scattering is shown in figure 2; but it might be argued that

this isn't real scattering since the particle always moves along a straight line, as

is most apparent if the cut is moved, figure 3. (the position of the cut is like a

gauge choice and it can be moved at will). But this is a misleading observation,

clearly something non-trivial is happening because if two particles enter with

parallel trajectories, and pass on either side of the source, then the trajectories

will eventually cross (figure 4.).

It is worthwhile to compare this situation with the deflection of starlight by

the sun in 3+1 dimensions. As is well known, there are two equal contributions

to the deflection: one Newtonian, arising from the <joo component of the metric,

and another from the spatial curvature of geodesies. In 2+1 dimensions, there is

no Newtonian force, but because of global effects the other term still contributes.

The deflection angle in 3+1 dimensions can be carefully defined by comparing

trajectories with the fiducial geodesies that exist in the asymptotic Minkowski

space. There is no such "straight-through" geodesic in 2+1 dimensions because

space is not asymptotically Minkowski, and in fact changes as the interaction

is turned on. However, alternative definitions of scattering can be given. One
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possibility is based on the observation above; if geodesies that pass on opposite

sides of the scattering centre are compared, then the angle between them is

independent of the position of the cut. This method is only simple for two

particles, for more or to define the quantum mechanical differential cross section,

a more sophisticated approach is needed.

Following this brief introduction and discussion, the general formalism for

classical scattering will be introduced and then illustrated in the two particle
[3]case.

Formalism for N Dynamical Particles.

The basic property of 2+1 dimensional gravity with pointlike sources is that

spacetime is flat away from the sources, as follows from an identity relating R/n/afi

to R^, and the Einstein equation. As has been well known for many years, this

allows us to generate solutions by cutting pieces out of flat Minkowski space

and suitably identifying the edges. For example, the Schwarzchild solution for

a single spinless source that was introduced above, has the following description

in this language. We choose a surface in the full Minkowski space, starting from

the particle's worldline, a^r) (in this case for a particle at rest at the origin),

and stretching out to infinity. Each point, x^, on this surface is identified with

a corresponding point, x'^, on the surface rotated by f2 = e~M , and the region

between the surfaces is removed.

r?i
This kind of cut and paste operation can be generalised to a moving particle,

where the identifications are under Poincare transformations rather than the sim-

ple rotations of the static case. The specific transformation is:

(*' - a) = LQL~l{x - a) = e~'J{x - a). (1)

Where p is the momentum after a boost of L from rest, and U is a rotation by

the mass. Now it is much more difficult to draw pictures of the geometry because

they are necessarily three dimensional since the identification relates points at
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different times. The position of the original surface is arbitrary and should be

considered as a gauge choice.

For a collection of such particles, besides being able to deform the surfaces,

there is also a discrete choice of what order they appear as one passes around

asymptotically. In this case it is important to work in the centre of mass frame.

This is defined to be the frame in which space is asymptotically conical, and

is the only one in which asymptotic time translations are a good symmetry so

a Hamiltonian exists. By appropriately choosing the surfaces it is possible to

combine the single particle identifications asymptotically to find the centre of

mass condition:

This consists of three equations; two restrictions on the momenta, analagous to

the requirement that the sum of the spatial momenta vanish in the flat space

centre of mass, and a definition of the Hamiltonian.

The form of solution we have been considering is only valid for a finite time

interval. Solutions with different orderings must be patched together to obtain

the full solution. As the particles evolve, the surfaces for adjacent particles may

approach each other. In that situation, one particle must be moved through

the excised region of the other particle. Two things result: the order on the

right hand side of (2) changes, and the transferred particle suffers a Lorentz

transformation corresponding to the identification needed for the cut. Bear in

mind that the momentum is defined with respect to the complete Minkowski

space, in the identified space there is no discontinuity. If particle 1 is transferred

anticlockwise through the cut for particle 2, then:

(3)
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and the centre of mass condition becomes:

=e~PflJ... U-piJe-piJepiJ\ e~piJ (4)

So the Hamiltonian is conserved through this process. A similar analysis can be

performed if instead, particle 2 is transferred through the cut due to particle 1.

Which particle is in fact transferred, depends on the sign of the relative angular

momentum of the particles.

This process should be interpreted as the scattering due to gravitational

interactions. The full process starts from an initial state with widely separated

incoming particles. Classical scattering data usually consists of the momentum

and impact parameter for all particles. Here, instead of the set of continuous

impact parameters, only a discrete set of parameters are needed. For two-particle

interactions only the sign of the impact parameter, or equivalently the sign of

the relative angular momentum is needed. N-particle processes are labelled by a

braid that connects the initial and final ordering, and which tells us which particle

is transferred in each of the two-particle interactions that together reorder the

particles.

Two Paxticle Scattering.

The centre of mass condition (2), with p,- written as (Ei,Pi cos0i,pi sin 0j),

yields a sum form for the Hamiltonian H = H\ + Hi. Each Hi only depends on

the »th particle data as: tan Hi/2 = Ei/mi tan mi/2. For weak coupling, that is,

EK2 <C 1, the Hi's are simply the energies Ei.

When we consider scattering in the framework discussed above, only one

particle changes its momentum. If we look at the solution with braid ( ) then
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it is pi that must be changed (3), pi —*• p\.

q-p\J =p-p

=e-
p*J e~PlJ e~PlJ ePlJ ePtJ (5)

=e-HJoe-piJeHJ<,

So pi merely suffers a rotation by angle H, A(?i = 0[ — 8y = H and A02 = 0.

The energy remains the same so H[ = Hi, as it must to conserve the total

Hamiltonian.

If we use the first procedure described above to define the scattering angle,

then we must also consider the solution with the other braid ( ).

e-p',J =e

(6)

In that case, pi is rotated by —H. The difference in change of angle for the two

trajectories is the same for each particle:

=A02 - A 0 2 =H (7)

We can check that this is a sensible definition by calculating the same quantity

in the alternative gauge where we start in a state with ordering 2-1 instead of

1-2. Also note that these angles make good sense in the intuitive limit discussed

in the introduction, in which a light particle moves on the almost static geometry

generated by the heavy one.

it is Pl that must be changed (3)， Pl→pi. 

e-p:J =e-P2J e-P.J eP2J 

=e-P2J e-P.J e-P1J ep.J eP2J 

=e-HJoe-p.J eHゐ

(5) 
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§1 Chiral theory of gravity

At first, let us consider the first-order Palatini action :

which can be written as

S[e,ui] = I -eabcd Ra (w) A e Ae

= J*Rcd(u)AecAed

by the use of differential forms, where ea is the tetrad 1-form, uab = — uba is the spin

connection 1-form and i?aj(w) := dwa(, + wa
cAwcj is the curvature 2-form of u>ab.

The variational equation with respect to wa* is satisfied wLen the connection is

equal to the usual Levi-Civita connection u> (e) composed of tetrad, then substitution

of wa6(e) for uab turns the action 5[e,w] into the one which is equal to the usual

Einstein-Hilbert action :

S[e, w(e)] = fd*x eR(u(ej) = fd*x y/=g R(g) .

The spin connection 1-form uab can be decomposed into the self-dual and anti-

self-dual parts with respect to its anti-symmetric local Lorentz indices :

where the (anti)-self-dual parts of wa* are defined by

in our convention *uab := -eabcdwcli , which can be satisfied by the combinations
it

V * := ?-{wab T i*w«») .

The curvature 2-form Rab can be also decomposed additively according to this decom-

~1 Chiral theory of gravity 

At first， let us consider the first-order Palatini action : 

伽]= -J d4z e仰九(ω) ， 

which can be written as 

S[e，w] = J ~fabCd R“(ω)八e
C八e

d

= J *Rcd(ω)八 んd

by the use of differential forms， where ea is the tetrad l-form，ωab =一ωbais the spin 

connection l-form and Rab(ω):= d，ωab +ω九八ωCb is the curvature 2ゐrmof ωab 

The variational equation with respect to ωab is satisfied ¥¥ l<en the connection is 

equal to the usual Levi-Civita connection ω“(ε) composed of tetrad， then substitution 
01ωab(ε) for ωab turns the action S[e，ω] into the one which is equal to the usual 

Einstein-Hilbert action : 

S[e， w(e)] = J d
4z eR(ω(ε)) = J d

4
z仰 (g)

The spin connection l-form ωab can be decomp団 edinto the selιdual and anti-

self-dual parts with respect to its anti-symmetric local Lorentz indices : 

+.，ab -'--L.ab 一 ω+ω ，

where the (anti)-self-dual parts of ωab are defined by 

司有サab=土t九)ab

l 
in our convention *w

ab:= ~fabcdωcd ， which can be satisfied by the combinations 
2 

ヤ b:=j(ωab=F i*wab) 

The curvature 2-form Rab can be also decomposed additively according to this decom-
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position :

Rab{w) = Rab(+u>) + Rah(-u>) = +Rab(u>) + -Rab{u>) .

Accordingly 5[e,w] decomposes as

If we employ one of ^ [ e , ^w]'s as an action instead of S[e, u>] , we will see it is also

equal to (half) the usual Einstein-Hilbert action when the equation of motion for ±ual>

is satisfied. As the equation of motion -rr-S[e, u>] = 0 implies \iab = \jab(e) , by

virtue of this substitution and recalling the relation

we have

1 r * D .{. ,l~\\ -I- - * * D .{, ,(~\\ 1 A „<! A ^fr±5[e, =«w(e)] = / £ [ *iWu;(e)) T • - ^ ( " ( e ) ) ] A ea A e6

= l-S[e,U(e)] ± i J H /2«*(«(e)) A e " A e 6 ]

= - ( Einstein-Hilbert action ) ,

".' 1st Bianchi identity : Ra
b(u(e)) A eb = 0

Although the action ^ [ e , ^w] is complex, its imaginary part vanishes by use of the cyclic

Bianchi identity when the spin connection is equal to the tetrad Levi-Civita connection

using the equation of motion.

- 7 9 -

position : 

Rab(ω) = Rab(+Cω) + Rab(ーω)= +Rab(ω) + -Rab(ω) 

[1] 
Accordingly S[ e， w] decomp剖 s舗

S[e，ω] = +S[e， +Cω] + -S[e，つω]

土利=f内 cd(ω))八んd

If we employ one of土B[e，~]'s as an action instead of S[e， w] ， we will see it is also 

equal to (half) the usual E回~inst旬eín叶Iíl出be剖rt a剖疋t“ionwhen the equation of motion for もab
6 

is satisfied. As the equation of motion 6~ S[e，九]= 0 implies ~ab = ~ab(e) ， by 

virtue of thls substitution and recalling the relation 

Rab(九)=土Rab(ω)= ~ (Rab(ω)平 i*Rab(ω)) ， 

we have 

制作(e)]= fβj[官九*Rabω州b

= f i[官ab川士山(ω(e))]八ea八eb

= islw(e)] 土 ifβi[Rιh刷a“川b(ω叫咋州(い仲附E吋ゆ))八ん b

=jsIEJ(E)] 

= ~( Einste山 b…“
/
I
1
2
¥
 

1st Bianchi identity R九(ω(e))八eb==。、
(Rμ[vas]三 0) J 

Although the action土8[e，も]is complex， its imaginary part vanishes by use ofthe cyclic 

Bianchi identity when the spin connection is equal to the tetrad Levi-Civita connection 

using the equation of motion. 
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§2 Spinorial gravity

We shall use the SL(2,C) spinor notation hereafter. The translation from

50(3,1) to SL(2, C) can be made as follows ( for example ).

50(3,1) -* SL(2,C)

va -+ vAA'

(a = 0 , 1 , • • • , 3 ) - » ( .4 = 0 , 1 , A ' = 0 , 1 )

We use the metrices r}at , €AB a n d tA'B' f° r raising and lowering indices a, b, •

A , B , - - - a n d A ' , B ' , - - :

rjab = diag (1, - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 )

The detailed explanations will be found in the reference[2].

Let us consider the irreducible decomposition of anti-symmetric tensor Faf, and its

relation to the duality. An anti-symmetric tensor Fab — FAA'BB' — FABA'B' would be

decomposed as

FABA'B' = CA'B1 <t>AB + CAB <t>A'B' ,

where

= <t>(AB) > ^A'B

The dual tensor *Faj for Fai is given by

*FABA'B' = — i f-A'B1 4>AB + i

because of the fact that the totally anti-symmetric Levi-Civita symbol is written as

tabcd = ^ )

in the spinor notation.

- 8 0 -

S2 Spinorial gravity 

We shall use the S L(2， C) spinor notation hereafter. [2] The translaLm from 

SO(3，1) to SL(2， C) can be made as follows ( for example ). 

SO(3，1) → SL(2，C) 

va ー→ VAA'

(a = 0， 1，・・.，3)→ (A=O，l， A'=O，l) 

( vAA':=ず 'ua;dι方(l，u) ) 

We use the metrices 1Jab ， EAB and EA'B' for raising and lowering indices a， b，... ， 

A， B，... and A'， B'，. 

(:二ZZ1j;::B=fAB)

The detailed explanations wi1l be found in the reference[2]. 

Let us consider the irreducible decomposition of anti-symmetric tensor Fab and its 

relation to the duality. An anti-symmetric tensor Fab = FAA'BB' = FABA'B' would be 

decomposed出

FABA'B' = (;A'B' <TAB + (;ABゆA'B'

where 

(。AB=ケABCC?AB判 A' ) 。AB= <T(AB) ， <TA'B' = <T(A'B') J 

The dual tensor *Fab for Fab is given by 

*FABA'B' = -i EA'B' <TAB + i EAB OA'B' 

because of the fact that the totally anti-symmetric Levi-Civita symbol is written as 

(;abcd = i( EACEBDEA' D'(;B'C' - (;AD(;BC(;A'C'EB' D') 

in the spinor notation. 
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Here we see that the duality operation * is equivalent to the operation

{ 4>AB —* —i <f>AB

4>A'B' —* * 4>A'B> i

and that the each term in the above corresponds to the (anti)-self-dual part :

{ ~FABA'B' = eA'B' <t>AB '• anti-self-dual part

+FABA'B' = €AB 4>A<B' • self-dual part

The previously mentioned chiral decomposition of the Palatini action would be re-

derived in the spinor form as follows. The Palatini action

S[e,w]= jyabcdR
ab(u)Ae

= f*Rcd{u)AecAed

( where we define Ea6(e) by E°*(e) := eaAeb for convenience, j

is translated into the spinor form by means of replacing the local Lorentz indices by

pairs of spinor indices :

uab and therefore Rab would be decomposed into chiral parts

Rab _ RAB (A'B' _^ RA'B' £AB

E°6 = eaAeb would be also decomposed as

- 8 1 -

Here we see that the duality operation 指 isequivalent to the operation 

{ o:んAB→一一→iソ?
ゆ似A'B'→ i ゆ似A'官B'

and that the each term in the above corresponds to the (anti)-self-dual part : 

(而A'B'=正A'B'rPAB anti-self-dual part 

+FABA'Bs=EABdA2B':self-dud part 

The previously mentioned chiral decomposition of the Palatini action would be re-

derived in the spinor form as follows. The Palatini action 

S[e， w] = j 4Eabcd Rab叫んd

=j官 cd(抑(いω山

=j 官*Rcd州 〈刈川川Ecがcdべ乍削(ド糾e吋) ， 

( whe山 e柚 leEab
(仰が(e):=んbfor convenience， ) 

is translated into the spinor form by means of replacing the local Lorentz indices by 

pairs of spinor indices : 

a .AA' e-ー→ e ab .. .AA'BB' ω ー→ ω

ωab and therefore Rab would be decomposed into chiral parts : 

ab _ . .AB _A'B' ， . .A'B' .AB ω=ω 正 +ωE-.-

Rab = RAB
正A'B'+ RA'B' EAB 

Eab = ea八eb would be also decomposed as 

zab=jEり hjE叫 AB
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^ B := eA.BI(e
AA'AeBB>)

^'B' := <AB(eAA' AeBB<)

We have

b[e,u>\ = / RabAl>

= ~i I RAB A £A B + i f RA.B. A HA'B>

as a result, then we may employ

S[eAA',wAB] = JRABAZAB

as a chiral action of gravity. ( We will omit a factor —i . )

§3 2-form action without metric

Looking at the chiral action of gravity

S[eAA',uAB] = f RABAVAB , ( VAB = EAB(e) := eA.B,{eAA'AeBB>),

we may incline to treat the (anti)-self-dual 2-form Y,AB as a basic variable forgetting the

fact that it is composed of tetrad 1-form eAA . We will inquire what the condition

to recover the relation 'SAB = eA<Bi{eAA AeBB) is. Although we can employ a method

of constraint by Lagrange multiplier, we would like to use less trivial constraint than

the simple equality and we also require a geometrical interpretation of the multiplier.

It is proposed that the constraint term

1
C =~2

will meet the requirements, where

( multiplier :

constraint : E ^ A S 0 ' ^ = 0

Solving this constraint, T,AB turns out to be written as

XAB = eA.B.(eAA>AeBB) ,

though We will give a proof for this relation in the next section.

- 8 2 -

(ZAB-meBB)、
~Aγ:= E:AB(eAA'八eBB') } 

We have 

S[e，w] = ! *Rab 八 ~ab

= -i! RAB 八 ~AB+i! R川~A'B'

as a result， then we may employ 

S似 ωAB]= ! RAB 八 ~AB

ド]
出 achiral action of gra吋ty. ( We will omit a factor -i . ) 

~3 2・formaction without metric 

Looking at the chiral action of gravity 

SIekωAB] = ! RAB問 AB (~AB =がB(e):= fA'山内e
BB

')，) 

we may incline to treat the (anti)-selιdual2・ゐrm~AB 笛 a basic variable forgetting the 

fact that it is composed of tetrad l-form eAA'. [3，4] We will inquire what the condition 

to recover the relation ~AB = fA'B，(eAA'AeBB') is. Although we c叩 employa method 

of constraint by Lagrange multiplier， we would like to田 eless trivial constraint than 

the simple equality and we also require a geometrical interpretation of the multiplier. 

It is proposed that the constraint term 
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 will meet the requirements， where 

( m 附 : 曽WA組航B町一C
constraint ~(AB八~CD) = 0 

Solving this constraint， ~A.B turns out to be written as 

~AB = fA'B，(eAA'八eBB')

though We will give a proof for this relation in the next section. 
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Accounting this fact, the chiral action in the above would be replaced by

= J [
making use of the constraint incorporated by the multiplier \tABCD-

§4 self-dual 2-form and tetrad 1-form

In this section we shall give a proof for the relation

which is an important property used in this formalism.

The proof for the relation from right to left •<= is almost evident. Asr-'me

£A>B>(eAA AeBB), which is sufficient to

anti-symmetric in [A'B'C'D1]

because A', B', • • • have two components and anti-symmetrization of more than three

indices will turns out to be 0.

The relation from left to right =£• will be shown as follows.

As S ^ A E 6 7 ^ = 0 has 5 independent components

S00AE01 = 0

E00AE11+2E01AE01 = 0

S 0 1 A E n = 0

E u A S n = O

we can use the properties of the "simple" 2-form to solve these conditions.

- 8 3 -

Accounting this fact， the chiral action in the above would be replaced by 

S[円 ωAB，It ABcDl = J [ RAB r̂，AB -ドABCDr，AB ̂r，CD ] 

μ] 
making use' of the constraint incorporated by the multiplier 宙ABCD.

~4 self-dual 2・formand tetrad 1・form

In this section we shall give a proof for the relation [4] 

r，(AB八r，CD)= 0恒今 r，AB= eA'B，(eAA' ̂eBB') 

which is an important property used in this formalism. 

The proof for the relation from right to left 宇 isalmost evident. Asr"Tse r，AB = 

fA'B，(eAA
'八e

BB
')，which is su侃cientto 

r，(AB八r，CD)= eAγEぴD'(e(AA1八eBB'八eCc1八eD)D1)=0

anti-syrnmetric in [A'B'C'D'] 

because A'， B'， . .・ havetwo components and anti-syrnmetrization of more than three 

indices will turns out to be O. 

The relation from left to right 争 willbe shown as follows. 

As r，(AB /，.r，CD) = 0 has 5 independent components 

r，OO八r，OO= 0 

r，OO八r，Ol= 0 

r，OO八r，11+ 2r，Ol八r，Ol= 0 

r，Ol八r，11= 0 

Ell
八Ell= 0 

we can use the properties of the “simple" 2-form to solve these conditions. 
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The "simple" 2-form is a 2-form which is composed of a wedge product of a couple of

1-forms. The necessary and sufficient condition for a 2-form F to be simple is Ff\F = 0,

FAF = 0 •& F = a A/9 ; ( F : 2-form , a,/3 : 1-form ) ,

and there remains an arbitrariness to replace or and /? by

a —* aa + b/3

P-tca+d/3 ,

( ab — cd = 1 ), which may be considered as a SL(2, C) transformation.

Observing these properties, we will solve the constraints as

E00AE00 = 0 <*> E00 = 2 0 O O 'A0 0 1 ' ,

S 1 1 A E 1 1 = 0 <» S11 = 2 fP'A*?11' ,

where we define two couples of 1-forms (900'', 001') =: 90A< , (800', 001') =: 90A' up to

SL(2, C) transformation with respect to A' and we may regard it as a primed spinor

index.

To satisfy the remaining constraints

2S01AS01 = - E O O A S U ,

£00AE01 = 0 , E u A S 0 1 = 0 ,

S0 1 is required to be the form of

E01 - 0oo'A(a<?10' + bO11') + 60l'A(c810' + d6n) ,

with a set of arbitrary coefficients a, b, c, d which obeys ad — be = 1.

- « • ! -

The “simple" 2-form is a 2・formwhich is composed of a wedge product of a couple of 

l-forms. The necessary and sufficient condition for a 2・formF to be simple is F八F=0， 

F八F=O骨 F=α八s j (F: 2・form，α，s : l-form) ， 

and there remains an arbitrariness to replace αand s by 

α→ aα +bs 

F → cα +ds 

( ab -cd = 1 )， which may be considered笛 a5L(2， C) transformation. 

Observing these properties， we will solve the constraints as 

EOO
八EOO= 0骨 Z00=2800'〈801' ，

El1 ^El1 = 0骨 El1= 2 {}1O' ̂{}11' 

where we define two couples of l-forms ((}OO'， (}Ol') =: (}OA' ， ({}OO'， {}Ol') =: {}OA' up to 

5L(2， C) transformation with respect to A' and we may regard it as a primed spinor 

index. 

To satisfy the remaining constraints 

2E01八E01= _EoO八Ell

呂田^E
01

= 0， Ell八E01= 0 

EOl is required to be the form of 

E01 = (}OO' ̂ (aOlO' + b{}l1') + (}Ol'八(C{}10'+ d{}l1') 

with a set of arbitrary coefficients a， b， c， d which obeys ad -bc = 1. 
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Making use of the arbitrariness in the description of a simple 2-form, we may redefine

0lA> from PA' :

which preserve the form of

because

S10' A011' = (ad - 6c) 8l0'/\6n' = 810' A*11'

On the other hand E01 turns to be

Here we have

{ Eii=2*io'A*n<

E°i = 000' A611' - 601' A01 0 '

as a result, which can be arranged into the simple form

At this stage, we can regard 9AA as a tetrad 1-form eAA and then we arrive at the

result that the 2-form TiAB is composed of the tetrad 1-form :

• 8 5 -

Making use of the arbitrariness in the description of a simple 2-form， we may redefine 
91A' from (}IA' 

91A' := (910'，91，1') 

:=(一(C(}1ぴ+d(}1り，(a(}IO' + b(}l1')) ， 

which preserve the form of 

~11 = 2 (}10'八(}l1'= 2910'八911'

because 

910' ̂9U' = (ad _ bc) (}IO' ̂(}l1' = (}10' ̂ (}11' 

On the other hand ~01 turns to be 

Here we have 

~OI = 900'八911'_ 901'八910'

( が山…0=29斗=29 

~11 = 29が10ぴ，八911γ
， 

~01 = 900'八911'_901'八910'

as a result， which can be arranged into the simple form 

zAB=EA'B'(8AA'八9BB') . 

At this stage， we can regard 9AA
' as a tetrad l-form eAA' and then we arrive at the 

result that the 2-form ~AB is composed of the tetrad l-form : 

zAB=EA'B'(EAA'八eBB').
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§5 2-form gravity with cosmological term : comment on Samuel ansatz

The chiral action with the cosmological term is given by

• / [ • RABKS*"-^

The equations of motion derived from this action are

RAB - ±ZAB - *ABCDXCD = 0

uAB---{2)

and we may solve these equation in order of (3) —»• (2) —• (1) to see that the Einstein

equation appears and the multiplier \&ABCD is determined to be equal to the anti-self-

dual part of the Weyl curvature spinor which is the spinor form of the Weyl tensor:

Cabcd - ~Cabcd + +C

= *ABCD tA'

It is easy to check that the ansatz

nAB _ A yAB
R _ - E

which is proposed by Samuel presents a class of solutions for the equation of motion. '

As the 2-form Y,AB is not only anti-self-dual with respect to its local Lorentz indices

but also anti-self-dual in the sense of the hodge duality with the use of metric defined

by itself, g^ = (e^ • eu) , this ansatz requires that the curvature 2-form RAB is

also anti-self-dual in the sense of the hodge duality. This means that the above ansatz

produces anti-self-dual Yang-Mills instantons when we consider the case of the Euclidean

signature. The consistency of the ansatz with the equation of motion requires

VABCD =0,

that is to say, the anti-self-dual Weyl tensor is equal to 0. This is nothing but the

condition for the self-dual gravitational instantons. It is interesting that the above

ansatz implies ar> interrelation between the Yang-Mills and gravitational instantons.

- 8 6 -
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and we m可 solvethese equation in order of (3)→ (2)→ (1) to see that the Einstein 

equation appears組 dthe multiplier It ABCD is determined to be equal to the anti-selι 

dual part of the Weyl curvature spinor which is the spinor form of the Weyl tensor: 

Cabcd = -Cabcd + +Cabcd 

= It ABCD fA'B，fC'D' + It A'B'C'D' fABfCD 

It is easy to check that the祖師tz

RAB =主z
3 
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produces anti-self-dual Yang-Mills instantons when we consider the c槌 eof the Euclidean 

signature. The consistency of the ansatz with the equation of motion requires 

ItABCD = 0， 

that is to say， the anti-self-dual Weyl tensor is equal to O. This is nothing but the 

condition for the self-dual gravitational instantons. It is interesting that the above 

ansatz implies ap. interrelation between the Yang-MiIIs and gravitational instantons. 
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It is also remarkable that the WKB wave functional for the classical solution belong-

ing to this ansatz is a solution for the quantum Ashtekar constraints. This functional

is nothing but the solution which is proposed by Kodama. Although Kodama has

pointed out that the Chern-Simons functional solves the quantum Ashtekar constraints,

starting from the solution for Bianchi IX model and generalizing it, his solution will

be well understood as follows. We can evaluate the action functional for the classical

solution according to the ansatz by substituting T,AB = —RAB , then we have
A

M

which is a surface integral, as is well known, and leaves

-uA
BAu!B

C

8M

The WKB wave function obtained by exponentiating this classical action is

[6t,,
* = exp - S C S

which turns out to be equivalent to the functional given by Kodama after some rear-

rengements of factors. It is also a solution for the theory without the constraint term

accompanied by ^ABCD which is a kind of topological theories.

We expect that the self-dual 2-form may play an important role and be useful to

study a connection between Yang-Mills theory and gravity. It may also be useful for an

investigation of a theory of quantum gravity.
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The WKB wave {unction obtained by exponentiating this classical action is 

宙=叫[~Scs] 

which turns out to be equivalent to the {unctional given by Kodama after some rear-

rengements o{ factors. It is also a solution {or the theory without the constraint term 

accompanied by 宙ABCD which is a kind o{ topological theories. [8] 

We expect that the self-dual 2・{ormmay play an important role and be useful to 

study a connection between Yang-MiIls theory and gravity. It may also be useful for an 

investigation of a theory o{ quantum gravity. 
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1. Introduction

Canonical approach to the quantum gravity is an excellent and

traditional method as nonperturbative approach. Based on the metric

representation of the canonical quantum gravity in 3+1 dimensions, a

great effort has been made to solve the Wlieeler-DcVYltt(WDW) equation

but until now only approximated solutions (in minl-superspace

approximation) are known due to complicated structure of the WDW

equation. In Ashtekar's reformulation of General Relativity,1' based

on the self-dual representation, it has been shown that all constraints

become polynomial. In this formulation a class of exact solutions of

the WDW equation, which Is related to loops in 3 dimensional manifold,

has been presented by T.Jac.obson and L.Smolin.2) Using a new

representation, called the loop representation, C.Rovelli and L.Smolin35

have exhibited a large class of solutions of all the constraints.

Although there are unsolved problems, e.g.the Ullbert structure on the

physical states and so on, yet this approach may be powerful to study

nonperturbative structure of the quantum gravity.
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great effort has been made to solve the Wheeler-DcW1tt(WDW) equat10n 

but unt11 now only approx1rnated solutlons (In m1n1-superspace 

approximatlon) are known due to compllcated structure of tlle WDW 

equatlon. 1n Ashtekar's reformu.lat1on of Genera.l Re.latlv1ty，1> bascd 

on the self-dual representat10n， lt has been shown that a11 constralnts 

becorne polynomial. In thls formulatlon a class of exact solut1ons of 

the WDW equatlol1， wh1ch 1s related to loops ln 3 d1mens1onal manlfold， 

has been presented by T.Jac.obson and L.Smo11n. 2) Us1ng a new 

representatlon， called the loop representat1on， C.Rovel.l1 and L.Smo11n3) 

have exhlblted a large class of solutlons of all the constralnts. 

Although thcre are unsolved problems， e.g.the IJl.lbert structure on the 

physlcal states and so on， yet tllls approach may be powerful to study 

nonperturbat1ve structure of the quantum gravity. 
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In this talk, we study the 2+1 dimensional quantum gravity including

a spinor field following Ashtekar's formalism. There are no local

degrees of freedom of the graviton in 2+1 dimensions and only global

structure comes into question in the pure gravity. Witten4> has shown

that 2+1 dimensional pure quantum gravity based on a Chern-Simons gauge

theory for the IS0(2,l) Poincare group is exactly soluble. A.IIosoya and

K.Nakao5) have also solved it based on a metric representation along

by ADM formalism. On the other hand, Ashtekar et al. 6 > have carried out

it on a connection representation based on a Palatini formalism which

accords with the Ashtekar formalism in 3+1 dimensions. When matter

fields which have no relations with an extended Chern-SImons gauge group

are coupled to gravity.it Is very hard to solve because of the existence

of local degrees of freedom of matter fields even in 2+1 dimensions. In

spite of the existence of graviton's local degrees of freedom the 3+1

dimensional pure gravity has a large class of solutions of full

constraints as mentioned in the above paragraph. Therefore we expect

that it is possible to solve a matter coupled gravity system in 2+1

dimensions, at least in the same or inferior level as 3+1 dimensional

pure gravity case.

2. Action of 2+1 dimensional gravity coupled to spinor field

For the action, we use the Palatini form as gravity part and the

minimally coupled system as spinor field part but only the forward

derivative part to avoid complexity, e.g. the appearance of second

class constraints with respect to the spinor fields, as follows.

ST = JcPx [ Lg + L, ], L« = ie<*Pre^iFfin . (l.a.b)

where eafr , e«', F«p > , » = -i¥+Te, ri and r«=ert'Ti are the Levi-Civlta
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are coupled to gravlty，lt Is very hard to solve because of the exlstcncc 

of local degrees of freedom of matter flelds even ln 2+1 dlmenslons. ln 

splte of the exlstence of gravlton ・s local degrees of freedom the 3+1 

dlmenslonal pure gravlty has a large class of solutlons of ful1 

constralnts as mentloned ln the above paragraph. Therefore we expect 

that lt Is posslble to solve a matter coupled gravlty system ln 2+1 

dlmenslons， at least ln the same or lnferlor level as 3+1 dimenslonal 

pure gravlty case. 

2. Act10n of 2-t1 dlmcnslonaL_gravlty couplcd to splnor flcld 

I'or the actlon， we use the Palatlnl form as gravlty part and the 

mlnlmally coupled system as splnor fleld part but only the forward 

derlvatlve part to avold complexlty， e.g. the appenrnnce of second 

class constralnts wlth respect to the splnor flelds， as fol10ws. 

Sr 

L~ 

Jd3x 

eV内

Ls -t L~] ， Ls 占ε<<pre" iF (3t" i 

evr‘(~“+ A民 1τ i>V， 

(1.a，b) 

(1. c) 

whereεOlf!Il'"， e 01 i， l' '"/1 11;: -1 ，，+ T 0 ，τ1 and r<<=e~lli are the Levl-Clvltn 
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antisymmetric tensor density, a dreibein, the curvature tensor of the

spin connection Aa.1 (F<v' = 23 t<* Apl ]+f ' j kA* JApk ) , a conjugate two-component

spinor field, generators of the S0(2,l) Lorentz group which satisfy

[ti,rj]=fijktk (fijk are the structure constants) and the Dirac matrices

in 2+1 dimensional curved space-time, respectively. We use the metric

signature (-, + , + ) and the convention ee ' 2 = + l = -ee12. The Dirac matrices

Ti(i = 0,l,2) are given by 1 i = ( icr 3 . a 1 ,02 ) with en being the Pauli matrices

which satisfy a Clifford algebra, { T i , T j} = 2TJ i j. To see the relation

between our action and the standard Einstein-Dlrac action and whether

our action is llermite, we first take a variation of (l.a) with respect

to A« '. The equation of motion for A«» yields eaff D î e a-1 ]=-e?reIt 'V ,

and therefore our theory has torsion. This is not surprising because we

are adapting the Palatlni formalism. If we introduce the torsion-free

connection (covariant derivative) V which is defined by S7*epl= 0 and

define C as a difference of D and V. then one can derive D i«e/3i ]=C i«e/i' ]

and Cot^-eot1 (f f)/4-e ' J kee< j (f T k?)/2. Thus the connection A« i is uniquely

determined by ecu1 and ?. Substituting C into the action Sr and using

the partial integration in the kinetic term of the spinor field, we

obtain the reduced action ST' as follows:

Si1 = J ^

]. (2)

Here we have used the Fierz transformation (ft'¥) 2=-3(M) 2, to obtain

the last term in ST'. The first two terms iu (2) correspond to the

action of a standard Einste.in-Dlrac theory because the first term is

equal to -ieR, where R is the scalar curvature of the three-metric g«p

= ea.iepiy i j. The third term is anti-IIermitian due to our convention but

does not affect the equations of motion for dynamical variables since

this term is a total divergence. Thus our theory is real, except for a

surface term, and corresponds to the Einsteln-Cartan theory because of
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the last term ln 5r'. The flrst two terms lu (2) correspond to the 

actlon of a standard ElnsteJn-Dlrac theory because the flrst term Is 
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surface term， and corresponds to the Elnsteln-Cartan theory because of 
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the existence of a quartlc term of the spinor field owing to the use of

the Palatini formalism.

3. The classical canonical structure

3.1 The space-time decomposition

We first carry out a 2+1 decomposition of the action to pass on to

the Ilamlltopian formalism. We assume that the space-time manifold M has

a topology M = E*R with E being a compact two dimensional manifold. We

introduce a time coordinate t on M so that M is foliated by spacelike

two dimensional surfaces E >. each with the topology of E. One can define

a timellke unit vector n* with nt<nffg«(p=-l which is normal to Et and a

smooth time vector field tw which is chosen such that tt*v'o<t = l. We then

define the spatial metric qotp by q«p = g«(S+n<xnp ; nc<q^p=0, the timelike

part n1 of en1 by n'^n^eci' and the projected part of em' into Et by Etf1^

ep ' (gP« +n**no<) ; n^Erf^O, q*p =EaiEpii) i j. The time vector t* is decomposed

into the lapse and shift fields N and N* as t« = Nn«+Nc<; notN* = O. The Levi-

Civita density ettf' is related to a density on Et, eaP by e*!8*" =3Nn Wsfi .

Finally we have to define the Te=F8 in the curved space-time to

decompose the action (l.c). To preserve the properties of Te that it

corresponds to the time component of Ti and satisfies T82=-l, we define

such that r e=n°tr=<=n 4r i.

Now we can obtain a 2+1 decomposed version of the action ST. The

gravitational part Lg is decomposed as

Lg = Zt^e^UE*1- n « n i ) F p r i / 2 = ( r ^ E c u J F 1 + (X? Fpr-1 )Eri + N F ' n i .

) + A 8 i ( D « E * i ) + N ( n i F i ) + N

) + ABidJrfE 1* 1) + N ( i e » J ^ E ^ i E

+ ( s u r f a c e t e r m ) , ( 3 . a )

w h e r e E K i , A B i , F i ,N a n d L\ a r e a v e c t o r d e n s i t y on E t w i t h E * ^ e ^ E s
rr '
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part n1 of e吋 byni言n民e民 and the projected part of eoe1 lnto Et by E~1 冨

e~ 1 (gs民 +nPnol ): n"-Eo< i =0， qo<t' =Eot i Ep j万1j ・ The time vector tol ls decomposed 

lnto the lapse and shlft flelds N and No( as tO( =N日吋 +N国 n叫No(=O. The Levl-

Clvlta densltyε ぽ~r ls related to a denslty on Et ・εrtf3by ε()I.plJ =3Nn [叫 ε~ I""l . 

Flnally we have to define the 10=re ln the curved space-tlme to 

decompose the actlon (l.c). To preserve the propertles of T0 that lt 

corresponds to the tlme component of 1i and satlsfles 102=-1， we deflne 

such that ro=nolr司 =nir i・

Now we can obtaln a 2+1 decomposed verslon of the actlon Sr・The

gravltatlonal part Lg ls decomposed as 

Lg 3t (CI.εsY] {E叫 i_n同 I，I}F~n/2 (N/)(E叫 i) F 1 + (t/l F p-r i )官n + NF 1n 1 . 

，、
Eo(i(lt八回 i) +八日j{D叫E叫 i) + N(niFd + N司 (EcqFi) - ~叫 [E叫 iAe i ] 

EOC 1 ( l tAcx 1) +八日j(00t吉岡1) +如何 1j ~EO\ lE，D jF叩 d + N叫(it'flIF同 d

+ (surface term)， (3.a) 

where E町.八日 i，Fi ，N and lt are a vector denslty on Et wlth ~O( i= E吋 Ep1， 
網、，
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a time component of A«» with Ae 'st^Ad*, a space-space component (density

weight +1) of F«pi with F^= ie*!8 Fctpi , a lapse with density weight -1 and

the Lie derivative by t*. We have used the identity L

The spinor field part LK is decomposed as

= E[ -If* (£ t*) - i¥+(t-A)¥ + l^N^D*? - IN?1" (n<*r=< ) P1* ty Jr ] (3.b)

where E^deMErf1). £ t¥ = ta3=<tf , t-AsfAuf'n, and we have used the relations

Ei=-iTi and notr<«r''=niECJTiT j = -£i jkn'E^JT^E-iE^kTk. The canonical

conjugate momentum of the spinor field H which is defined by n=5LL«/

S(ZtV)=iE^, where fiL denotes the left derivative. Using by n and two

dimensional indices a,b...=l,2, ST is expressed as

S T = j d S x l E ' i C Z t A a i J + A a 1 ( D a E > i ) + N " ( E b i F b a i ) + N ( i £ i J k E » i E b j F a b k )

] . ( 3 )

From the final form of the decomposed action (3) we can directly

describe the Hamiltonian formalism. The gravitational (spinor field)

configuration and canonical conjugate momentum variables are a spin

connection Aai and a vector density E
a i {V and II) on Et. respectively.

Aj 1, Na and N play the role of Lagrange multipliers. By the variations

of (3) with respect to Lagrange multipliers we obtain three kinds of

constraints

C's - 6ST/6Aei = - [(DaE
a») - (nt1?)] * 0, (4.a)

Va = - 8ST/6N
a = - [(F>'Fbal) + (nDa?)] = 0, (4.b)

S 3 - 6Sr/5N = - I i£i JMEME bjFabk) + 2E« »(tit iDat) ] * 0. (4.c)

The total Ilamiltonian II T can be expressed by these constraints as

IIT s jd2x [ AeiG* + NaVa + Ĵ S ]. (5)

G1, Va and S are called the Gauss-law, vector and scalar constraints,
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-i E1't (l t l' ) ー iE(1'十'&11')八日 1+ N吋(iE1'十 D叫申) +E  {21E2叫11'+τ1D判官)， 
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dlmenslonal lndlces a，b.. .=1，2， Sr Is expressed as 

Sr Jd3x[Edi(l山 i)+̂0i(DdEdi)+Nd(EblFbdi)世(i E i j小 iEbjFdbけ

-nUttr)-Aei(nτitr)+Nd(nDatr)+立(Ed 1 nτiDatr)]. (3) 

From the flnal form of the decomposed actlon (3) we can dlrectly 

describe the llamlltonlan formallsm. The gravitational (spinor field) 

conflguration and canonical conjugate rnomenturn variables are a spin 

connection d̂i and a vector denslty Edi (1' and rr) on Et， respectlvelY. 

Ae1， Na and ~ play the role of Lagrange m山l

of (3) w i th respec t to Lagrange ml山ultlpllers we obtaln three klnds of 

constraints 

GI 呈- oSr/Ôei 

Va = - SSr/oNa 

S 言 - oSr/oN 

[(DdEai) (rrτi tr ) ]包 0，

[(EblFball + (nDa1')] <:< 0， 

(4.a) 

(4.b) 

[ i E i j lc (E d i E b j F d b k) + 2E d i ( nτiDatr)] ~ O. (4.c) 

The total Ilamlltonian IIr can be expressed by these constraints as 

I1r三 Jd2x [ ̂ 0iGi + NdVd + ~S ]. (5 ) 

Gi， Vd and S are called the Gauss-law， vector and scalar constraints， 
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respectively. They are all first class constraints and there is no

second class constrain. Note that they are composed of phase space

field variables on the two dimensional Et and manifestly polynomial in

the basic canonical variables. Tills polynomial character is a feature

in the Ashtekar formalism.

Although this constraint structure is similar to the 3+1 dimensional

gravity,>><7> it is quite dirrerent from the 2+1 pure gravity.6> In the

pure 2+1 dimensional gravity, the vector and scalar constraints are

combined into a constraint F^O which is obtained from (3.a) using the

relation such that N«(EaiF*)+N(niF')=(N»Eai+Nni)F»=t»Fi. The Lagrange

multipliers ti are time components or eo( i defined by tist"e«><i. This

constraint is the generator of the translation in the IS0(2,l) Poincare

group. Thus one can conclude that by the Gauss-law constraint G1 and

Fl, the S0(2,l) gauge invariant flat connections constitute the physical

configuration space and the theory is exactly solvable. As mentioned

above, when matter fields are included in the 2+1 dimentional gravity,

the vector and scalar constraints appear separately.

3.2 The canonical structure: constraint algebra

In this subsection we shall discuss the geometrical meaning and

algebra of constraints. The fundamental nonvanlshing Poisson brackets

are

(Eai(x) ,Abj(y) ) = vi jqab62(x-y) , in fl(x) . (r B (y) } = eRB5
2(x-y), (6)

We define the Poisson brackets Tor spinor fields such that {f,g)=Jd2z

t(8Rr/8nH(7.))(8Lg/6¥n(z)) - ( -1) f « ( 8 Rg/ SII n ( z) ) ( 8 Lf /Sfr „ (z) ) ] for some

functionals f and g. We use the two component spinor notation with

antisymmetric metric £RB defined by ei2=+l such that ?fi=eflBfB and e
fiB=

6 n c£BC To make expression In the calculation finite, we use the

following constraints smeared with suitable well-defind fields on E,

respectlve1y. They are a11 f1rst c1ass constra1nts anu there 1s no 

-
seconu c1ass constraln. Note that they are composed of phase space 

fie1cI var1ab1es on the two ulmcnslona1 Et anu manlfest1y po1ynom11l1 1n 

the bas1c canon1ca1 var1ab1es. Th1s po1ynom1a1 character 1s a feature 

1n the Ash tekar formall sm. 

A1though th1s constra1nt structure 1s s1m11ar to the 3+1 u1mcns10nlll 

grav1ty，I)，7) 1t 1s quite u1fferent from the 2+1 pure grav1ty.6) 1n the 

pure 2+1 d1menslona1 gravlty， the vector and sca1ar constra1nts are 

comblneu 1nto a constraint FbQ which 1s obtained from (3.a) us1ng thc 

relatlon such that Nd(EaiFi)+N(niFi)=(NaEai+Nni>Fi=tiFi. The Lagrange 

mu1t1p11ers tl are tlmc components of e吋 Iuef・1neuby tl 三t剖 eO<I・ Th1s

constra1nt 1s the generator of the trans1at10n in the IS0(2，l) P01ncare 

group. Thus one can conc1ude that by the Gauss-1aw constra1nt GI and 

FI， the SO(2，1) gauge 1nvarlant f1at connections constitute the phys1cal 

configuratlon space Ilnu the theory 1s exactly solvab1e. As mentloneu 

above， when matter fields are inc1uueu in the 2+1 dimentiona1 gravity， 

the vector anu sca1ar constra1nts appear separate1y. 

3.2 Thc canonlcal strucLurc: consLralnl a]宮cbra

1n th1s subsectlon we sha11 d1scuss the geometrica1 mean1ng anu 

a1gebra of constralnts. The fundamenta1 nonvan1s111ng P01sson brackets 

are 

{Ed i (x) ，̂b j (y)}ηijqdbO2(X-y)， (ITA(x)，官 B(y) }ε 自BO2(X-y)， (6) 

We 白 flne the P01sson brackets for sp1nor f1e1us such that {f， g}=Jd2z 

[(oRf/oll円(7.))(OLg/o1'A(Z)) ー (ー1)f8(oRg/ollR(z)} (oLf/o甲日 (z))] for some 

funct10nals f and g. We use the two component sp1nor notat10n w1th 

antlsymmetrlc metrlc 6AB ueflned by 612=+1 such that l'向Eε 円B1'Bunu 6向B三

6AC6BC ・'1'0 make express10n 1n the calcu1at10n f1n1te， we use the 

follow1ng conslra1nts smeared with suitable we11-definu f1e1us on E， 
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GN = jd2x NiGi = -Jd2x Ni[ DaE>i - Ilti? ], (7.a)

VN = jd2x N aV a = -jd2x N'[ Eb»Fbai + IIDa? ], (7.b)

SN_ = /d2x NS = -/d2x N[ ie*JkE«iEbjFabk + 2Ea ' (lit iDa¥ ) ], (7.c)

where N'.N11 and N are the smearing fields.

Now we discuss the infinitesimal canonical transformation properties

of the fundamental phase space variables generated by (7.a,b,c) and the

constraint algebra. The infinitesimal transformations of the field

variables generated by the Gauss-law constraint (7.a) are {GN,A a
l}=D aN

i,

{GN,Eal)=-r » j kN J^ak. {GN.?B)=-Ni(n¥)fi and (GN .II
 H)=N1 (lit l) fl , which

are precisely the infinitesimal S0(2,l) Lorentz transformations. The

Polsson brackets of the constraints with the Gauss-law constraint become

IGN.GM) = G [ N . H ] , (GN.VH) = 0 and {GN.SJO = 0 with [N.M]^ = f»jKN^M" .

The vector constraint is related to the infinitesimal coordinate

transformation in the two dimensional space Et but does not exactly

generate it. The transformation of Aa1 by VN generates an extra term

other than the coordinate transformation of Aa 1, i.e. (VtJ',Aai}= NbFba

= ( Z N A 8 ') -Ua (N
bAb') . Tlie vector constraint V N corresponds to the Lie

derivative in the gauge with N aA a
1 =0 which is achieved by the local

Lorentz transformation. Therefore we can construct the constraint D N ,

called the diffeomorphism constraint which generates the infinitesimal

coordinate transformation, as DN S VM + G N . R =jd2x[Ea' ( L NAa i) -II
 n( ZN?R)

-(surface term)]. By this constraint, the phase space variables are

satisfactorily transformed as {Dtf,A8
l)=£NAai . (DN,E»i)=LHE* i . (DN.CR)

= £N?H and (DN , II n ) = L NII n . For the Poisson brackets between Vif or D'N and

other constraints, we have {VN , V H ) = - V Q - G O , (VN tS^,} = -S( Z N M ) -GL ,

= G ( Z M N ) , ( D N , U H ) = - D O and {DN ,SJJ}=-S( ZNM) wi th Q=Q*=Z NM»=N')3 bM

Qi = NaMbFat>1 , ZNM=Na3aM-ft13aNa and L»=MN a ( e i j kEb JFa b
 k * 2IItiDafr). Note

that the smearing fields Q' and L1 in the Gauss-law constraints appeared

in the right hand side of the algebra are structure functions depending;

- 9 5 -

GN 三 Jd2X N‘Gi -Jd2x Ni( DdEai - n~l暫] ， (7.a) 

V"N " Jd2x NaVa ーJd2x Na( Eb1Fbal + lIDa' )， (7.b) 

SN 三 jE12xES 2-jE12x EIHIJ KEa iEb JIra b k+2Ea i{HτlDa'(t) )， (7.c) 

where Nl，Na and tl are the smear1ng f1e1ds. 

Now we d1scU8S the lnfln1tes1ma1 canonlca1 transformatlon propert1es 

of the fundamenta1 phase space varlab1es generated by (7.a，b，c) and the 

constra1nt a1gebra. The 1nf1n1tes1ma1 transformat1ons of the f1e1d 

var1ab1es generated by the Gauss-1aw constra1nt (7.a) are {GN，Aal}=DaNl， 
.，... 

{GN，Eal}=-f1jkNJEak， {G N ，'円 }=-NI(~IY)A and {GN，lIA}=NI(lIτ1)A， wh1ch 

are prec1se1y the 1nfln1tes1mal SO(2，1) Lorentz transformat1ons. The 

Po1sson brackets of the constra1nts w1th the Gauss-1aw constra1nt becomc 

{GN，GH} G[N，HJ・{GN，V首 oand {GN，SI} 0 wlth (N，M)I言 fljkNJMk.

The vector constra1nt 1s related to the 1nf1n1tes1mal coordlnate 

transformat1on 1n the two d1mens1onal space Et but does not exact1y 

generate 1t. The transformatlon of Aa1 by V古 generates an extra term 

other than the coordlnate transformatlon of Aai， l.e. {V官，Adi}= NbFba 

=(lNAdi)-Oa(NbAbi). The vector constra1nt V古 corresponds to the L1e 

derlvatlve ln the gauge w.ith NaAal=O wh1ch 1s achleved by the 1oca1 

Lorentz transformat1on. Therefore we can construct the constralnt DG， 

ca11ed the dlffeomorphlsm constralnt wh1ch generates the 1nf1n1tes1ma1 

coord1nate transformatlon， as DN " V首+ GN.Fl =jd2x(Eal(lNAad-nA(lN'A) 

一(surface term)). By th1s constra1nt， the phase space var1ab1es are 

sat1sfactori1y transformed as {D首，Aa i } = l NA a i， {D N ， E d i } = l N官ai {D古， tr A } 

=lNtrA and {D古， rrA}=lNnA. For the Poisson brackets between V首 or D首 and

other constraints， we have {viI，Vi1}=ーVQ'-Ga， (V首， S見}=-S(l N!1)ーGL， (GN，O古}

..... 
=G(lHN)， {D首， 0首}=一oす and (ON ， Sß}=-S(lN~) with Q三 Qa言 lNMa=Nb~ b f\lð- f\lb~ bNd， 

QI言 Nail'lbFabl， lNM=Nadat!-~daNa and LI"!'1Nd(sIJkEbJFabk + 2 1I ~IDaY). Note 

that the smearing fle1ds Qi and LI in the Gauss-1aw constraints appearcd 

in the right hand slde of the a1gebra are structure i旦旦主主よ旦日三 dependlng 
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on the gravitational and spinor fields.

The remaining contralnt Sjg generates "time evolution" and it is also

called the harniltonian constraint. The transformations of fundamental

fields by S N and the Polsson bracket of Itself become {SN.Aa
i}=

N(e> JkEbjFbak-2IlT;)Da?) , (S;ti,E>i} = -Db(e
1 JkNEbjEa

k)-N[s»J
kEaj(IK k¥)-

], lSN.,?fi)=2N(E»Da?)H, {SN,nn)=23a[N(nE»)
n]-2N(nE«Aa) n and

= -Vic = -D< + G K . R with the structure functions K=Ka =

(N3bM-^3bN)E»1Ebi = (N3bM-M3bN)qab and (K-A)isR»Aa' . Finally we finish

this section by enumerating the constraint algebra related to the Gauss-

law G N . diffeomorphism DN and scalar constraints S N ;

( G N . G M ) = G[n,tu. ( G N . S H ) = 0, ( G N . D M ) = G ( Z H N ) , (8.a,b,c)

{U N . U H } - - D3, IDN.SJI} = - S U N M ) . (8.d,e)

( S N . S H ) = - V K = - DK + G K.n. (8.f)

Note tliat the structure functions ( Ka and K s A a
i ) appear only in tlie

right hand side of the Poisson bracket between the scalar constraints

itself and only depend on the gravitational phase space variable Aai and

E a i . This situation is similar to the 3+1 pure 1' and matter coupled7'

gravity theories.

4. The classical observable

A physical obsevable at the classical level is a function on the

phase space which commutes with all constraints in the theory. In the

2+1 pure gravity there are known classical physical observables, & } for

example,

T8[tf]s TrPtexp(^dutf »(u)Aai(o((u))Ti)]= Trll( s , s + 1) =H(s , s + 1) R fi , (9)

T'lJls <j>dsaa(s)eabTi[c<]
 b= jdsi * (s)ea bTr lE

a {a (s) )H( s , s + 1) ] , (10)

Here tf(s) is a loop in E with a basepoint at an arbitrary point p = o((s)

on the grav1tatlona1 and sp1nor f1e1ds. 

The rema1n1ng contralnt S，tI. gencrates "t1rne evo1ut1on" and 1t 1s a1so 

ca11ed the harn11ton1an constra1nt. The transformat1ons of fundnmcnta1 

fie1ds by SH and the Po1sson bracket of 1tse1f uecome {SH，̂al}= 

見 (êljkÍ~>jFba ド zn't， Ua11)， (S且，Eai}=-11b (E 1J KE12b JEa k)-EIE i J KEa J (日τk11 )ー

占Eai (川 )1.1SE-'R122E(EaDa申)円 {S!!.・ nA } = 2a a [t! ( n E a )円]一2j'i(nEâa)円 and

{S見・ Sl!.} -V'K -Dt + G¥:.. A with the structure functions REka三

(見db回一回db ì:! )ÊaIÊbl=(~db目T2bE1Ea b and (K-A)1豆 Kâ a1. F1na11Y we finish 

thls sectlon by enumeratlng the constraint a1gebra related to the Gauss-

1aw GN， dlffeomorph1sm UN' and sca1ar constra1nts SN: 

lGN，GH} GIN，Hl・ lGN，SH} 0， 
倒匂

(GN， D首 G(lHN)，

lUN， Uす-D古. {DN ，S且}=-S(L HM). 

lSN，SH} - V'K -ut + GK・R・
同~

(8.a，b，c) 

(8.d，e) 

(8. f) 

Note lhat the structure funct10n ~ ( Ka and Kâ ai) appear on1y 1n the 

right hand slde of the Po1sson uracket between the sca1ar constra1nts 

1 tse1f and on1y depend on lhe gravi tatlona1 phase space variab1e â I and 

Eai. This s1tuatlon 1s s1mllar to the 3+1 pure!) and matter coupled7) 

grav1ty theor1es. 

4. Thc c1assica1 obscrvab1c 

^ phys1ca1 obsevable at the c1assica1 1eve1 1s a functlon on the 

phase space whlch commutes w1th a1l constralnts 1n the theory. 1n the 

2+1 pure gravity tllere are known classical phys1cal observables，6) for 

example， 

T自[回]言 TrP[exp(!p俳μ【d山l

T引刊rド川l川[回l 呈 jd511 a (何川S叫)e a 山 [ 回1 b 三 9れいd白511わq何川S叫)e a 山 l E a ( 凶川山{何s))II(s，s+吐川1υ)]， (10) 

I1ere 11(5) 15 a 100p 1n E w1th a basepo1nt at an aru1trary polnt p=ぽ(5) 
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of E, which can be obtained from any smooth mapping of Sl into E ( s is

a parameter defined such that s€[O,l] and a ( s ) =tt ( s + 1) ) . <j>ds denotes a

loop integral. II(S,S + 1)R B is a holonomy with respect to the connection

Although we are treating the 2+1 dimensional theory, the observablcs

such as Te and T1 are no longer the physical one in the matter coupled

theory. The canonical structure of our theory Is similar to the 3+1

dimensional one in wiiich T e and T l a commute with the Gauss-law

constraint but not with other constraints.3' At present, the physical

observables are unknown for the case of the spacelike compact E in the

pure 3+1 general relativity. Therefore we have to study based on the

program which has been used on the 3+1 dimensional pure gravity by

Rovelli and Smolin.3) The program in ref.3) is as follows, 1) construct

the phase space by means of the objects which commute with the Gauss-law

constraint, which hereafter we call the Gauss observables, 2) organize

the algebra, if exists, and represent all constraints in terms of the

Gauss observables, 3) seek out exact solutions (wave function) for the

remaining constraints. The process of 2) and 3) has been done in the

new representation so called the loop representation. In this talk we

only treat the program 1) in this section.

The Gauss observables of the gravity part are same as in 3+1 pure

case,that is, T e and T l a. Here we do not discuss the problem of whether

these observables completely cover the gauge invariant phase space of

the gravity part. Thus we investigate the matter and gravity mixed

parts of the Gauss observables and simply describe the result here.

There are many Gauss observables which are S0(2,l) gauge invariant.

For local type we have already known gauge invariant objects in the

gauge field theory such as fr n (x)f fl(x) , ?Daf = i3 a (?
 R* n) . ¥EaDa1r, . . . for

the matter configuration part and H R¥R, IlDaf. nnfa? , UE^aDaV . • . . for

the momentum part where we used the property that (ri)RB=(ti)RcecB is

of E. wh1ch can be obta1ned from any smooth mapp1ng of Sl 1nto E ( s 1s 

a parameter uefineu such that sE[O.11 anu (t(s)=回(s+1) )・ ~ds denotes u 

loop 1ntegral. lI(s.s+1) A8 1s a ho1onomy w1th respect to the connect10n 

Aa A 8. 

A1though we are treat1ng the 2+1 d1men月10na1 theory. the observablc5 

such as T0 anu '1'1 are no 10nger the phys1ca1 one 1n the matter coup1ed 

theory. The canon1cal structure of our theory 1s s1m11ar to the 3+1 

dimens10na1 one 1n wh1ch T0 and T1a commute w1th the Gauss-1aw 

cOllstraint but not with other constraillts.3】 At present. the phys1ca1 

observab1es are unknown for the case of the space11ke compact E 1n the 

pure 3+1 genera1 re1atlvity. Therefore we have to study based on the 

program wh1ch has been used on the 3+1 d1mens10nal pure grav1ty by 

Rovel11 and Smolin.3】 Theprogram 1n ref.3) 1s as fo11ows. 1) construct 

the phase space by means of the obJects which commute w1th the Gauss-llJlV 

constra1nt. wllich hereafter we cal1 the Gauss observab1es. 2) organ1ze 

the a1gebra. if exlsts. and represent a11 constra1nts 1n terms of the 

Gauss observab1es. 3) seek out exact solut10ns (wave funct10n) for the 

rema1ning constrail1ts. The process of 2) and 3) has been done 1n the 

new representat10n so ca11ed the 100p representat10n. In this ta1k we 

on1y treat the program 1) 1n th1s sect10n. 

The Gauss observab1es of the grav1ty part are same as 1n 3+1 pure 

case.that 1s. T0 and T1a. Ilere we do not d1scuss the prob1em of whethcr 

these observab1es comp1ete1y cover the gauge 1nvar1ant p~ase space of 

the grav1ty part. Thus we 1nvest1gate the matter and grav1ty m1xed 

parts of the Gauss observab1es and s1mp1y descr1be the resu1t here. 

There are many Gauss observab1es wh1ch are SO(2.1) gauge 1nvariant. 

For 1ocal typ c we have already known gauge 1nvar1ant obJects 1n the 

gauge fip.1d theory such as VR(x)申円 (x)• 守Oa守=占da(¥iRVR). VEaOav....for 

the matter conf1guration part and nRVR・noav. nE刊 nEaOaV....for 

the momentum part where we uscd thc properly that (τi )円 B言 (τil円Ce-CB 1s 



symmetric in its indices. Based on the above local type, one can obtain

the line type which is obtained putting H(s,t)HB with of(sH«(t) between

spinor fields as ¥ (a (s) )ll(s . t)* (a (t)) , *II(s , t)Da|f. f H(s.u)E«(u)H(u. t)* ,

nil(s.t)¥, IHIDatf, IMEMllf and so on, where we used the transformation

property of II(u.t)nB;'» (GN ,II(U. t) RB ) = [H(U , t)N( t) -N(u).H(u. t) ] H B .

Although these observables are naturally considered as the extension of

the minimal coupling between the spin connection and spinor fields, we

have to abandon those as a candidate of the physical observable since

these are not manifestly invariant under the diffeomorphism.

There are more interesting and nontrivial gravity coupled Gauss

observables, that is, the loop type which is obtained by connecting two

end points tt(s)=o((t) in the above line type. At present, it is not

certain for us whether physical observables exist in this loop type.

So we are studlng hard on this problem, with a hope that it may be

solvable by passing from the connection representaion to the loop

representation. In the 3+1 pure gravity (and also in our theory),

TB[o(] and Tla[c<] are not physical observables, but they are very useful

for finding the quantum states and the physical observables in the roop

representation.3^8' On the other hand, they have transformation

properties under the diffeornorphism very similar to the loop type Gauss

observables of spinor fields. For example, Te[cK] and t (tt (s) )1I? (of (s + 1) )

transform as follows,

S.S + U H " } = N M « (s))3 b[H(s.s + l) H R]

j ( u ) N b ( t f (u) )[II(s,u)Fab(a1(u))II(u,s + l)]HH, (11.a)

and

]} = Nb((K(s))3b['HI(s1s + l)?]

(u) )IfII(s.u)F5b(tf(u))II(u.s + l)'ir], (11.b)

where 3b=3/3tfb(s). Therefore, we use these loop type Gauss observablcs

symmetric in its indices. !lascd on the above 10cal type， one can oLtaln 

the 1lne typ~ which is obtnlncd puttlng lI(s，t)円8 with 町(s)宅配 (t) betwccn 

spinor flelds as官(α(s))II(s.t)市(ti(t))，市ll(s，t)Da'(r，申lI(s，u)Ea(u)lI(u，t)甲，

n 11 ( s ， t ) '(r， n IID a V・日IIEall'(r and so on， where we used the transformation 

property of lI(u，tlA8;・{GN ， 11 ( u ， t ) A 8 } = [ 11 ( u ， t ) N ( t ) -N ( u )11 ( U ， t ) ] A 8 • 

A1though these observables are natura11y considered as the extension of 

lhe minimnl coup1ing between llle spin connection and spinor fie1ds， we 

have to abandon those as a candldate of '.:he physica1 observab1e since 

these uJ.'e not manifestly invariant under the diffeomorphism. 

There are more lnterestlng and nontrlvla1 gravity coupled Gnuss 

observllbles， lhat 1s， lhe 1oop typQ which is obta1ned by connecting twη 

end p01nls ri(s)=α(l) in lhe Ilbove 1ine type. At prcsent， it is not 

certain for us whether physica1 observab1es ex1st 1n this 100p type. 

So we nre studing Itard on this prob1em， wilh a hope that it lIlay be 

s01vab1e by passillg from the connect10n representaiop to the 100p 

representation. 1n the 3+1 pure gravity (and a150 in our theory)， 

T0[ri] and Tla[ri] are not phys1cal observab1es， but they are very usefu1 

[or findlng the quantum states and the physica1 observab1es in the roop 

represElltatlon. 3).8) On the other hand， they have transformation 

propertles under lhe diffeomorph1sm very sim11ar to the 100p type Gauss 

observables of sp1nor fic1ds. For examp1e， T0[ri] and 1f(ri(s))1I官 (α(s+1)) 

transform as fo110ws， 

(J)古，T0} 三 {DN，II(s，s+1)AA} Nb(ri(S))ab[lI(s，s+1)円円]

-pùu~ a( U)Nb(α(u)) [1I(S，u)Fab(α(u))II(u，s+1)]AA， (11. a) 

and 

(J)N，vlα(s) 111(s，s+1)申 Iα(s+1)]} Nb(α(s))db['(rlI(s，s+1)申]

ートlu&a(u)Nb(α(u))['(rIl(s，u)Fab(α(u) )1I(u，s+1)V]， (l1.b) 

where ab三antib(s). Therefore， we use thesc 100p type Gauss obscrvablcs 
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as the gauge invariant phase space variables instead of h and IIn.

Finally we note that there exists a trivial but physical observable,

that Is, the fermion number J d 2xll R(x)f o(x) , which commutes with all the

constraints. Because we are treating the theory on the spatially

compact E and the Ilamlltonlan is a linear combination of constraints,

the physical observable must be a constant of motion. Therefore it is

understandable that the global quantities of the system like the fermlon

number become physical.

5. The quantum constraint (ordering) and tlic quantum state

To carry out the Dlrac constrained quantization, we have to decide

the order of operators in the quantum constraints. We set the ordering

of the quantum constraints such that the Gauss-law and diffeomorplilsm

(vector) constraints generate respectively the gauge and coordinate

(coordinate in the gauge N aA a
1 =O) transformations. For the scalar

constraint we decide it such that the algebra of quantum constraints be

consistent. Here we report only the results for the quantum constraints

and the worrying constraint algebra,

GN S jdZxN'GNi = -/d2xNi[(DaEai)+(ri?)nnH], (12.a)

ON = jd2xN«Da = jd2x[(ZNAai)E
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b iE8 i .•
A A
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the present. We have to seek the solutions from the gauge invariant

configuration variables (configuration Gauss observables). Note that

the 2+1 dimensional versions of the solutions obtained In the 3+1 pure

gravity are also exact solutions in the 2+1 matter coupled gravity. If

any functional, which purely consists of the connections Aa1, is

annihilated by the pure gravity part of the scalar constraint operator

(12.c), then It becomes an exact solution of (12.c) since it is also

annihilated by the remaining matter part.

As one of the nontrivial exact solutions, we can obtain the T0f[ff]=

TrIIr(s.s + l) where IIf(s,s + l) is the smeared holonomy with the one-

dimensional smearing density Via) which approaches the delti function.

See ref.2) for the detailed definition. Although this quantity only

consists of Aa1 and the gravitational local degrees of freedom are not

exist in 2+1 dimensions, note that Aa1 is determined by the matter

fields through the constraints. There is a matter dependent but trivial

solution as Jrfl(xH'n(x). This solution corresponds to the eigenfunction

for the trivial physical observable Jd2x? B (x)ITR (x) described in sec.4.

As nontrivial matter dedendent solutions, we can consider the

Vfl(a(s))IIf(s,s+l)aBvB(B(S+1)) but unfortunately this quantity does not

satisfy the quantum scalar constraint equation as follows,

= (3/2)J- 1(s)r(s)N(s)«a(s) [ (3a*fl)II(s,s + l) flBi'B-?RII(s,s + l) R B ( 3 af B)

\ 0, (14)

where J(s) is the Jacobian when one changes the coordinates of(S,o) to

the coordinates (s.o) and 3a=3/3ffa(S). Therefore, we must find the

solutions from the more comllcated configuration Gauss observables

presented in sec. 4. Note that above solutions satisfy the WDW equation

but are not physical states since both solutions are not invariant with
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respect to the diffeomorphism. We hope that one can solve this problem

by passing from the connection representation to the loop representation

such as in the 3+1 pure gravity case.3'

6. Discussion

In this talk we have discussed the 2+1 dimensional quantum gravity

coupled with spinor fields In the Palatinl formalism. We have shown

that the canonical structure of the theory, which is equivalent to the

Einstein-Cartan theory in 2+1 dimensions, is similar to the case of the

pure1' and spinor coupled7' gravity systems in 3+1 dimensions.

We have presented the Gauss observables which can be used as the

gauge invariant phase space variables of the theory,instead of the

fundamental phase space variables of the gravitational and spinor

fields. We have also presented a trivial but physical observable which

corresponds to the fermlon number on the two dimensional compact space.

We have discussed the solutions of the quantum Gauss-law constraint

and WDW equation. The trace of holonomy of the spin connection is also

a nontrivial exact solution in our theory as has already been shown to

be the case for the pure gravity in 2+16' and 3+12' dimensions. Up 1 i

the present, we have not found nontrivial solutions with respect to the

spinor fields but presented a trivial solution that corresponds to the

eigenfunction of the physical observable (fermion number).

Finally we comment on the Immediate tasks. First we would like to

find the nontrivial, fundamental solutions of the WDW equation from the

loop type matter dependent configuration Gauss observables. Second we

have to invesIL^z.-- those algebraic relations to see whether they become

the solutions or not for the WUW equation. Then we want to Investigate

the quantum theory by passing frcm the connection representation to the

loop representation. We note that the obtainable results in our theory

respect Lo the diffeomorphism. We hope that one can solve this problem 

by pass1ng from the connect10n representation to the loop representatiol¥ 

such as 1n the 3+1 pure grav1ty case.31 

6. Ulscusslon 

In thls talk we have dlscussed the 2+1 dlmellslonal quantum grav1ty 
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E1nste1n-Cartan theory 1n 2+1 d1mens10ns. 1s s1m11ar to the case of the 
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and WDW equat10n. The Lrace of ho1onomy of the spin connect10n is also 

a nontrivia1 exact solut10n in our theory as has already been shown to 

be the case for the pure grav1ty in 2+161 and 3+121 dimensions. Up 1 

the present. we have not found nontr1vlal solutlons w1th respect to the 

sp1nor f1e1ds but presented a trivial solutlon that corresponds to the 

eigenfunctlon of the phys1ca1 observab1e (ferm10n number). 

F1na1ly we comment on lhe immediate tasks. First we would 1ike to 

f1nd the nontr1v1a1. fundamenta1 solutlons of the WDW equ.'jtion from the 

100p type matter dcpendent configurat10n Gauss observab1es. Second wc 
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are almost applicable to the spinor coupled system In 3+1 dimensions.
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Wormhole-induced Vertex Operators t

Toru Goto

Department of Physics, Tohoku University, Sendai 980, JAPAN

1 Introduction

In the Euclidean path integral formulation of the quantum gravity, one of the most

important issues is to include topology changing processes and to clarify physical effects

of these processes. A wormhole is a Euclidean spacetime configuration which has two

asymptotically flat regions connected by a narrow tube[2,3], and one of the simplest

examples of topology changing processes. Recent development on the wormhole effects[4,5]

shows that this topology-changing processes in quantum gravity may give dramatic effects

on low energy physics.

Most of discussions on effects of wormholes, including a vanishing cosmological con-

stant mechanism and the Big Fix, are based on the argument that the effects of microscopic

wormholes are represented by insertions of bilocal operators at the low energy scale[5].

A form of the wormhole-induced bilocal operators is simply assumed in the previous

works[4,5,6]. However, it is necessary for detailed discussions on the effects of wormholes

to calculate explicitly what kinds of operators are induced in a given model [6].

We perform an explicit calculation of wormhole-induced bilocal operators, taking a

massless scalar field coupled to the Einstein gravity. As explained below, it is sufficient for

our present purpose to calculate the asymptotic behavior of a scalar field Green's function

on the wormhole background. In the conformal coupling case[7] the Green's function has

been analytically obtained by using a conformal transformation. However, for general

massless scalar field, especially the minimally coupled case, the analytic solution is not

'This work is done with Yasuhiro Okada (Tohoku University) [1].
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found. In such a case, we evaluate the Green's function numerically by reducing to the

one-dimensional potential barrier problem in quantum mechanics, and show that the long

distance effect of the wormhole can be represented by the bilocal operators.

2 Wormhole Solution and Background Operator

As a preliminary to our calculation, we introduce the axionic wormhole solution and

give a general procedure to obtain the wormhole-induced operators. Our calculations are

based on the Euclidean path integral formulation of quantum gravity and the validity of

the semiclassical approximation is assumed. Thus, the path integral is supposed to be

dominated by wormhole solutions which satisfy the classical Euclidean Einstein equation.

We use the axionic wormhole solution[3] which is found in a model of a f/(l) Nambu-

Goldstone boson field coupled to gravity. The Euclidean action is given as

sE = J d4xVg{j^R + \vovj] + iQ(eF - h),

where Q is a U(l) charge. The last term of (1) is derived from the treatment of global

charge conservation law which is described in Ref. [8], and the boundary condition for

the equations of motion is obtained from this term. When we put a spherically symmetric

Ansatz on the metric and 8 as

ds2 = dr2 + a2(T)dn2
3), 6 = 0(T), (2)

where dil2^ is a line element on a unit three sphere, the field equation of 6 and its boundary

conditions become

(T)8{T)) = 0,

— ZTT Q U — —^Cjf, [oj
T=T\—* — OQ T=TF—t-OO

and the (OO)-component of the Einstein equation is

a*{r) = 1 - \ a* = 16TTGQ2. (4)
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The solution of these equations is obtained analytically:

ill = -L F (cos- aA - U
a0 V2 \ a V2

EE 6(T),

where F and £ are elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds, respectively, and a0 is a

radius of the wormhole neck. Asymptotic forms of a(r) and 0(T) for T —> ±00 are written

(7)

(8)

a0 a0

' ) •

where K = \/2E(%, 4j) - ^-F(f , ^ j ) w 0.59907 • • • is a numerical constant.

To obtain wormhole-induced operators, we follow the general procedure described in

Ref. [7]. First, we take a wormhole solution as a fixed background metric, and calculate

an expectation value of local operators inserted in asymptotically flat regions:

(O(x1)-..O(xn)O(x[)..-O(x'm))w, (9)

where O is a local operator, X\, • • • ,xn are coordinates of the points in one asymptotic

region, x\,---,x'm are those in another asymptotic region, and (• •-)w means that the

expectation value is calculated on the wormhole background. Next, we obtain a bilocal

operator CJ'<I>,-(£o)$>(£o) w m c n reproduces the expectation value (9) as a product (or

a sum of products) of expectation values on two flat backgrounds, i.e. C'i<&i(xo)<bj(x'0)

satisfies

(O(xl)---O(xn)O(x[)-..O(x'm))w

) • • • O(x'J)F, (10)

where (• • -)F stands for an expectation value on the flat background, x0 and x'o are the

coordinates of the wormhole ends in two flat spaces and Sw is the action of the wormhole

- 1 0 7 -
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solution. We then identify the bilocal operator e SwC'i<&i(xo)<f>j(x'Q) as the operator

induced by the wormhole solution.

Since the background value 0(T) is iiot vanishing, the expectation values of a product

of 0's on the wormhole background is written as

(0(xi) • • • 6(xn)0(x[) • • • 6(x'm))w « e-s«6{xi) • • • 6(xn)6(x[) • • • S(x'm), (11)

in the semiclassical approximation. This expectation value for any n and m is reproduced

by the bilocal operator e~swe*Qa(xo)e-
iQa{*'o) a s described in Ref. [7]:

(6{x1).--0(xn)0(x\)--.0(xl
m))w

When other matter fields are included, whole induced operator is written in a form as

Here, the bilocal operator C':'^i(xo)<^j(x'o) is determined by expectation values which do

not include the Nambu-Goldstone boson field 9. We calculate this operator for a massless

scalar field.

3 Green's Function of a Minimally Coupled Scalar
Field

Now, let us consider matter fields other than the Nambu-Goldstone boson field 0.

Here, we consider a massless scalar field. The Euclidean action of a massless scalar ip is

given as

S^er = \ j d'x^g (VVVMV> - T, V ) , (14)

where 77 = | corresponds to the conformal coupling and 7? = 0 to the minimal coupling.

We will calculate the Green's function of if on the wormhole background. To obtain the

Green's function G[x,x') = (ip(x)(p(x'))w, we have to solve the equation

( W , + r,R) G(x, x') = ~^=S{x, x'). (15)
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solution. We then identify the bilocal operator e-SwCiゆか0)φj(品)as the operator 

induced by the wormhole solution. 

Since the background value O( T) is llOt vanishing， the expectation values of a prod uct 

of O's on the worrnhole background is written出

(O(xd ・・・ O(Xn)O(X~) ・・・ O(x~.))w 何 e-sWÕ(xd ・・・ Õ(Xn)Õ(X~) ・・・ Õ(X~) ， (11) 

in the semiclassical approximation. This expectation value for any n and m is reproduced 

by the bilocal operator e-SweiQ9(叫e-iq9(x~) as described in Ref. [7]: 

(O(xd ・・・ O(Xn)O(x~) ・・・ e(x~)}w

同 e-SW(O(xd・・・ O(Xn)eiQ9(xo)} p(O( x~) ・・・ O(x~)e-iQ9(xb)}p. (12) 

When other matter fields are included， whole induced operator is written in a form as 

e-SwcijeiQ9(xo)φi(xO)e-iQ9(xb )φj(x~) ・ (13) 

Here， the bilocal operator C'; !Þ i(町内j(x~) is deterrnined by expectation values which do 

not include the Nambu-Goldstone boson field O. We calculate this operator for a massless 

scalar field. 

3 Green '8 Function of a Minimally Coupled Scalar 

Field 

Now， let us consider matter fieids other than the Nambu-Goldstone boson field O. 

Here， we consider a massless scalar field. The Euclidean action of a massless scalar cp is 

glven as 

SmaLLer = ~ J d
4
x..fy (マ判cp一向2)， (14) 

where η= ~ corresponds to the conformal coupling and η= 0 to the minimal coupling 

We wiU calculate the Green's function of cp on the worrnhole background. To obtain the 

Green's function G(x， x') = (<p(x)cp(ピ)}w，we have to solve the equation 

門 +ηR)G(x， x') =古6い (15) 
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In the conformal coupling case, the calculation of the Green's function is reduced to that

on the flat background by the conformal transformation [7]. However, if 77 ̂  | we cannot

use this technique. Therefore we need a more general procedure to obtain the Green's

function, which is described below.

If we obtain a complete set of eigenfunctions <Pk (x) which satisfies the eigenvalue

equation

{VVll + vR)<P{:)(x) = -k?<p{;\x), (16)

where k2 is the eigenvalue and a represents other quantum numbers collectively, and the

completeness condition

^ ' W / V ) = «(»,*'). (17)

the Green's function is written in terms of yy^'(x) as

G(x,x>) = Z/f I^L'W^V)- (18)

We solve the equation (16) first, and then calculate the Green's function using the formula

(18).

In our wormhole background, the equation (16) is written as

where V?3v is a Laplacian on a unit three sphere. The angular part of the eigenfunction

is separated by the spherical harmonics Y: V/3)Yjmim.2(ri) = —/(/ + 2)F/mim2(fi), |m2| <

rri] < / = 0,1,2, • • •, and we define the radial eigenfunction x a s

<p^ IT fi) = X^'THT)YI (J7) (20)

Xki iT) satisfies the equation

O*(T) '
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In the conformal coupling case， the calculation of the Green's function is reduced to that 

on the flat background by the conformal transformation[7]. However， ifη =1= ~ we cannot 

use this technique. Therefore we need a more general procedure to obtain the Green's 

function， which is described below. 

lf we obtain a complete set of eigenfUI凶 ons'P~(1)(x) which satis日esthe eigenvalue 

equation 

(マμVμ+ηR) 'P~σ )(x) = _k2'P~a)(x) ， (16) 

where P is the eigenvalue and σrepresents other quantum numbers collectively， and the 

completeness condition 

引∞Zviσ)(z)v;(σ)(ピ)= 8(x， x')， (17) 

the Gree出 functionis written in terms of 'P~(1 )(x) as 

G(x， x') =引∞おd)(川 (σ)(x') )
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We solve the equation (16) first， and then calculate the Green's function using the formula 

(18). 

In our wormhole background， the equation (16) is written as 

(02UV73) 州 (σ)(_¥_ 1.2，jσ) 一+一一+一一+一;u~ 'Pkal(x) = -P'Prl(x)， 
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where V[3) is a Laplacian on a unit three sphere. The angular part of the eigenfunction 

is separated by the spherical harmonics Y: V(3)Yimlm2(口)= -l(l + 2)Yimlm2(口)， Im21三

ml三1= 0，1，2，'・"and we de自nethe radial eigenfunction χas 

vUL1J，O)=zM)(T仇町(口)

必)(T)削 isfiesthe equation 

(20) 

(手+k2 -V，(T)} X~7)(7) = 0， 

(l+l)2-i (2-6η)a~ 
v，( T) = 

α2(T) a6(T) 
(21) 
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Figure 1: The potential barrier V(T) for I = 0 in the minimal coupling case,

and the Green's function is written as

£ jT £ * «-3/»(T)«-8'V)
(22)

The equation (21) has the same structure as the Schrodinger equation in one dimension,

with the potential VI{T) which is shown in Fig. 1. Consequently the problem is reduced

to a one-dimensional potential barrier problem in quantum mechanics.

Since the relative angles between the angular coordinates in one asymptotic region

and those in the other asymptotic region have no physical meaning, we have to average

over the relative angles. In the present case we integrate over il' with Q. fixed in equation

(22). The averaged Green's function G becomes

G{T,T') =

(23)

Notice that the contributions from / ^ 0 terms all vanish under this averaging, and this

is the reason why the induced operator becomes rotationary invariant. In the following
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Figure 1: The potential barrier V(r) for l = 0 in the minimal coupling case. 
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The equation (21) has the same structure a.s the Sd凶 dingerequation in one dimension， 

with the potential Vj( T) which is shown in Fig. 1. Consequently the problem is reduced 

to a one-dimensional potential barrier problem in quantum mechanics. 

Since the relative angles between the angular coordinates in one asymptotic region 

and those in the other a.symptotic region have no physical meaning， we have to average 

over the relative angles. In the present ca.se we integrate over n' witn n fixed in equation 

(22). The averaged Green's function G becomes 

δ (ドr，巾川，戸T

r--o. r∞dk = 乞l一主ふa-3げ一-3/吋町/γjんo 2針π品
(23) 

Notice that the contributions from l i= 0 terms all vanish under this averaging， and this 

is the reason why the induced operator becomes rotationary invariant. In the following 
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discussion we solve the equation (21) for / = 0 only.

Equation (21) has two independent solutions xlE)(T) which has an asymptotic form

\ t(k)eikT for r -v oo,

and xiLHT) = xlR^(~"T)- We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the Green's

function G(T, T') for T —* OO and T' —> —oo. It turns out that the asymptotic form (24)

is not enough since we need xlR 'L)( r) m a wider range of k for a fixed T, and (24) is not

applicable for fc|r|^ 1. The asymptotic form of x[ ( r) f°r ITI ^ ao which is a better

approximation for any k is

Ka0)) + f(k)Hl1}
 (*(|T| + Ka0))}

for T —•» — o o ,

where //{ and H{ are the Hankel function of the first and second kind, respectively.

This asymptotic form is equivalent to (24) for k\r\ 3> 1 and the relations between r(k),

t(k) and r(k), i(k) are

f(k) - -ie-i2Kka°r{k), i(k) - ~ie-i2Kka°t{k). (26)

Substituting (25) into the formula (23), we obtain the asymptotic form of the Green's

function G(T, T') for r —• oo and T' —> —oo as

dk •K\[ZZ'f°° dlc''
Jo T ' 2

jb/) + t

*(fc) + f(k)i*{k)] H[l)(kz)H[2)(kz')} ,

T' - . - oo , (27)

where z = T + Ka0 and z' = — T' + /fao. The last term in (27) vanishes because of the

symmetric property of the potential V(-T) = V(T). Therefore, if t(k) (or equivalently,

t(k)) for 0 < k < oo is given, we can calculate the Green's function G(T,T').
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discussion we solve the equation (21) for 1 = 0 only. 

Equation (21) has two independent solutions χ~R\ r) which has an asymptotic form 

(R)/_¥ _ f ek-r + r(k)e-伽~R)( r) ....， ~ 
k ¥ 1 J . -1 t( k)e伽

for r→一∞，
for r→∞， 

(24) 

and x~L\r) 三 χ~Rl(-r). We are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the Green's 

function G( r， r') for r→∞ and r'→ー∞.It turns out that the asymptotic form (24) 

is not enough since we need χ iR孔則叫，1ムL川d

applicable for klrl乏1.The asymptotic form of X~Rl ( r) for Ir I >>αo which is a better 

approximation for any k is 

χ~R)(r) rv  ，1吋 (lTIfIfao1{H12l (k(!rl十f{ao))+ f(k)Hl勺 (Irl+ J( ao))} 

for r→一∞，

πk(lrl + f{ ao)ー (1)
一一万一一一f(k)H}l)(k(lrl + Kao)) for r→∞ (25) 

where H11l and H12l are the Ha出elfunction of the first and second kind， respectively. 

This asymptotic form is equivalent to (24) for klrl ~ 1 and the relations between r(k)， 

t(k) and r(k)， t(k) are 

子(k)= _ie-i2KkaOr(k)， i(k) = _ie-i2KkaOt(k). (26) 

Substituting (25) into the formula (23)， we obtain the asymptotic form of the Green's 

function G (r， r') for r→∞ and r'→ー∞回

。(r，r') '" 
1 (00 dkπv'z? 

一 -47r3 z3/2 zl3/2 10 k 2 

x {l(k)Hpl(kz)H11l(kz') + i.(k)H12l(kz)H~2l(kz') 

+ [i(k)r.(k) + r(kW(k)] HP\kz)H~勺

r -→oo， T'ー→ -00， (27) 

where z = r + f{ao and z' = -r' + j(ao・Thelast term in (27) vanishes because of the 

symmetric property of the potential V(-r) = V(r). Therefore， jf t(k) (or equivalently， 

t(k)) for 0く kく ∞ isgiven， we can calculate the Green's function G(r，r'). 
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(a)

Figure 3: The numerical values of 47r3a3(r)G(T,-r) in the minimal coupling case and
their curve fit by powers of r; (a) r"1; (b) T~2; (C) T~3.

We evaluate t(k) by a numerical method, and the results are given in Fig. 2. We see

that t(k) approaches to 1 for large k. For small fc, i(k) is proportional to A;2 with a pure

imaginary coefficient, and this factor suppresses the contributions from k^, O ( 1 / | T | ) re-

gion in (27). This can be understood physically: a fluctuation mode with large wavelength

cannot go through a small wormhole.

Using the numerical values of t(k) (or i(k)), we calculate the Green's function

G(T,T') for T —> oo and r' —» — oo. Fig. 3 represents the numerical values of the Green's

function G(T, —T) for large r and their curve fits. We see from the result that the Green's

function G(T,—T) is proportional to ao/|T|4, i.e.

G(T,T')
MVP

for oo

-oo
(28)

and the coefficient Cmi^a! is approximately 1/130.

This r-dependence is reproduced by a bilocal operator ~ <p{xo)<p(x'o) where x0 and

x'o are the coordinates of the wormhole ends in two flat spaces:

[<P(X'MX'0))F, (29)
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Figure 3: The numerical values of 471"3 a3( T)白(T，-T)in the minimal coupling case and 

their curve fit by powers of T; (a) T-1; (b) T-
2
; (c) T- 3 • 

We evaluate t(k) by a numerical method， and the results are given in Fig. 2. We see 

that t(k) approaches to 1 for large k. For small k， i(k) is proportional to P with a pure 

imaginary coe田cient，and this factor suppresses the co凶・ibutionsfrom k三O(1/IT¥)re-

gion in (27). This can be understood physically: a fluctuation mode with large wavelength 

cannot go through a small worrnhole. 

Using the numerical values of t(k) (or i(k))， we calculate the Gree山 function

G( T， T') for T→∞ and T'→ー∞.Fig. 3 represents the numerical values of the Gr田 n's

function G( T， -T) for large T and their curve hts. We s田 fromthe result that the Gr田 n's

(28) for 

function G( T， -T) is proportional to aUITI¥ i.e. 

G(ザ )~Gnim 」し
・mallTI21T'I2

and the coe血cientCminimal is approximately 1/130. 

This T-dependence is reproduced by a bilocal opera十or'" 'P (xo) 'P (x~) where Xo and 

(29) 

X~ are the coordinates of the wormhole ends in two flat spaces: 

G( T， T') '" {ψ (X)ψ(XO))F{'P (X')ψ (X~))F ， 
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Figure 4: The numerical values of 4W3O.3(T)G(T, —T) in the conformal coupling case and
their curve fit by powers of r; (a) r"1; (b) r~2; (c) T~3.

since the scalar propagator on the flat background is written as

(ip(x)<p(x0))p = — —— ;T ~ —-, (30)
47r̂ |a; — xo|z T*

for r - t o o .

As a check of our calculation, we apply the method described above to the conformal

coupling case. In this case, the Green's function is obtained analytically[7], and the

asymptotic form is

(31)
1

87r2|r |2|T , |2-

Our numerical calculation in this case is the same as before except that r\ is now set to

1/6 in the eigenvalue equation (21). The numerical values of the Green's function are

shown in Fig. 4. We see that the asymptotic form of the Green's function is

1
8 1 | T | 2 | T ' | 2 '

which is a good approximation of the analytic result (31).
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since the scalar propagator on the flaもbackgroundis written as 

1 1 
(仰)仲。))F=一一一一二一一~ー

がIx-xol2 r2' 

for T→∞. 

As a check of our calculation， we apply the method described above to the conformal 

In this c出 e，the Green's function is obtained analytically[7}， and the coupling case. 

1 a~ 
8π21T121T'12・

asymptotic form is 

(31 ) 

Our numerical calculation in this case is the same as before except that TJ is now set to 

The numerical values of the Green's function are 1/6 in the eigenvalue equation (21). 
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4 Summary

We have evaluated a Green's function of a minimally coupled scalar field on a worm-

hole background. The Green's function is written in terms of the eigenfunctions and

eigenvalues of the Laplacian operator with a spherical symmetry, thus the problem being

reduced to a one-dimensional potential barrier problem in quantum mechanics, and is

finally solved by a numerical calculation. We have shown that the asymptotic form of

the Green's function connected by a wormhole has the r-dependence ~ 1/ |T|2 |T ' |2 . This

r-dependence is interpreted as an appearance of a pair of local operators in the wormhole

ends, ~ <p(xo)(p(x'o).

The procedure we used in this paper may be extended to calculate a Green's func-

tion of a field with higher spin, in which case the angular variables are separated with

appropriate (spinor, vector, tensor, • • •) harmonics and the eigenvalue equation is reduced

to one-dimensional potential barrier problem just as the calculation of the scalar Green's

function. Averaging over the relative angles between the two asymptotic regions is rather

complicated, however.
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Foreword

In part 1 of this lecture, I have given an elementary introduction to the recent de-

velopments of the matrix-model approach to the theories of strings and 2D gravity. In

part 2, my own attempt toward a unified description of the structure of the continuum

non-perturbative theory of 2D gravity using a simple action principle has been presented.

Since a fuller account of the content of part 2 has already been given in my recent preprint

(Preprint, UT-Komaba90-8, "Toward a Canonical Formalism of Non-Perturbative

Two-Dimensional Gravity"), I shall only give a brief summary of the part 1 of the

lecture in this report. Section 1.3 presents a discussion on the action principle in the

matrix model before taking the scaling limit, which has not been published elsewhere.

1 Introduction to the matrix model approach to 2D
gravity

1.1 Historical background

Historically, the motivation for studying the large N limit of matrix field theories came

from t'Hooft's observation [1] in 1974 that the Feynman diagrams in QCD are dominated

by the planar graphs in the limit in which the number of colors increases indefinitely. The

dominance of the planar diagrams conforms to, at least qualitatively, the properties of

hadronic interactions, especially, with its string picture with confined quarks. In fact, it

is formally possible to rewrite QCD entirely as a sort of string field theory[2]. However,

unlike the case of a models (or spin models in statistical mechanics), QCD is not solvable

in this limit. This led Brezin et. al. [3] to study in detail the toy models in 'zero' and one

dimensional spacetimes, i. e., defined on a point and a line, respectively. Among many

interesting results derived by them, a crucial observation is that in general the matrix

models exhibit critical behaviors which are analogous to the critical behaviors known in

statistical models in the thermodynamic limit.

Let us therefore consider qualitatively how such a critical behavior arises in the sim-

1 1 u
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plest case of the one-matrix model. The model is given by the following integral

Z = f dN2Mexp-pU(M) (1.1)

oc /ndA in(A,-A J)
2exp-/?£[/(A l), (1.2)

where U(M) = Tr(M2 + giM
i + •••)• The prefactor in front of the exponential comes

from the Jacobian in the change of the integration variables from the components of the

matrix M to its eigenvaues {A,} Including this Jacobian factor in the action, we have a

system with the following effective action,

Sef[ = ^2 U(X,) — — 52 In |A, — Aj|. (1.3)

In the limit of large /?, this system can be approximated as a classical system of N

particles, interacting with a repulsive 2-body potential — (3~l In |A, — A_,|, in an external

potential U(\). The two contributions are of equal order of magnitude provided that

N ~ (3. The average distance between adjacent particles is of the order /? - 1 , and hence

the distribution of particles in the large ./V limit becomes continuous and of finite range.

However, depending on the form of the potentials, there can occur one or more gaps in

the particle distributions. As an example, suppose that the external potential U(X) has

several wells. When fl~lN is sufficiently small, there is a stable configuration in which

all of the particles reside within one of the wells. But as 0~l increases, the range of the

distribution increases and at some critical point /? ~ N, the particles suddenly spill over

the ridge. Hence we expect a singular behavior of the distribution function at this point.

The nature of the singularities does not depend on the detailed form of the potential

except at the vicinity of the top of the ridge, and the singularity types may be classified

into universal classes.

Let us now consider the meaning of the above qualitative property in terms of Feynman

diagrams. To be specific, we consider the model with only a quartic term in the interaction

- 1 1 9 -
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potential. Then the partition function Z has the expansion,

lnZ= £ frp+v(-g*)vNL (1.4)
connected Feynman diagrams

where P,V,and L are the numbers of, respectively, propagators, vertices, and index loops

and satisfy 2P = 4 V, \ (Eulernumber) = V - P + L. Here the Euler number is the one

with respect to the closed surfaces consisting of the surface elements corresponding the

index loops. Thus,

\nZ= £ tf*(-f*)v. (1-5)
surfaces ^

This expression c?-. be regarded as a. discretized version of the partition function of two-

dimensional gravity

(1-6)
dualsurfaces "

where the 'bare' cosmological constant A is equal to — a~2ln( — jg4) with a2 being the

area of the dual surface element corresponding to the M4 vertices. This interpretation

of the Feynman diagram expansion in terms of 2D gravity or random surface was first

proposed by David and Kazakov [4]. Note that 174 < 0 is required for this interpretation.

We have seen that the matrix model can be regarded as a regularization of 2D gravity.

Furthermore, it is easy to see that, if the matrix field is assumed to live in a nontrivial

target space, the model can be regarded as a regularization of string theories. Then we

come to a natural question about the meaning of the critical behaviors. We know that a

continuum limit of a regulalized field theory on a spacetime lattice can only be defined

at the vicinity of critical points of second or higher orders. Is it possible to define the

continuum limit of 2D gravity or continuum string theories using the above critical points

of the matrix models? If this is the case, the matrix models could be a good candidate for

defining string theories in a nonperturbative way. Non-perturbative formulation of string

theories has been one of the major unsolved problems in unified theories of fundamental

interactions including quantum gravity and also in QCD. The recent development is that

- 1 2 0 -
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the above possibility was shown to be indeed partially realized, at least, in the case of the

linear matrix chains. In the following we will briefly summarize the basic reasoning [5] in

the simplest case of the one-matrix model.

1.2 Essentials of the "double" scaling limit

1 Behavior of Z near the critical point

Let us consider the free energy of the one-matrix model.

FN(0)( = lnZ)= £ NX(-j9i)
v, (1.7)

surfaces ^

= Y,ffxY,nxy(-^9*)v (i-8)
xv P

where nxy is the number of nonequivalent surfaces with given x and TV. We expect that

nxy behaves for large V as

av, [a> 1) (1.9)

with 7(,\) and a being numerical constants. The exponent 7(x) is called the string

susceptibility exponent. Choosing the normalization of the coupling constant. (3 such that

agi = — 1, we see that the contribution, F^(/3), of the surfaces with a given fixed genus

X to the free energy behaves, in the limit j —+ 1—, as

Nv N
F* = £ y * * ) - 3 ~ (1 - —)2"**> + regular terms. (1.10)

v P P
This singularity is interpreted as the one expected from the qualitative discussion of the

previous section.

2 The double scaling Hrr.it

Thus, we have, at the vicinity of the critical point,

FNW = E ^ X W ) . (l.n)
X

N
~ ^ 7 V X ( 1 -)2~~lix) + regular contribution (112)

x I-
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This shows that if we can tune N and /? such that

lim = finite, (1.13)

we can extract a finite nontrivial result from the critical point of the model. In fact, the

result from the continuum Liouville field theory [6] suggests 7(x) - 2 = (7(2) - 2)x/2

which indicates that in this limit the contributions come from all genus. Defining the

finite renormalized cosmological constant x by

£-u. (1.14)

the genus = 0 free energy is proportional to x2 i (2). This is a desired continuum limit,

since by choosing N to behave a~(2~7<2)), the number of the surfaces elements V increases

as a~2 as a —* 0. The remaining regular terms can be shown to contribute only to zero

area surfaces in the continuum limit.

3 Differential equations for free energy

One of the important results in the recent development is that we can write down a

class of exact differential equations governing the free energy in the double scaling limit

as a function of the renormalized cosmological constant x. Let us next briefly review its

derivation.

The measure factor in the partition function of the matrix model is the square of the

so-called Vandelmonde determinant,

1

A ( A l l A 2 , . . . A J V ) =

1

A?"1

1

\N-1

(1.15)

which is rewritten, using an arbitrary set of polynomials {.P;(A) : P,(X) = A'"1 + . . . } , as

A ( A l i A 2 ) . . . A A , ) =
P2(X1) P2(X2)

(1.16)
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ム(入b入2，. . .入N)=

1 

入1 内，“

1
i

、.A 入N

(1.15) 

入「ー1入f-1 入N-l
N 

which is rewritten， using an arbitrary set of polynomials {P，(λ) : P;(入)=入Eー 1+.. .}，国

P1(入1) P1(入2)

，、 IP2(入1) 九(入2)
ム(入1，>'2，...入N)= I 

P1(入N)
P2(入N)

( 1.16) 

PN(入1) PN(入2) PN(入N)
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Thus the partition function of the matrix model is the norm of the Slater determinant

of an N fermion system with the single-particle wave functions F,(A) with respect to the

measure exp — f3U(\). Choose the polynomials to be mutually orthogonal with respect

Jd\e-f>u{\)Pi(\)P,(\) = ht6t}. (1.17)

Then,
jv

Z = N\Y[ht. (1.18)
1=1

We see that correspondingly to the semi-classical picture in the large N limit, the finite N

partition function has a one-to- one correspondence with a ground state of an iV-fermion

system with the orthogonal polynomial wave functions. The basic equation determining

the partition function can be formulated in terms of a 'matrix mechanics'.

Let {P,} be the orthonorma/ set of polynomials corresponding to {Pi}, and define

infinite dimensional matrices

QtJ = Je-Wp.XP,, (1.19)

P., = h~0UP'Pr d-20)

By partial integration, it is easy to see that

P = pU'(Q)+ (1.21)

where the suffix + indicates the strictly upper triangular part of the matrix. Substituting

this relation to the canonical commutation relation [P, Q] = 1, we obtain the equation for

determining the infinite dimensional matrix Q,

[fiU'(QU,Q] = l. (1.22)

Summing the diagonal elements up to (n + l)-th terms, this leads to

' n + lQn + l» = ^ . . (1-23)

- 1 2 3 -
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Let us first examine the possibility of the double scaling limit in the sphere limit.

Using

QtJ = y/R,6lJ+i + y/RjSij.! (1.24)

with R, = hi/hx-i and (1.14), (1-23) is rewritten in the following form in this limit,

I —z-nr'(z + R/z) = 1 - a2z. (1.25)
J 2TH

Then, by defining a scaling function u(x) by Rt — 1 = a"u(x) as a —* 0, we see that a well

defined double scaling limit exist if the polynomial potential U is tuned such that

.z-1U'(z + R/z) = l ~(1-R)k, (£ = 1,2,...) (1.26)

and the exponent a is equal to 2/k. Since the free energy F^ = F[X) — — YLiLi i log R, =•

—/' dx(X — x)u(x) is finite if 7o(= x(-)) = ~cr, the genus= 0 susceptibility exponent

defined by (1.12) is given as

7o = - p (1-27)

Next we shall briefly explain how we can obtain exact differential equations governing

the two-point function ('specific heat') u(x). In terms of the renormalized cosmological

constant x, the matrix Q is written as a differential operator,

Q = TJRJX - a-™)e-a~yodldx + ̂ R{x + a-
2™)ea~yadldx, (1.28)

= 2 +ar*n{u + cP/dx3) + higher orders. (1.29)

The existence of the scaling limit guarantees that the matrix P also reduces to a differential

operator of the form (const. + a2'ro(differentialoperator)+higher orders) such that [P,Q] =

1. Redefining the operator Q = <P/dx2 + u, the most general form of such a differential

operator can be shown to be

P = E Cjt(Q(2fc-1)/2)+, (ck = constant). (1.30)
fe=i
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Here we used the notation of pseudo-differential calculus [7]. In particular, [(Q3I2)+,Q] =

1 is equivalent with the Painleve I equation x = u2 — u"/3. The general equation which

describes the continuum theories with arbitrary number of the coupling constants cfc,

[X>&(<2(2fc~1)/2) + ,Q] = 1 [8] is called the 'string equation'. The critical theories which

correspond to 2D gravity coupled with massless matter systems are represented by the

condition that only one of the infinite number of the coupling constants cfc, apart from

the cosmological constant x, is nonzero. Otherwise the continuum theory contains dimen-

sionfull parameters other than the 2D cosmological constant.

Let us finally summarize the properties of the solutions. For the simplest nontrivial

case k — 2 (critical case with c^ ^ 0), it is known that a real solution for the partition

function always exhibits an infinite number of zeros on the real axis x which accumulate to

minus infinity. The perturbative expansion with respect to genus is not Borel summable,

and there are in general nonperturbative contributions of the form exp —4v2x5'4/5, asso-

ciated with parameters which are not determined by the boundary condition for large x (i.

e., the sphere limit). It is remarkable that the nonperturbative effect is of the form e"1'9

with respect, to the loop expansion parameter g2, instead of the familiar e"1 '9 in local

field theories. However, David [9] has argued that if one notes that the critical potential

corresponding to k = 2 is unbounded from below, a more natural choice of the solutions is

to take complex solutions which are inevitable when one deforms the integration contours

such that the integral of the partition function is well defined. A similar structure can

be seen much more explicitly in a simpler "ID gravity" which can be derived by taking

the double scaling limit of O(N) vector models [10]. Since these properties are not visible

in the spherical limit ( = the naive large ./V limit), the lesson we have to learn is the

importance of the nonperturbative effects in 2D gravity or string theory.
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minus infinity. The perturbat.ive expansion with respect to genus is not Borel summable， 

and there are in general nonperturbative contributions of the form exp -4V2x5
/
4 /5，出 Sか

ciat円dwith parameters which are not. determined by the boundary condition for large x (i. 

e.， the sphere limit). It is remarkable that t.he nonperturbative effect is of the form e-1
/
g 

with respect. to t.he loop expa.nsion parameter g2， instead of the fami¥iar e-1
/
g2 in local 

field theories. However、David[9] has argued tha¥. if one notes that the critical potential 

仁orresponcling1.0 k = 2 is unbounded from below， a 1l10re na¥.ural choice of the solutions is 

to take complex solutions which are inevitahle when one deforll1s t.he integration contours 

such that the integral of t.he part.it.ion function is well defilled. A similar st.ructure ca.n 

be seen much more explicitly in a simpler“lD gravity" which ca.n be derived by t.aking 

the double scaling limit of O(N) vector models [10]. Since these properties are not visible 

in the spherical limit. ( the naive large N lill1it.)， the lesson we have ¥.0 learn is the 

importance of the nonperturbative effect.s in 2D gravity or string theory. 
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1.3 Formal structure of the matrix model: action principle

In the second part of this lecture, I have presented a unified treatment of the differen-

tial equations and the Schwinger-Dyson equations on the partition function for the local

observables of the continuum non-perturbative 2D gravity. There are two remarkable

properties in the mathematical structure of the theory, namely, that (1) the flow property

of the theory under the change of the coupling constants is described by the KP hierarchy,

and that (2) the Schwinger-Dyson equations [11] exhibit a W^ algebraic structure. These

properties are neatly summarized in an extremely simple action principle [12]. Actually,

the action principle has a precursor already in the finite N matrix model which itself is a

completely integrable system [13] and exhibits the W^ algebraic structure.

Consider the partition function

Z= /nAA(A1,...,Aw)2exp-^£t/(A1). (1.31)

Introduce an arb i t ra ry set, {4>\Q) = A'""1 + • • • ; ; = 1,2,---}-, of polynomial basis. Then ,

A ( A 1 , - - - , A J V ) = d e t ^ 0 ) ( A J ) . (1.32)

Define the ' ba re ' coordinate and m o m e n t u m matrices by

A<£(,Q)(A) = (Qo0),(A), (1.33)

A convenient basis for the one-matrix case is the one in which QOlJ — <51J+i + <51+ij. The

whole dynamical information is then contained in the transformation matrix K which

sends the bare basis {<f>m} to the orthonormal basis {<f>} satisfying

f 4>t(W>We~mX) = hi, (1-35)

4>, = (K<t>l0))i. (1.36)

1.3 Forlual structure of the matrix model: action principle 

In the second part of this lecture， 1 have presented a unified treatment of the differen-

tial equations and the Schwinger-Dyson equations on the partition function for the local 

observables of the continllum non-perturbative 20巳ravity. There are two remarkable 

properties in the mathematical structure of the theory， namely， that (1) the flow property 

of the theory under the change of the coupling constant.s is described by the KP hierarchy， 

and t山ha叫t(ρ2) the Schv川、

properties are 肘 atly s剖叩川II山l日111川11l11a

the a舵ιtion prin 仁c¥p凶leha.s a. precur 邑or a.lready in t.he 自恥nit白eN matrix mode叶Iwhich i比ts町elfiおsa 

C∞Oll叩 letely i 川eg 日叫b巾lesystem [13] and exhibits the H/.∞ algebraic structure 

Consider the partition function 

• N N 

z=/IId人ム(九 • ，AN)2 exp-s乞叫ん)

Int 

6.(入1，・・・， ¥N) = det </1;0)(入1). 

Oefine the ‘bare' coordinate and momentum matrices by 

入ゅ?}(入= (Qoゆ);(入)， 

=九州，(入). 
d 1(0) 
d入ア Z

(1.31) 

( 1.32) 

( 1.33) 

( 1.34) 

A convenient basis for the one-matrix case is the one in which Qoり =O'，1+1 + O.+1・1・The

whole dynamical informa.tion is then cont.ained in the transformation matrix I< which 

sends the bare basis {</I(Ol} to the orthonormal basis {ゆ}satisfying 

μ(入)ゆJ(川町)=ιl' (1.35) 

仇=(I< </1(0))，・ ( 1.36) 
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By choosing the ordering of the basis polynomials appropriately, we can always assume

that the strictly upper triangular part of A' is zero, A'+ = 0. Clearly, the partition function

for finite N is then given as

Z = (det A')}/ = exp -2Trjv log K, (1.37)

where (•••)jv indicates N-dimensional operations. (Namely, the trace is taken for the

first N x N small matrix of K. Note that A' itself is an infinite dimensional matrix.)

Corresponding to (1.33) and (1.34), it is convenient to define the 'dressed' coordinate and

momentum by

\<t> = Q<f>, (1.38)

~^<f> = P<t>. (1-39)

We have [P, Q] = 1 = [Po, Qo], and Q = KQQI<-\P = A'PoA'"1. Also, we have P = P_

(i. e., strictly lower triangular), Q = Q'. Note that Q is a Jacobi matrix for the above

choice of the bare coordinate (namely, Ql} = 0, \i — j \ > 2) provided the symmetric nature

of Q is imposed.

The action is then assumed to be

A = TriPKQoK'-1 + log A'), (1.40)

where a new matrix which is antisymmetric, P — -P\ is a lagrange multiplier imposing

the symmetric nature of the dressed coordinate Q. Variational equations are

Q = Q\ (1.41)

[P,Q] = I- (1-42)

Let us consider the general solution to the variational equations. Since [P0,Q0] = 1, the

most general form of P satisfies

l (1.43)
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( 1.38) 

(1.39) 

We have [P， Q] = 1 = [Po， Qo]， and Q = KQo1¥--l， P = ]{ Po1¥-l. Also， we have P = p_ 

(i. e.， strictly lower triangular)， Q = Qt. Note that Q is a Jacobi matrix for the above 

choice of the ha.re coordinate (namely， Q，) = 0， Ji -jJ > 2) provided the symmetric nature 

of Q is imposed. 

The action is then assumed to be 

A = Tr(P 1¥Qo1¥-l + log 1¥-)， (1.40) 

where a new matrix which is antisymmetric， P = -P¥is a lagrange multiplier imposing 

the symmetric nature of the dressed coordinate Q. Variational equations are 

Q = Q¥ 

[P，Q] = 1 

(1.41) 

( 1.42) 

Let us consider the general sol山 onto the variational equatio恥 Since[po， Qo] = 1， the 

most general form of P salisfies 

]¥--1 P 1¥" =九 +1(Qo) ( 1.43) 
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for some function / , which leads to P = A. + /(Q). From this we obtain

P+ = f(QU (I-44)

and hence

P = f(Q)+-f(Q)~ (1.45)

Substituting this result to the commutation relation, we finally arrive at

[f(Q)+-f(Q)-,Q]=l (1-46)

which is equivalent with the matrix-string equation (1.22) for the general potential U with

the identification f{Q) = fldU}Q /2. We have shown that the general one-matrix model is

the general solution of the action principle.

There are two kinds of symmetries in this action characterizing the solution space of

the regularized random surfaces based on the one-matrix model.

(1) Todaflow:

5rK = -(I\Qr
0K )_A', (1-4")

5rP = - [ (A'QQA'~ 1 )+ - (A 'QQA'" 1 ) . , P]. (1.48)

(2) Canonical 'gauge' symmetry:

SK = -GK, (1.49)

6P = [G,P] (1.50)

where G is an arbitrary antisymmetric matrix. The symmetry (1) shows that the solution

space is parametrized by an completely integrable differential equations, Toda-lattice

hierarchy. The symmetry (2) corresponds to the infinite dimensional orthogonal group

changing the orthonormal basis, and contains as a special case, a 'conformal symmetry',

for some function j， which leads to P = p_ +-j(Q). From this we obtain 

P+ = f(Q)+ ( 1.44) 

and hence 

P = f(Q)+一j(Q)ー ( 1.45) 

Substituting this result to the commut.ation relat.ion， we finally arrive at 

[J(Q)+ -j(Q)-， Ql = 1 ( 1.46) 

which is equivalent with the matrix-st.ring equa，tion (1.22) for the general potential U with 

the 伽 1此削耐ti凶i凶h自fica刷C臼叫叫a叫tionjパm川(ω附Qω)= s 等撃2/ρ2.W恥eha吋 O叩w川nt山山刷ha凶a叫tt山hege 悶 a叫lon…l
the general solution of the action principle. 

There are two kinds of symmetries in this action cha.ra.cterizing the solution space of 

the regularized random surfaces based on the one-matrix model. 

(1) Toda flow: 

Or/¥' = ー (J\Q~ λ'一I)-k，

んP= ~[(KQ~K-l)+ 

(2) Canonica.l 'gauge' symmet.ry: 

oK = -GK， 

6P = [G，Pl 

(1.47) 

( 1.48) 

( 1.49) 

( I..50) 

where G is an arbitrary antisymmetric matrix. The symmetry (1) shows that the solut.ion 

sp配 eis parametrized by an completely integraJ】ledi町erentialequations， Toda-lat tice 

hierarchy. The symmet.ry (2) corresponds 1.0 the infinite climensional orthogonal group 

changing the orthonormal basis， and contains as a special case， a 'conformal syl111l1etry¥ 
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G = antisymmetric part of Qn+lP [n > 1), which leads to the Virasoro condition [11]

on the partition function, since it induces the transformation Q —• Q + enQ
n+l. More

generally, G contains a W^ algebra generated by the antisymmetric part of QlPJ (i >

o,i > i ) .
All of these symmetry properties have counterparts in the continuum theory. In the

finite iV case, however, the action principles for the multi- matrix models become increas-

ingly complex as the number of the matrices increases and the form of the action varies.

In contrast with this, a remarkable feature in the continuum action principle [12] is its

universality. Namely, all the so-called (p, q) models can be embedded in one and the same

form of the action principle, in which only the constraint varies. At present, it is not clear

whether the action principle has deeper significance than as a convenient rewriting of the

matrix model. I myself have a hope that the continuum action principle, in view of its

simplicity and universality, might contain some clue towards further understanding of the

meaning of the non-perturbative string theories. It. should be emphasized that the action

principle describes the structure of the theory space, and that the theory space in the crit-

ical string theories is essentially the space of all possible background spacetimes (=target

space of matter systems in 2D gravity). It is also tempting to speculate a possibility of

relating the commutation relation [P, Q] = 1 with the duality and minimal distance prop-

erty (see, e. g., [14]) in perturbative string theories. I would now like to refer the reader

to my recent preprint, mentioned in Foreword and future works for further discussion.
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simplicity and universality， might cont.ain some c¥ue t.owards furt.her understa.nding of the 

meaning of the non-perturbat.ive st.ring t.heories. It should be emphasized tha.t the act.ion 

principle describes t.he structure of the t.heory space， and that the theory space in the crit-

ical string t.heories is essent.ially the space of all possible background spacet.imes (=target 

space of maller systems in 2D gravit.y). It is also tempting to speculate a possibility of 

relating the commutation relation [P， Q] = 1 wit.h the dualit.y and minimal distance prop-
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Critical Point from Two-Matrix Models [1]
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東大教養 多国司

最近 2次元重力 の 理 論 に お い て 非 摂 動的取扱を可能にする著しい進展が

あった [2]0 即 ち すべての種数の 2次元面を考慮することができるようになっ

た。こ の 事 は 行 列模型を用いることによって可能になった。行列模型自身は以

前から考えられていたが連続理論の進展と併せてこの非摂動的取扱が可能

になったのである。この 2次元重力の非摂 動的取扱からの結果はこれらの理

論の背景に数学的背 景 が あ る ‘ こ と を 強 く示唆している。特に l行列模型にお

い てはその弦方程 式 と 呼 ば れ る 模 型 を 決定する為の方程式の形を一般的に

も とめることがで き た が 、 そ の 形 は K d V階層との関連を強〈示唆する形と

なっている。一方 2行列模型をふくめ多行列模型についてはこのように一般

的に弦方程式を求める こ と は で き な か っ た。そこで D 0 U g 1 a sは(q -

1 )行列模型によっていわゆる(p. q)模型が記述され、その弦方程式はそ

れぞれ q 次、 p 次の微分演算子 Q. Pを 用いて

[P，Q] = 1 )
 

1
A
 

(
 

と与えられるという予想を提案した [3]0 この予想は数学的背景を持っている

のでこの予想に基 づ い て 理 論 の 数 学 的 背 景が議論された。しかし乍ら具体的

に多行列模型を解 く こ と は 難 し く 3行列模型から(4 、 5)模型などが求め

られただけであった。筆者は山口昌宏との 共同研究 [4]においてこの困難を解

決し、 2行列模型に 6次までの項をいれることにより(4、 5)模型などを

求められることを示した。本講演ではこの結 果 を 拡 張 し 2行列模型で一般の

( P. Q )模型を得るための処方韮を示す。またこの一般的な枠組みの観点か

ら先の研究を再考察する。

行列僕型の解析には直交多項式を用いる。この直交多項式は l行列模型
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(8)

の場合には、

入PlI = Pr:+l + R"P"-l (2) 

と展開される。このこき Rnを用いて分配関数が、

ZN=N!hfRf-1...RL-2RN-1 (3) 

と表される。即ち Rnに対する方程式、所調弦方程式を求めることが目標であ

る。このとき Nを 無限 大に する こと により弦方程式を導くことができる。こ

のとき臨界点に系を近づける近づけ方と Nを無限大に持っていく割合を調節

する こと によりすべての種教の 2次元面からの寄与を含んだ弦方程式を得

ることができる。この極限のとりかたは double scaling limitと呼ばれる。

一方多行列模型の場合には直交多項式の 展 開 が 一 般 に 複 数 の 係 敢 に よ る

XPm(X) = Pm+l(X) + R~lPm_l(X) + S;:lPm_3(X) +・・・ (4) 

の形になる。このため弦方程式が連立方程式になるため臨界点を求めること

が難しくなる。そこでより Douglasの予想に添った形で模型を解析す

ることを考える。通常多行列模型でも撞散のポテンシャルは同じ形に導入す

るが、本講演では 2行列模型に二つのことなるポテンシャルを導入する。こ

こでは具体的に(3、5)模型を求める。この時 2つ の ポ テ ン シ ャ ル に 対 応

して直交多項式も二つ必要であり、その展開は

となる。

XPm(X) = Pm+dx) + R~lPm_l(X) + S~lPm_3(X) 

+T~"l Pm-，，(X) + u~al Pm-7(X) 

yQm(Y) = Qm+dy) + R~lQm_l(Y) + S~~lQm_3(Y) 

+T;!)Qm-，，(Y) + U~)Qm-7(Y) 

j山一町(x，Y)Q)(y)(:)ん叶討
を定 義 す る ことにより、これらは離散レベルで

[P，Q] = 1 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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を満たし、連続極限で弦方程式を与えることが期待される。ここでは臨界

点を具体的に求める事により、 P、Qの連続極限が弦方程式を与えることを

示す。

連 続極限では

Qa，JZ2Q(z) 

= const. +占(Od+・ー)

+a
2
(Od

2 + .一)

+計(Od3+ . . .); (9) 

となる o これが 3次 の 徴 分 演 算 子 に な る ためには d及び dの前の係数が消え

るこ と が 必 要 で ある。この必要条件はパラメーターに対して線形の方程式を

与えるので簡単に解くことができる o 同 様の必要条件をPに対しても課すこ

と により理論のパラメータを完全に決定することができる o するとこの要求

が十分であることが具体計算によって示せる。本講演では(3、5)模型の

場合に つ い て 具 体計算を示し、じっさいに Pおよび Q 演算子が Dougla

sの予想で与えられるものと一致することを示す。このようにして従来臨界

点を 決 定 す る こ とが困難であった高次の 2行列模型に対して、任意の(p 、

q )模型の臨界点を得るための処方が示された。

一方この観点 から先の山口氏との共同研究は 2つのポテンシャルが一致し

た特別の場合を考察していたことが明らかになった。この場合には上の定義

による PとQが一致してしまう。しかしながらPとQに要求される微分の次数は

異なるため、 p次および q 次の部分を抜き出してくれば良い。但しこの方法

の限 界はポテンシャルの形にたいしてどのような模型がえられるのか前もっ

て知ることが出来な い 点 に あ る 。 し か し ながら対称性の観点から言えばいわ

ゆるユニタリ系列に対してはこの対称的な 模型を考えるのが自然であり、ユ

ニタリ模型にかぎ れ ば 一 般 的 な 処 方 塞 が与えられる。

このように、ここでは 2行列模型の臨界 点 を 調 べ る た め の 一 般 的 な 処 方

韮を提唱し、いくつかの興味深い例について具体的に臨界点を調べた。ここ

-1:).1-
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で 必要 条件 のみから臨界点を決定できたことから行列模型による量子重力

の 定式化は非常に高い対称性を持っていることが推測される。これらの数学

的背景を探り出すことなどが今後の課題である。
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Weyl invariant formulation of 2D Quantum Gravity

Ki-ichiro Sato

Department of Physics, Faculty of Science

Hokkaido University, Sapporo, 060, Japan

Introduction

We investigate two-dimensional Einstein gravity coupled to N massless scalar

fields, which is described by the following action;

So = Jd2xy/^[R + \g^vGABd^A • dv<t>% (1)

where GAB is a metric of <̂ 's space. Here, we shall consider the case when the

bare cosmological constant is exactly zero. The Hilbert-Einstein term becomes

a total derivative in two-dimensional space-time, hence, gravity itself has no

kinetic term. As will be shown in the later, this is not the problem when the

Weyl invariance is taken into account. This action also appears in string theories

of Brink-Di Veccia-Howe-Polyakov type action. However, we shall consider the

different situation from string theories, where the space-time has no boundary

and has an infinite volume.

The action (1) is invariant under Weyl transformation

Sg^ = p{x)gllv, 8<f>A = 0, Sx" = 0

in addition to the general covariance because of the absence of the cosmological

term and mass term. In two-dimensional space-time, Weyl invariance is realized

without introducing the Weyl's gauge field in Einstein gravity. In the following,

we shall take care of the Weyl invariance, i.e., typical feature of this system.

- 1 3 6 -
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where G AB is a metric of lt's space. Here， we shall consider the case when the 

bare cosmological constant is exactly zero. The Hilbert-Einstein term becomes 

a total derivative in two-dimensional space-time， hence， gravity itself has no 

kinetic term. As will be shown in the later， this is not the problem when the 

Weyl invariance is taken into account. This action also appears in string theories 

of Brink-Di Veccia-Howe-Polyakov type action. However， we shall consider the 

different situation from string theories， where the space-time has no boundary 

and has an infinite volume. 

The action (1) is invariant under Weyl transformation 

8gμ = p(x)gμ/J， 8rtA = 0， 8xμ=0 

in addition to the general covariance because of the absence of the cosmological 

term and mass term. In two-dimensional space-time， Weyl invariance is realized 

without introducing the Weyl's gauge自eldin Einstein gravity. In the following， 

we shall take care of the Weyl invariance， i.e.， typical feature of this system. 
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Now, we are going to quantize the system in the operator formalism. First,

we would like to take care so that three components of the metric are treated

as dynamical variables. This is important in order to realize the Wey! transfor-

mation which we should treat. If one chooses only the Weyl invariant variables

as dynamical variables, Weyl invariance becomes trivial and there is no Weyl

transformation. In this connection, we do not consider conformal or light-cone

type gauge because, one cannot regard the metric as tensor under the Lorentz

transformation in these condition. So, we would like to adopt the harmonic (

d^g^ = 0 ) and the zero scalar curvature gauge ( R = 0 ) as gauge condition.

There are many possible gauge choice so that dynamical freedom of the metric is

three. However, we would like to choose them. Because, these gauge conditions

are independent each other and there are no first-order derivatives written by

only the metric, which is invariant under the general coordinate transformation.

In these gauge choice, there are a global Weyl invariance and a general linear

( GL(2) ) invariance, at least, in the operator level. Secondly, the quantization

procedure is based on BRS invariances corresponding to both general covariance

and Weyl invariance under the subsidiary conditions of Kugo-Ojima's type; i.e.,

we shall regard the Weyl invariance as an ordinary local gauge invariance and

perform the gauge fixing and Faddeev-Popov procedure for both invariances.

Hence, we introduce two kinds of BRS transformation corresponding to general

covariance and Weyl invariance, and the generators are QfCT and Qb
 ey [1].

C*_,U n C*/^M / I A Q /~1LI C*/~T • D /"fA £1 /"f C* D /~*A

6 V 4 = -CAaA0A , 5*5 = -CxdxB, 8*C = -CxdxC, 8*C = -CxdxC,

8w
9liU = 0 ( 2 ) ^ , ^ C ( x ) = 0, 8wC(x) = ifl(i), 8wB(x) = 0,

It is easy to check that both BRS transformations are nilpotent and independent

- 1 3 7 -

Now， we are going t.o quant.ize the syst.el11 in the operator forl11alisl11. First， 

we would like to take care so that three components of the metric are treated 

as dynamical variables. This is important in order to realize the Wey 1 t.ransfor-

mation which we should treat. If one chooses only the Weyl invariant variables 

出 dynamica.lvariables， Weyl invaria.nce becomes trivial and there is no Weyl 

transformation. In this connection， we do not consider conformal or light-cone 

type gauge because， one cannot regard the metric as tensor under the Lorentz 

transformation in these condition. So， we would like to adopt the harmonic ( 

。μg/lV = 0 ) and the zero scalar curvature gauge ( R = 0 ) as gauge condition. 

There are many possible gauge choice so that dynamical freedom of the metric is 

t.hree. However， we would like to choose them. Because， these gauge cOllditions 

are independent each other and there are no first圃 orderderivatives writt.en by 

only the metric， which is invariant under the general coordina.t.e transformatioI1. 

In these gauge choice， there are a global Weyl invariance and a general linear 

( GL(2) ) invariance， a.t least， in the operator level. Secondly， the quantization 

procedure is based on BRS invariances corresponding to both general covariance 

and Weyl invariance under the subsidiary conditions of Kugo-Ojima's type; i. e.， 

we shall regard the Weyl invariance回 anordinary local gauge inva.riance and 

perform the gauge自xingand Faddeev-Popov procedure for both invariances・

Hence， we introduce two kinds of BRS transformation corresponding to general 

covariance and Weyl invariance， and the generators are Q?CT and Q~Veyl [1]. 

8*xμ= 0， 8*Cμ=-CλOλCへ8*(:μ =iBμ-CλOλ(:μ，8* Bμ=-CλδλBμ， 

8*g/lμν = 一0九μCぴλ.g臥λU一3ιvCぴ入 .g/lμλ 一3仇州入刈(Cλ匂g/l伽μμ川ν

8*ゆA 一Cλ0λゆA，8* B =一CλδλB，8*C=-CλOλC，8*(: =-Cλ3λ(:， 

8
W
gμν = C(x)gμv， 8W C(x) = 0， 8W (:(x) = iB(x)， 8W B(x) = 0， 

8
W oA = 8W xμ=8W Bμ(x) = 8W CV = 8W (:λ= 0， 

(3) 

It is easy to check that both BRS transfonnations are nilpotent and independent 
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of each other by definition;

(6*)2 = (Sw)2 = 0, 6*6W + 8W6* = 0. (4)

(3) is similar to the BRS transformation of Abelian gauge theories. This is a

reflection of the abelian nature of the Weyl transformation.

Now, we consider the BRS invariant action for the two-dimensional quantum

gravity;

5 =
J "i' '

v—flxtij — ig OujL'' CyOj

Recently, Abe and Nakanishi [2] proposed a unitary theory of two-dimensional

quantum gravity different from ours. They start from the action which is obtained

by eliminating the Faddeev-Popov ghosts concerning Weyl invariance from (5).

Instead, their formulation is based on two kinds of BRS invariances; one is ordi-

nary BRS invariance corresponding to general covariance, and another is a vector

type which also exists in our theory as residual symmetries. Although the start-

ing actions are different, their work gave us a good hint, i.e., the physical state

condition is not enough in order to find the physical subspace.

Canonical quantization and extension of BRS algebra

We can show that the canonical commutation relations are consistently im-

posed because the gauge fixing procedure for the Weyl invariance. For example,

the momenta which are canonically conjugate to g\\ and B are given by

200)B + ^p-[B0 - </O1(<7oo5i -goiBo)],
(6)

r

respectively. It is to be noted that II11 contains B and that n# contains gu.

These results means that Nakanishi-Lautrup field B is no longer an auxiliary

- 1 3 8 -

of each other by definition; 

(O*)2 = (OW )2 = 0， O*OW + OW 
o* = O. (4) 

(3) is similar to the BRS transformation of Abelia.n gauge theories. This is a 

reflection of the abelian nature of the Weyl transformation. 

Now、weconsider the BRS invariant action for the two-dimensional quantum 

gravIty; 

s= J吋rωμゆAωB+8μg/J
V

.Bν一 門e>.ι
+J士gRB一ig/JμVoιμe.ovC] 

(5) 

Recently， Abe and Nakanishi [2] proposed a unitary theory of two-dimensional 

quantum gravity different from ours. They start from the action which is obtained 

by eliminating t.he Faddeev-Popov ghosts concerning Weyl invariance from (5). 

Instead， their formulation is based on two kinds of BRS invariances; one is ordi幽

nary BRS invariance corresponding to general covariance， and another is a vector 

type which also exists in our theory回 residualsymmetries. Although the start-

ing actions are different， their work gave us a good hint， I. C.， the physical state 

condition is not enough in order to find the physical su bspace. 

CanOIjica1 quantization and extension of BRS a1gebra 

We can show that the canonical commutation relations are consistently im-

posed because the gauge fixing procedure for the Weyl invariance. For example， 

the momenta which are canonically conjugate to gl1 and B are given by 

nl1 =手(州g日品)B+EIBo-gDIM一同)]，
2g 

oS Jヲ
=→=一一(81901-80g11)， 

OB 9 

(6) 

respectively. lt is to be noted that nll contains i3 and that nO contains gu・

These results means that Nakanishi-Lautrup五eldB is no longer an auxiliary 
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field. Therefore, the physical degrees of the freedom except for the scalar fields

becomes —2, not —3. This is to be expected. Negative degree of freedom means

that gravity itself has no meaning. If the other fields exist together with the

gravitational field, and if the negative freedom of the metric can eai the other

freedom, one obtains a consistent theory. This is one of the basic problems in

two-dimensional quantum gravity. We would like to study this problem in the

next section.

There are more symmetries than BRS and other familiar symmetries in the

present theory. In our case, Einstein equation becomes TMI/ = 0 Using the Einstein

equation, we can show that all fields except for the metric satisfy d'Alembert

equation of the scalar type in our formulation [1] [3]. In the following, X,Y,Z,...,

denote all fields which appear in this theory except for the metric. If X, Y, Z,

.. . satisfy d'Alembert equation, it is easy to check that the currents

y) - e(X,Y)YP'i(X))

satisfy the continuity equations d,iP
ll(X) = 0 and 5/JM

/J(X, Y) — 0 in the har-

monic gauge. Here, e(X, Y) is the sign factor that, when both A' and Y sat-

isfy Fermi statistics, takes —1. Hence, the charges P{X) = J dx1P°(X) and

M(X, Y) = J dx1M°(X, Y) are conserved. As the action (5) has the correspond-

ing symmetries, we can also derive the above result from Noether's theorem by

using equation of motion T ^ = 0. As X, Y denote a;'', <j>A, B^.C1*, C^, B, C, and

C in our case, the number of the charges amount to ^N(N + 23) + 72. It is to

be remembered that there are the conserved charges M{<j>A,Cli) which generate

the ' super-rotation ' in the <j)A, C , Cu's space.

Physical subspace and additional subsidiary condition

In this section, we shall study the structure of the physical subspace. In

the following, we assume the existence of the asymptotic fields for the elemen-

tary fields and assume the asymptotic completeness, and we consider the flat

- 1 3 9 -

日eld.Therefore， the physical degrees of the freedom except for the scalar自elds

becomes -2， not -3. This is to be expected. Negative degree of freedom means 

that gravity itself has no meaning. If the other fields exist together with the 

gravitational自eld，and if the negative freedom of the metric can eat the other 

freedom， one obtains a consistent theory. This is one of the basic problems in 

two-dimensional quantum gravity. We would like to study this problem in the 

next section. 

There are more symmetries than BRS and other familiar symmetries in t he 

present theory. In our case， Einstein equation becomes ~μ= 0 Using the Einstein 
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equation of the scalar type in our formulation [1] [3]. In the following， X市Y，Z，..・ 7

denote all fields which appear in this theory except for the metric. If X， Y， Z， 

. . . satisfy d' Alembert equation， it is easy to check that the currents 

pμ(X) = gsλδλX， 

Mμ(X， Y) = .jdX， Y)(Xps(y) -t(X， Y)YPμ(X)) 
(7) 

satisfy the continuity equations 。μPμ(X)= 0 and 8μMμ(X‘1') = 0 in the har-

monic gauge. Here， E(X， Y) is the sign factor that， when both X and Y sat.-

isfy Fermi statistics， takes -1. Hence， the charges P(X) = J d:z:1pO(X) and 
M(X， Y) = J d:z:1MO(X， Y) are conserved. As the action (5) has the correspond-

ing symmetries， we can also derive the above result from Noether司stheorem by 

using equation of motion 1'，μ=  O. As X， Y denote :z:へゆA，sμ，CへCμ，B，C，and 

C in our case， the number of the charges amount to tN(N + 23) + 72. It is to 

be remembered that there are the conserved charges M (ltA ， Cμ) w hich generate 

the ' super-rotation ' in theゆA CへC/I'S spac守・

Physical subspace and additional subsidiary conditioll 

In this section， we shal1 study the structure of the physical subspace. In 

the following， we assume the existence of the asymptotic自eldsfor the elemen-

tary fields and assume the asymptotic completeness， and we consider the flat 
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background ( 0 | ^ w |0) = r}^- Asymptotic fields are defined by

—»±oo

and are governed by the quadratic part of the Lagrangian;

C • dvC

where we define <p = fj^hfu,, <̂ ŵ = p^v — ̂ ij/ivf and B^ = B^ — d^B. Equations

of motion are the same type rj^dfiduX = 0 for all the fields. Hence, the momen-

tum representation is possible for the all fields, though we encounter a. serious

infrared problem. It is to be remarked that B^ and yJMi/ satisfy the first order

equations;

au = 0, duBy + duB^ - rj^Bx = 0. (9)

For the convenience, we introduce the new variables as follows;

Y f ^ (io)
c± = 7f (cr°±crl )' c± CC

We rewrite BRS charges and ghost number charges as

QYeyl = M(B, C) = i J dp(cHP)b(p) - bHp)c(p)),

Q{
c
±] = MiC*, C±) = J dpiclip^ip) + c±t(P)c±(p)),

= M(C, c) =

- 1 1 0 -

background (01 9μν10) == 7JJJV・Asymptoticfields are defined by 

gμv 一一+ημν+κVμv， xv _ ヨ:<Xコ
..， ， 

and are governed by the quadratic part of the Lagra.ngian; 

。)=j門 4山 AMA-l門凶 ιB一門μC.8vC
2 

-8μφμ . Bv -iημv8μCλ ・OuCA，

where we defi自m 伊三 η町 μv，φμU三 v叫向』μjV一t7η伽l

(8) 

of motion are the same type 7η1μWν0μ81ν，X == 0 for all the自e叶lds.Hence， the l11omen-

tUl11 representation is possible for the al! fields， though we encounter a. serious 

infrared problem. It is to be remarked that Bμand φμsatisfy the自rstorder 

equations; 

。μφμν==0， 。μBv+8νBJJ-ημvaλB>.== O. 

For the convenience， we introduce the new variables as follows; 

伊計土 = 古占(ωφ叫0

Cぴ士=方山的

B:I:==会(Bo:f:Bt)

t土=去(Co:f:Cd 

。土B==方(仇B:f: 81 

We rewrite BRS charges and ghost nUl11ber charges as 

Qf!CT == M(Bμ，CJJ)三 Qb+)+ Qb-)， 

ザl==iJ中(c土↑(p)b:l:(p)-止(州p))

Q~eyl == M(B， C) == i J dp仰 (p)ー bt(p)c(p))，

Q~土 l == M(民 ι)== J dp(c~(山) + c士↑(山))， 

Q~eyl == M(同 =μ

一110ー

(9) 
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In order to obtain a unitary theory, we define the physical subspace by

Q[+) |phys) = 0 Q^ |phys) = 0 and Qf e y l |phys) = 0. (11)

For later convenience, we shall consider, in the following, the representations of

Qb instead of QfCT- So, we consider the representation of the three indepen-

dent BRS algebra;

Y = 0, [QYSyl, QYtyl] = -iQ7eV\ others = 0.

By the way, remember the equations (9). Solving the first order differential

equations (9), we obtain

<p+ = 0t 6_ = 0, <9_6 = 0, 6_ = 0, Q[~] = 0, (12)

for p > 0. Here, p is a space momentum. In the similar fashion, for p < 0, the

relations in a opposite sign are satisfied. Therefore, only one component of the

tpnv and one component of the b^ are independent variables. The constraints (12)

bring us a difficult problem in finding the quartet representation for Qb and

Qb
 ey . Let us consider the case of p > 0. It is no problem in order to find the

two independent quartets for the Qb and Qb
 ey . But, for the remaining one,

the problem arises. Because, the algebra [Qb~ , Ql~ ] = —iQ\~ becomes trivial

from (12), and we show that the ghost states

m,n

, which can not rewritten as BRS exact form, satisfy the subsidiary condition

(11). Therefore, the physical states |—) are infinitely degenerate in terms of the

ghost number Q\ '. This is the problem, which has relation to the negative

physical freedom (—2).

— 1 4 1 —

In order to obtain a unitary theory， we define the physical subspace by 

Q~+) Iphy←o Q~-)lphys}=O and Qr州

For later convenience， we shall consider， in the following， the representations of 

Q~::l:) instead of QfCT. So， we consider thc representation of the three indep任

dent BRS algebra; 

(Q~+))2 = 0， 

(Q~-))2 = 0， 

(Qr'e
y
l)2 = 0， 

[Q~+) ， Q~+)j =ー叫+)

[Qi-)，Qi-)!=-iQi-)， 

[Q了寸Q7qll=-iQ;v- others = O. 

By the way， remember the equations (9). Solving the fir叫 orderdifferential 

equations (9)， we obtain 

ψ+ = 0， L = 0， a_b = 0， L = 0， Q~-) = 0， υ2) 

for p > O. Here， p is a space momentum. In the similar fashion， for p < 0， the 

relations in a opposite sign are satisfied. Therefore， only one component of the 

φμνand one component of the bμare independent variables. The constraints (12) 

bring us a difficult problem in finding the quartet representation for Q~::l:) and 
Qr' eyl. Let us consider the case of p > O. It is no problem in order to find the 

two independent ql削 etsfor the Q~::l:士 )and Q:了Ve州e
the problem arises. Because， the algebra [Q~-) ， Q~-)j = -iQ~-) becomes trivial 

from (12)， and we show that the ghost states 

|ー)三rrc-t(Pm)C~(Pn) IO} 
m，n 

， which can not rewritten出 BRSexact form， satisfy the subsidiary condition 

(11). Therefore， the physical states I-} are infinitely degenerate in terms of the 

ghost number Q~ -). This is the proble凧 whichhas relation to the negative 

physical freedom (-2). 
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In order to avoid the infinite degeneracy in terms of the ghost number Qc , we

need a new quantum number which can be regarded as BRS charge. Fortunately,

we have already obtained wider symmetries than the symmetries from which we

start. Among those charges, we find the conserved charge Qb = MiC,(j>A). If

there is a scalar field which creates negative norm states and we call the field as

4)1, we can always obtain the following two fields;

A± = - U A 1 ± <p),[A+(x),A-(y)] = -I • D(x - y),
V ̂  (13)

Let us consider the case where diag GAB — (—li 1> • • • > l)i which is compatible to

the above case. Then, Q^~ and Q^~ are nilpotent and hermitian charges like a

BRS charge. Next, we would like to find the quartet representation for the third

BRS transformation. We take the quartet for Q^ = Q^~ as

(14)

It is easy to prove that Qv
b anti-commutes with Qb and Qb

 ey . Hence, we find

the physical subspace as

which is defined by

Q±|phys) = 0, QYeyl |phys) = 0 and Q\ |phys) = 0, (15)

where V̂  are the subspaces in which only BRS quartets live and which have the

zero-norm; V^ ^ is positive-definite physical state in which only {^3,..., 4>N}

live. If V^^N has positive-definite norm, total physical subspace is positive
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semi-definite due to the Kugo-Ojima's quartet mechanism. If not, we can, at

least, confirm that the contribution from the quartets is exactly zero

At first, scalar fields are not constrained. In quantum theory, the unitarity

require the relevant signatures in the <£'s space. Scalar field which has a negative-

signatured kinetic term is not familiar in ordinary particle physics. In this sit-

uation, the scalar fields becomes a harmonic map which isometrically embeds a

curved two-dimensional manifold into N-dimensional Minkowski space-time.

Conformal invariance in quantum gravity

In this note, we mainly study the structure of the physical subspace of two-

dimensional quantum gravity. We would like to mention other results.

Though local Weyl invariance is broken by the gauge fixing procedure, the

invariance under its linearized version still remains;

b)gllu, (16)

where aM and 6 are arbitrary infinitesimal quantities. The generators of the

above symmetries are W = P{B) + M{C,C) and W = M(x'1, B). As is well

known, in the harmonic gauge, the general linear invariance exists. The GL(2)

transformation and corresponding generators are given by

G \ = M{xmu, Bv) (17)

The translation, the GL(2) and the linearized Weyl symmetries are maximally

extended global symmetries in terms of the space-time coordinates. We shall give

* As we are treating the massless scalar field in two-dimensional space-time, the positive and
negative frequency part of the field is ill-defined. If we introduce a small fictitious mass for
all fields, we may expect, that the quartets have zero-norm as long as the all commutation
relations do not change. In this prescription, the space V̂ a $N is not well-defined because,
in this Hilbert-space, the norm cancellation does not occur and infrared divergence emerge
as small fictitious mass goes to zero.
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their algebras;

[P,, Pu] = 0, [PM) G\\ = -iS^Px, [G%, G"x] = i{8

[W,W] = [W,Wli\ = [W'',Wx] = Q, (18)

[PM, W] = [GW
A, VK] = 0, [P,,, W ] = i«%W, [ G \ , VFA] = 2i«\W"1.

Now, we are going to investigate the conformal invariance. In general curved

space, conformal transformation is defined by some combination of the coordi-

nate transformation whose parameter satisfies the conformal Killing equation and

Weyl transformation. In ordinary field theories including conformal field theories,

one discuss the conformal invariance using conformal Killing equation on some

background metric which is external field. In quantum gravity, the metric is no

longer external field. So, there are no meaning to solve Killing equation under

given metric. In quantum theory, we must take care of the state vectors in order

to discuss the symmetries of the quantum system. For examples, we study the

vacuum which have the expectation value (0| <7M1/10) = T^y. The symmetries (18)

exist in the operator level. We find the spontaneous symmetry breaking

IGL{2) 9 WEYL -+ 750(1,1) © Dilatation

occurs; individual symmetries are broken but the special combination D = G^^ +

2W can be unbroken, this symmetry is just the dilatation. It is to be important

that the symmetries under any kind of Weyl transformation are broken under

the non-zero background.

Discussions

We obtain " unitary " theory by introducing additional subsidiary condition.

The lack of subsidiary condition is a common feature in two-dimensional grav-

ity theory. In Abe and Nakanishi's formulation, gauge fixing term can not be

expressed by BRS coboundary. If one can consider the classical ( which means
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non BRS-coboundary term ) system in theirs, it becomes scalar-tensor type which

have only the general covariance. From the the standpoint the scalar-tensor type,

one must introduce additional subsidiary condition by using vector charge which

Abe and Nakanishi call vector type Weyl-BRS. This situation is very similar

to ours. In string theory, the vector type condition is need. In bosonic string,

Kato and Ogawa presented the no-ghost theorem with a subsidiary condition

co \phys) = 0. Without introducing the above condition, Hamiltonian is doubly

degenerate in terms of ghost zero mode. The FP ghost is a world sheet vector.

So, this may be vector type. In the present stage, we do not know the relation

among them. For this point, further investigation is need.
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RENORMALIZATION GROUP FLOW AND VIRASORO

CONSTRAINTS IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL QUANTUM GRAVITY

Takahiro KUBOTA and Yi-Xin CHENG

Department of Physics, Osaka University
Toyonaka, Osaka 560, Japan

ABSTRACT

The idea of Wilson's renormalization group is applied to the two-dimensional

Liouville theory coupled to matter fields. The Virasoro structures including those

of Liouville field are explicitly derived at. I lie fixed point of the renormalization

group flow. The Virasoro operators are transformed into another set of Virasoro

operators acting in the target space and it. is argued that the latter could be

interpreted as those discovered recently in matrix models.

1. Introduction

The two-dimensional gravity has been intensively studied since the advent of
the work of Polyakov and his collaborators [1]. We have also witnessed in the last
year a remarkable progress in the matrix model [2,3], which is a discretizeu model
for the two-dimensional gravity and offers a poweful method of non-perturbative
analysis in the double scaling limit [3].

More recently, the authors of Refs. [4] and [5] have proposed a new way
of the matrix model analysis. Their approach is based on the Schwinger-Dyson
equation [2,6] satisfied by correlation functions of puncture operators and they
derived Virasoro constraints on the partition function. It was argued that these
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Virasoro structures would be playing the central role in the matrix model with
the help of soliton equations.

The algebraic constraints a la Virasoro, however, raised a new problem,
namely, the problem of physical interpretation of the Virasoro algebra. There
have been several works [7-10] uncovering various features of the Virasoro struc-
tures , but it will be apparently more helpful if we could gain more physical
insight into the nature of the analysis of Refs. [4,5]. The present work is mo-
tivated by these recent developments in the matrix model and is an outcome of
modest attempts to understand the physical meaning of the Virasoro algebra.

In the present work we will investigate Liouville field theories [11-14] coupled
to matter fields, and apply to this system the idea of the renormalization group
of the Wilson type [15,16]. The renormalization group of the Wilson type has
recently been studied extensively in the context of string theories[17-19]. We will
modify the work of Hughes, Liu and Polchinski [IS] by including the Liouville
field, and will show that Virasoro generators show up quite naturally from the
stability conditions of the renormalization group flow.

Our emphasis is put on the fact that the method to be developed in the
Liouville field theory b°ars the closest analogy with the matrix model. In fact we
convert the Virasoro operators associated with the two-dimensional world sheet
to corresponding ones defined in the target space, and suggest that the latter
could be identified as those discovered in matrix models.

2. Preliminaries

Let us begin with the basics of the Liouville field theories following the line
of David [20] and of Distler and Kawai [21]. (See also Ref. [22].) We consider
the two-dimensional system consisting of matter fields Xfl(x) (fi = 1, • • •, D)
and the Liouville field <j>(x) together with the ghost cm(x) and anti-ghost bmn(x).
The generating functional is given by the path integral

Z[tf] = fvXV4>VbVcexp{-S[V]}, (2.1)

where the action S[$>] consists of the free part and the interacting one Sint [<]>]>

S[$] = SX + S. + S* + 5 i n /[*], (2.2)

(2.3)
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(2.4)

(2.5)

The Liouville field <f>(x) has been extracted from the two-dimensional metric
9mn{x) by the formula

9mn(x) = e°+Wgmn{x). (2.6)

It is apparent that, since the original theory depends only on gmn(x), there should
be an invariance under the simultaneous change

gmn{x)^e°Wgmn(x), <j>{x) -> 4>(x) - ^a(x). (2.7)

To determine the coefficients Q and a, we follow the argument of Refs. [20]
and [21]. In fact, the condition for the conformal anomaly to vanish gives us

(2.8)

The other coefficient a is determined by requiring that ea<^'x' be a conformal
tensor of weight (1,1), i.e.,

a = l—^y/25-D- Vl - D). (2.9)
2 ^ V ;

With these choices of the coefficients, the path integral measures in Eq. (2.1)
are the usual ones referring to the metric <7,,U,(.T)- The renormalized cosmological
constant p. may be set equal to zero by adjusting the unrenormalized one. The
action in Eq. (2.1) has been supplemented by the interaction part Sint[\P], which
consists of an infinite number of background fields. More explicitly, 5,-nt[\P] is
expressed as an infinte series of vertex operators with gravitational dressing

SintW ~ J <Pxy/t J dDk J dfl r(M)c i f c-V*

+ J fxy/g7 J dDk J d/3 hllu(kJi)(]
mndmXfldnX

veik xe^

(2.10)
We have denoted the "tachyon" and "graviton" fields in the target space by
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T(fc,/8) and /iM,,(&,/3) and ellipses in Eq. (2.10) stand for all the other excita-
tion modes. The background fields, T(k,0), hllv(k,f3) and so forth are denoted
collectively by \& in Eq. (2.10), which is an analogue of the string field in the
second-quantized string theory. We will later describe in more detail the tech-
niques of incorporating the infinite towers of excited states into Sint^] together
with the precise definition of the string field $.

3. Renormalization Group Flow

We are now in a position to apply the idea of Wilson's renormalization group.
We will look for an equation describing the stable points of the renormalization
group flow in the Liouville theory along the line of Hughes et al [18]. The stability
condition of the flow turns out to be a constraint on the interaction action •S>jnj[\I/].

To explain the procedures in general terms let us consider a transformation
of the path integral variables

Xf\x) -> .Y"(.r) + A P ( x ) , (3.1a)

bmn(x) -» &„,„(.!•) + Abmn(x), (3.16)

cm( i )-»cm( a-) + Acm( i ) , (3.1c)

cj>{x) ̂  cf>(x) + A<j>(x). (3.1d)

The partition function (2.1) will be unchanged provided that our dynamical sys-
tem has the symmetry under the transformation (3.1). More explicitly we have
the following equation

A & ( ) ^ A m ( ) ^

.___ VJ) 6Abmn(x) 6Ac'"(x) 8A4>(x)
r " " ' ) Sbmn(x) 8c'»(x)

1 _

(3.2)
The terms in the second line of Eq. (3.2) come from the Jacobian due to the
change of the path integral variables.
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tem has the symmetry under the transfonnation (3.1). More explicit.ly we have 

the following equation 

f (6S6S6S6S  d2xyïg~ -.6.Xμ(x)一一一ムbmn(:r)一一ー-.6.cm(x)一一 -.6.tt( x)一一l -'-'8Xμ吋(x) --......，-， 8“b
llll
，ι( .‘けI

+ 6 ムX μ吋(x吋) 8 ムbιmnバ(:r) b ムc'ぺZ吋)+ 6 A ゆ剃(x吋n=0 
一一一一 一 -8Xμ(x) 8bmn(x) {jι:1II(:r) I 8tt(x) J -V 

(3.2) 

The terms in the second line of Eq. (3.2) ('ome from the Jacobian due to the 

change of the path integral variablcs. 
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To qualify Eq. (3.2) as an equation describing the stable point of the renor-
malization group flow, the change of variables (3.1) should be due to the two-
dimensional conformal transformation

xm -> .rm + vm{x), (3.3)

whore we demand that the infinitesimal parameter function vm{x) satisfy locally
Vmun(z) + Vnum(x) = 5mn(z)V • v(x)

Hughes, Liu and Pochinski [18] argued that the transformation of X^ due
to the local scale transformations is accompanied by a generalized anomalous
dimension. In our case the transformation (3.1) should be

vm{x)dmX»(x) - \jd2y

2yjl (6VN • N-^

(3.4a)

u'(z)V,&mB(z) - Vmv'(x)bln{x) - Vnv'(x)b,m(x)

\ j d2yyfg S0Gm • (G-1 )'(x-, y)bln(y),

Acm(x) = -vn(x)Vnc
m(x) + cn(x)Vnv

m(x)
1 f p r~ - r. 6S

~ 7 d'xjyjg ov&n(x,y)———-
4 J obmn(y)

(3.4b)

(3.4c)

x) = -vm(x)dmcf>(x) + l-QV • v(x)

+ j#y
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To qualify Eq. (3.2)田 anequation describing the stable point of thηrenor-

rnalization group fl.ow， the change of variables (3.1) should be due to the two-
dirnensional conforrnal transformation 

xm→xm + vm(x)， (3.3) 

w!wre we demand that the infinitesirnal parametcr function vm(x) satisfy local1y 

'Vmvn(x) + 'Vnvm(x) = 9mn(X)'V'り(.1:) 

Hughes， Liu and Pochinski [18] argued that the transforrnation of Xμdue 

to the local scale transforrnations is accornpanied by a generalized anomalous 

dirnension. 1n our case the transformation (3.1) should be 

ムωXJlμ町乍削4句ヤ(い例z吋)=一→J引♂川m(x叫)ωμ町附削(いωz吋)ト一;リfdハ2、y，!y(jιω旬/)N(付Z州'
) -""" '-''''h."'(μ川(yω) 

+/ρ介μポd
2
y.J6川 N-川川門→「吋1り)(川(

ムbmnバ(x)= 一υv1(x吋)マlbι11川叩11川t口バ，

一-~ f d内ゾ伯9h"Gmバaバμ(付Z丸川川守J川Uω)
」ι

} " 
v 

" ' '" hc"(ν) 

+ ~ / 
d2yV9 hん (G一1内

ムcm(x)= -vn(x)'Vncm(.1') +♂(X)'Vnvm(x) 

-lfd21jd Mn(ZJ)」三一
j bmバy)

+ifhd仙 (G一1)川内)，

ム仲)=一円山ゆ(1)+;QVU(z)

-~ r d2yV9山 ，y)主
J 

~ 

i;1 V :J - l'- 'P ¥ - 1 i;1 I 6ゆ(y)

+ 
/ 

d2y.jg 

-l:iO -

(3.4a) 

(3.4b) 

(3.4c) 



(3.4d)
The symmetrization with respect to the two indices of Abmn is always assumed
in (3.4b). We have introduced in Eq. (3.4) the two-point functions

=«""#(* , y), (3.5a)

(bmn(x)cn(y)) = Gm(x,y), (3.56)

{<Kx)<Kv)) = N4(x,y). (3.5c)

The variations of the two-point functions under (3.3) are denoted by 6vN(x,y),
6vGm(x,y), and SvN^,(x,y), respectively. The generalized anomalous dimensions
give rise to contributions containing these variations in Eq. (3.4). The term
proportional to Q in Eq. (3.4d) was introduced so that the variation of the
scalar curvature term in Eq. (2.5) is compensated.

Putting Eq. (3.4) into Eq. (3.2) altogether, we arrive at the equation con-
straining the interaction action

Gx[Sint] + GglSint) + 0*[S™t] = 0, (3.6)

where we have defined the renormalization group operations Q as follows

Gx\Sint] = J di
X

(3.7a)

Gg[Sint] = I d xyg\<v ( x ) V / 6 m n ( i ) -t

' \ \x) * mc \X) — v mV (Z )C (X j

o d XV9 I d-y2 J J SvGm{x,y)
8bmn(x)8cn(y) 6bmn(x) 8cn(y) )

(3.7b)

1 (* F Ifi F R AT t J
2J J lb 8 ( )b(p{.v)6<f>{y) 86(x)

(3.7c)

(3.4d) 
The symmetrization with respect to thc two indices of d.bmn is always assumed 
in (3.4b). We have introduced in Eq. (3.4) the two-point functions 

(Xμ(x)X"(y)) = o/山 N(x，y)， 

(bmn(x)cn(y)) = Gm(x，y)， 

(ゆ(x)ゆ(y))= N"，(x， y). 

(3.5α) 

(3.5b) 

(3.5c) 

The varIations of the two-point functions under (3.3) are denoted by んN(x，y)， 
OvGm(x， y)， and ιN"， (x ， y)， respec ti vely. The generalized anomalous dimensions 
give rise to contributions containing t.hese variations in Eq. (3.4). The term 

proportional to Q in Eq. (3.4d) ¥Vas introduced so that the variation of the 

scalar curvature term in Eq. (2.5) is compensated. 

Putting Eq. (3.4) into Eq. (3.2) altogether， we arrive at the equat.ion con-
straining the interaction action SintlW] 

9X[Sintl + 9g[Sint] + 9"，[Sind = 0， (3.6) 

where we have defined the renormalization gmup operations 9 as follows 

9X[SintJ = f d2x ;gvm(x)ðmX/I(.~.)竺占i
J ' 'bXμ(x) 

-~ f d2xVfJ r d2y.fiιN(:r，y){ "'.-~，'2 Si川町 一竺.~.tJw\] ó~~~~~Jw\11 
} - - V J } - " V " ，'-， "J l 8};μ(:r)oXμ(ν oXμ(x) oXμ(ν) J ' 

(3.7a) 

g伊叫 =J d
2
xVfJ[ {V1(X)"V1bmll(x) +川 (x)b1n(x)+ "Vllv1(吋blm(X)}定思

f..mf_¥>7 _nl_¥ t"7 _，nl， ¥_m/__¥)OSint[曲II+ ~ vm(x)"Vmcn(x) -'Vmvn(x)cm(;r) ~ここLー|
l " ... ， ， ， 'J t5cη(:r) j 

+ ~ fめ VfJf d2yVfJ Oん(川){ FSilldw 竺占l竺~~[:J1 
'2 J Y ~ J ~ Y ~ v - ".，'，，，， l obmn(x・)ocη(ν obmn(x)ocn(y) J' 

(3.7b) 

ら[SintJ= r d2xy'g{ vm(x)dm4>(.r) -~Q\7. v(x) 1竺止旦J y ~ l " -.". ." :2 ~ " 'J oゆ(x)

-~ f d'2 x y'g f d2叫んN川 ){.，~Silld金竺占l竺坐11
2 J Y J J ~ v" -，. -""'." lli 4>(.1' ) Oゆ(y) oφ(x) Oゆ(y) J 
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4. Interaction S;n4[*]

Before launching into the analysis of the stability condition (3.6), we have to
digress a little bit to construct Sjntt^] in the most general settings. The methods
we are going to make use of are those proposed by Ichinose and Sakita [23] to
construct string emission vertex operators and generalization thereof [24,25]. It
is not difficult to include the Lioiiville field into their framework. Hereafter we
will work in the conformally flat metric for gmn

gzz=9zz=-^, fl«=ff« = 0 (4.1)

and the interaction is given by an integral of the string emission vertex operator
o v e r ( z , z )

= Jd2zV[z, =;*]. (4.2)

The string emission vertex in Ref. [24] is generalized here by including the Liou-
ville field

V[z,z;*] = J DpDZDrim E(p,e,iM;-YAc,tf)*(p,£,t?,t). (4.3)

The integration measures are understood as

oo oo oo oo

Dp = [ 1 dp», D£ = J J d£Bd£n, Di] = Yl dl7nd»?n, Dt = J J dtn, (4.4)
n=0 n=0

where f and t] are both grassmann numbers.

Our notations in Eq. (4.3) are

CXD O O

= exp{i Y, P^/v»A^(2,c)}exp{ ^ tnKn<j>(z,z)}
n=—oo H=—oo

oo oo

x exp^{^n /vnc(^) + Tj,,Knb(z)} cxp^{^nA"_nc(r) + f}nK_nb(z)},
n=0 v=0

(4.5)

Kn = -dn
z, A'.,, = - ^ , (n > 0). (4.6)

Perhaps a few examples for the string wave functions ^ (p , £,r],t) will be useful
for better understanding of the interaction action (4.2). The low-lying states such
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will work in the conformally flat metric for gmn 
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9zZ = 9zz =百 gzz= gii = 0 ( 4.1) 

叩 dthe interaction is given by an illt.egral of the string emission vertex operator 

over (z， z) 

品九ω州山ηM川nt[1l1バ科刷仲[問問仲並叫作lト=J d
2山N川.:1汗川F川T[μ 守叫l ( 4.2) 

The string emission vertex in Ref. [24] is gC'l1eralized here by including the Liou・

ville field 

V[z， z; 1l1] = J DpD~仰t 川小川、c， tþ)雷 (P，~，l1， t) 件3)

The integration measures are understoocl as 

00 。。 。。 00 

Dp= II 仇、 D~= II d~ 
n=-oo n=O n=O n=-c由

where ~ and ηare both g，Tassmann numhcrs. 

Our notations in Eq. (4.3) are 

E(p，~， η ， t;X ， b， c ， ゆ)
。。 00 

= exp{i L Pnμ1(nX叩，.:)}叫{L t，，1( 
n=-oo 1/=-00 

x exp L{ふ1(nc(Z)+ηl/1(lIb(=)}町工{ι1(_nC(::)+可nICnb(z)}，
n=O 11=0 

( 4.5) 

1(n =土δ?，
n! 

λ
U
 

1
一川一一K

 
(n三0). ( 4.6) 

Perhaps a few examples for the strillg ¥Ye1γe fuuctions雷(p，ιη，t) will be useful 
for better understanding of the interacti【山 action(4.2). The low-lying states '3uch 
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as tachyon and graviton are given, respectively, by

rj **1 O O

* ( f , i 7 , t ) . (4.76)

Here %o(p,£,T),t) is defined by

oo

~~ " i (4-8)
n=l n= l

which corresponds to the vacuum and the derivatives in Eq. (4,7) give rise to
excitation of various oscillation modes. It is in fact easy to confirm that Eq. (4.2)
with the string function \t = *f?T + ^G + produces Eq. (2.10) (with suitable
ghost insertion).

The advantage of using the interaction action (4.2) together with (4.3) lies
in the fact that the dependence of the path integral variables (X, 6,b, c, c, <f>) is
factored out of the string wave function ^. This makes it possible to perform the
functional derivatives in Eq. (3.7) without touching on the string states. The
fixed point condition will in turn provide us with constraints upon \I>.

5. Virasoro Structures
Let us now have a closer look at the fixed point condition (3.6). We would

like to derive the Virasoro structure from Eq. (3.6) and will confine ourselves to
the linear terms in Eq. (3.7) with respect to 5in<[^].

It is rather straightforward to put Eq. (4.2) into (3.7), thereby taking the
functional derivatives. In fact Eq. (3.7a) is put in the form

DpDiDrjDtGx[Sint}= J'Szyfl j
, oo

X U
*• n=0

oo oo

• 2 ^ *- Pn ' P'"K^Km^'N(=, - ) \z-=z > + C.C.
n=0m=0 '

(5.1)
Here C.C. stands for the anti-holomorphic part due to the variation v(z).

as tachyon and graviton are given， respectively， by 

。。
曽T(P，C，η，t) = T(po)一一一?雪。(p，c，η，t)， (4.7α) 

δco De.o 

a a a a 
曽c(p，c，η，t)= hμν(po)一一一一一一一，，-~ 'l1o(p， c，η，t). (4.7b) 

μθ'P1/1 ap-1IIθco ae，o 

Here 'l1o(p， e"η， t) is defined by 

'l1o(p，c，1J，t) = II 6(Pn)6(P-n)6(川 (t-n)II 6(ふ)瓜)6(71n 
π=1 n=l 

which corresponds to the vacuum and the derivatives in Eq. (4，7) give rise to 
excitation of various oscillation modes. It. is in fact easy to confirm that Eq. (4.2) 

with the string function 'l1 =曽T+WC+......produces Eq. (2.10) (with suitable 

ghost insertion). 

The advantage of using the interaction action (4.2) together with (4.3) lies 

in the fact that the dependence of the path integral variables (X， b， b， c，ε，ゆ)is 

factored out of the string wave ftmction W. This makes it possible to perform the 

functional derivatives in Eq. (3.7) withollt touching on the string states. The 

fixed point condition will in turn providc us with constraints upon 'l1. 

5. Virasoro Structures 

Let us now have a closer look at the fixed point condition (3.6). We would 

like to derive the Virasoro structure from Eq. (3.6) and will confine ourselves to 

the linear terms in Eq. (3.7) with respect to Sint['l1]. 

It is rather straightforward to put Eq. (4.2) into (3.7)， thereby taking the 
functional derivatives. In fact Eq. (3.7a) is put in the form 

む似ω州[.伊陥刷‘S品S兄g

Xぺ(i2叫似刷川川Z吋ポ机)同除aιμ収叩山仇zよJ♂川X/'(川Iμ円叩a刊ヤ(い= E斗叫)] ] 

+;玉名Pn叫山 川Iz十

Here C.C. stands for the anti-holomorphic part duc to the variation v( z). 

l;i;l 

(5.1 ) 



The first term in the brackets above is a classical part. It can be rewritten
after some combinatrics as

Pn- Kn[v(z)dzX{z,z)] = i^2 ^ ( m + 1)?"»+» ' Knv(z)Km+iX(z, z) (5.2)
n=l) n=0 m=0

and we can replace iKm+iX^iz, z) in Eq. (5.2) by the derivative d/9p£,+1 acting
on E(p, £,r],t;X, b, c, </>). The second term in (5.1), on the other hand, is of
quantum origin and depends on the regularization of the two-point function.
Here we employ the conventional regularization, the so-called conformal ordering
method [26], which implies that the variation is given by the formula

KmK'a6vN(z,z')\t,=t=2a'Km+n+M3)- ("», n > 0) (5.3)

By putting the formula (5.3) into Eq. (5.1) and after some manipulations,
we end up with a simple expression

Sx[Sint] = I#zy/l I Dr>DZDx)DtEfaZ,r\,t\X,b,c,4>)

oo

X

71=0

(5.4)
where we have introduced the Virasoro generators

n = - ^ m- p m + n + a'Y^ Pm • Pn-m, (n > 0) (5.5a)
m=l P m 777 = 0

I-i = - Y^ m- pm_j. (5.56)
m=l °Pm

The p-derivatives in Eq. (5.5) has been made to act on *(p, £,riJ) in Eq. (5.4)
by partial integration. The definition of !„ is obtained by replacing pn by p_ n

in the above expression.

In a similar way, we can shuffle the renormalizntion group operations, ^g[Sint]
and Q^[Sint] in Eq. (3.6). The regularization rule for the two-point functions for
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回 dwe can replace iKm+1Xμ(z， z) in Eq. (5.2) by the derivative θ/θP4+1acting 
on E(p，c，η，t;X，b，c，tt). The second term in (5.1)， on the other hand， is of 

qu叩 t山 norigin and depends on the regularization of the two-point function. 

Here we employ the conventional regularization， the sか calledconformal ordering 

method [26J， which implies that the variat.ion is given by the formula 

J{mJ{~8vN(z ， z') Iz'=z= 2n'KIll+II+1v(z). (m， n三0) (5.3) 

By putting the formula (5.3) into Eq. (5.1) and after some manipulations， 
we end up with a simple expression 

ι必削ωχd市[伊刷S

X告引2釘(←I¥nV(Z川n
V川山U叫中州(い川z寸)山+ ι川三司)山叫)いいい宙町仰h山(ω仇(p，c払バ川，c

(5.4) 
where we have introduced the Virasoro generators 

L~X) =ーデmipm+π+0' )"" prn . p…， 
m=1 aPrn ;;;:。

(n三0) (5.5a) 

L ιη10D -1=-FI“不;;Pm-l (5.5b) 

The p-derivatives in Eq. (5.5) has been made to act on W(p， c，η，t) in Eq. (5.4) 
by partial integration. The definition of L~X) is obtained by replacing pπby pーπ

in the above expression. 

In a simi1ar way， we can shu由eth巳 r(，!1ormalizationgroup operations、gg[Sind
and g"，[Sint 
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ghost and Liouville fields are:

KmK'jvGz(z,z) \z.=z= -2 (n + 2m + Z)Km+n+2v{z), (m, n > 0) (5.6a)

KmK'n6vN+{z, z') \x.=t= Km+n+iv(z). (5.66)

The final formula for the stability condition (3.6) turns out to be

0 = Gx[Sint] + Gg[Sint] + G*[Sint]

= / d2z^ I' DpD£DriDt E{p,S,t},t;X,b,c,<l>)

nv(z)Ln-i + K-nv(z)Ln-i

(5.7)
where

Ln = L^ + L^ + Llt\ Ln = LW+LP+L<*K (5.8)

The Virasoro generators of ghost and Liouville sectors are defined by

L"S) = E | ( " n " 1 + m)—-^m+n + (2n + 2 + m)-—r]m+n \
m = o l utm OT]m )
m = o

n
m + n + l ) e » _ m T / T O _ i , ( n > 0 )

m=l

(5.9a)

00 ft 1 n

t Q ( + l)t tn_m, (n > 0) (5.10a)

m=l

The generators Lj,3' and i n ' are defined in a similar way. Note that Eqs.
(5.5),(5.9) and (5.10) constitute the Virasoro algebras with the central charges
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Xさ{Knv(けLnー1+日 (z)Lnー1}宙(山t)， 

(5.7) 
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D, —26 and 1 + 3Q2 = 26 - D, respectively and thus the total central charge van-
ishes as is expected. The correspondence to the usual oscillator mode notations
for (5.5) and (5.9) is established by the following identification

1 d \f2a*
p*n «--» - ; = a r o , -=— <-> a_m , (m > 1) (5.11a)

V^a7 dpm m

&»<->6m-i, ^ T - ^ C ! _ m , ( m > 0 ) (5.116)

rim <"> C2+m, -~ *-* ft-2-m- (?" > 0) (5.11c)

6. Liouville Field Theories versus Matrix Models

It is very interesting to compare the above considerations based on the Wil-
son's renormalization group with the matrix model analysis. The partition func-
tion of the matrix model is defined by

Z{g) = JdM exp{-0U(M)}, (6.1)

where M is an N x N hermitian matrix and the potential is given by

U(M) = Y, 9tr(Ml). (6.2)
/=o

We have introduced in (6.2) an infinite number of coupling constants {<//}, which
are matrix model counterparts of the string wave functions $ = (T, h^^, • • •)
in Liouville theories. The integration measure in (6.1) is defined as dM =

As was discussed in Ref. [27], the derivation of the Virasoro structures is
facilitated by considering the change of integration variables

}. (6.3)

The variations of the potential and the integration measure under (6.3) become

-x,

U(M) - U(M) + f Y, l<Jltr(M'+n), (6.4)

D、-26 and 1 + 3Q2 = 26 -D、respectivelyal1cl thus the total central charge van-

ishes as is expected. The correspondence to the usual oscillator mode notations 
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where lvf is an N x N hermitian matrix ell1d thc potential is given by 

CXl 

U(M) = L g州 (6.2) 

We have introduced in (6.2) an infi五finitc肘Cl1¥川1

町 e ma叫trixmodel c∞ount旬er叩pa町rtsof t仕he日叫山4北山tring羽¥vav刊efnnctions凶s也 = (T，h μ~V ，γ. . . ) ) 

in Liouville theories. The intcgratiol1 ll1CelSurc in (6.1) is defined a.s dM = 
ItdMiiTIiくjd(宜A1ij)d(C;SMij). 

As was discussed in Ref. [2i卜t.11f'cleri¥'ation of the Virasoro structures is 

facilitated by considering the changc of illtegration variables 

M→ M + E.~I" +1 (6.3) 

The va.riations of the potential and thp il1tcgration measure under (6.3) become 

U(.H)→ U(.U) + t L l~lI t l'( .. u/+n)， ( 6.4) 

-I:ifj-



dM ->dM + edM Y, tr(Ml)tr(Mn-1). (6.5)
l=o

The invariance of the partition function Z(g) under the change of integration
variables amounts to the condition

(6.6)
It is easy to confirm that the differential operators {£„} satisfy the Virasoro
algebra.

Now it is almost self-evident that there exists a strong resemblance between
the matrix model and Liouville theory in deriving each Virasoro structure. Al-
though we do not know the precise relation between the matrix M and the
dynamical variables (X'',6mn,cm,(^), the change of integration variables (6.3) is
reminiscent of the scale transformation (3.1) and (3.4). The physical meaning of
the Virasoro operators is, however, rather subtle. The operators {£n} is defined
in the space of the coupling constants {<?;}, while those in Liouville theory (5.8)
are associated with oscillation modes on the two-dimensional world surface. To
strengthen the relation between matrix and Liouville approaches, all we need is
to find in the latter the analogue of {£„} .

If we could confine ourselves to the linear terms in 5,nt[$'], it would be ex-
tremely tempting to introduce the following set {£n}

CnZ[<H} = j VXV<j>VbVcexp{-Sx -Sg- St}Sinl[Ln9]. (6.7)

The operators {Cn}, defined rather indirectly in (6.7), are supposed to act in
the space of * = (T, /iMJ/ • • •). One can easily see that the algebra of {Ln} is
transcribed into another Virasoro algebra

[£„,,£„] = (??7 -? i )£ m + n . (6.8)

We can not resist identifying the operators {£„} as the analogue of the matrix
model Virasoro generates {£„}.

At the present stage we are not able to express {£n.} in an explicit and
closed form, nor are we quite sure if {£„} are well-defined by (6.7) without any
ambiguities. Further investigations on these matters are apparently necessary for
a deeper understanding of the algebraic structures.

- 1 fi 7 -

dM→ dM+fdML州 11)州 r-I
)

1=0 

(6.5) 

The invariance of the parti tion function Z (g) lmder the change of integration 

variables arnounts to the condition 

f … θ1  ~ a a 1 
0=臼 (g)= f{ -~乞 1m fln~. + 百乞z百子一 ~Z(g)

l p 60 am+n P-i:a am ugn-/ J 

三 jtnZ(g)

(6.6) 

It is easy to confirm that the differe凶 aloperators {ιn} satisfy the Virasoro 
algebra. 

Now it is almost self-evident that thcre exists a strong resemblance between 

the matrix model and Liouville theory in dcriving each Virasoro structure. Al-

though we do not know the precise relation between the matrix M and the 

dyn副司calvariables (Xへbmn，cm，ゆ)， the change of integration variables (6.3) is 

reminiscent of the scale transformation (3.1) and (3.4). The physical meaning of 

the Virasoro operators is， however， rathcr subtle. The operators {ιn} is defined 
in the space of the coupling constants {gd， while those in Liouville theory (5.8) 

are associated with oscillation modes on the two-dimensional wor1d surface. To 

strengthen the relation between matrix and Liouville approaches， all we need is 
to find in the lat ter the analogue of {ι1，} . 

If we could con自neourselves to the li山 arterms in SindWJ， it would be ex-

tremely tempting to introduce the following set {ιn} 

んZ体

The operators {ιπ}， defined rather indirectly in (6.7)， are supposed to act in 
the space of 守 = (T，hμ，・・・). One can easily see that the algebra of {Ln} is 
transcribed into another Virasoro algebra 

iιm，ι11]=(177一川ιm+π・ (6.8) 

We can not resist ident江'yingthe operators {ιπ} as the analogue of the matrix 
model Virasoro generaい rs{ι7I} . 

At the p目 sentstage we are not ahlc to express {ιn} in an explici t and 

closed form， nor町 ewe quite sure if {ιη} arc wcll-defined by (6.7) without any 
ambiguities. Further investigations on tlwsc matt.crs are apparently necessary for 

a deeper understanding of the algebraic stl・l¥ctllres.
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20 Topological Gravity and String Theoryキ

寺尾治彦 (金沢大 理)

近年 Random Surface の量子論が急速に進展し、又多くの関心を集めて

いるo この問題は(特に subcriticalな次元での)弦理論、文二次元量子重力と不

可分なものであるロ Random Surface の量子論へのアプローチとしては、 本研究会

での講演でもあったように、 およそ以下の三通りの考え方があると思われる。

1) Liouvi Ile mode の量子化

Z) Large N Matrix Models 

3) Topological Field Theories 

特に最近 2)と 3)の関係として、 Multi-Matrix model と Topological (minimal) 

matter と Topological gravity が coupleした系(以下このような系を Topolog

ical String [2]と呼ぶ)との同等性が指摘され、 Topological Field Theory に

よるアプローチもますます重要視されつつあるo いずれにしても上記のアプロー

チの包括的理解は重 要な 問題 の一 つで ある 。

本研究会で は 20 Topological Gravity 及び Topological String のB

RST Formulationに対するコメントを行った。

20 Topological Gravity の actionの導出[3 ]においては、 先ず 2D metri 

c に対する topologicalな変換

T)51μIJ い'rv

そして同時に diffeomorphism

)
 

nu ð~u.J= V""CAJ + V...， Cpo ~.J - V~ '"'''' -. v........i 

を考える。 ここで r.tUIJ及び crはghostであるo 適当なゲージ固定の後、 BRST不変y 
な actionとして

宇) このトークは藤川和夫氏(基研宇治)、 久 保 治 輔 氏 ( 金 沢 大 教養)との共

同研究[l ] 及び山田聖典氏(金沢大 理)との共同研究に基ずいています。
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文 BRST Charge として

Eh-a...i1"y 

Q ~ {b~ir '1室 4 十ci(cう?bl害 十 :2di! Cさbii! ) 

+ c 宰 ('"K i;hP~è +-2 ~1- Õi (3 ii) 1 -+ c.C 

を得る。 ここに す，...は変換1)及び D)が独立でないために必要になった ghost fo 

r ghost で その ghost numberは 2である。

一 方最も簡単な TopologocalなMatterとして、作用

S 
u..)_ a l. 

e-'工dtxJ4μX-d.J X 

を考える。 ここで a， b は space-time target manifold Mの足で、 今 Mは 2次元

であるとする。l.bLX)は M上の complex structure である。(この作用はナイーブ

には 2D Nambu-Goto action 

s ー;叶JdeJ: (戸川Q.) 

の書換と見えるが、平方根を聞く際 surfaceの parity(士)の違いがある。 そ の 為 に

この作用は world-sheetの面積ではなく world-sheetから target manifuld Mへの

wrapping number ()C41L)になっている。) この作用も topological な変換

~ q， 

f) sx = ~ 

の下で不変である。 文 一 方 world-sheetのdiffeomorphism

a. L " 

D) d X C rかど

の下 でも明らかに不変である。

一ltil-
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ここで取り上げたい問題は topologicalな変換T)のみならず diffeo 

morphism D) も同時に考慮して量子的作用を構成するとどうなるかという事であ

る。 2D Topological Gravity の場合の織に T)と D) とが独立でない(reduc 

i b 1 e)為に ghost for ghost .~の導入が必要になる。

t場の BRST変換は

s x. q. 
a ε+ c，..ろ，....xCl

Q. 

ct" dr ~ 
Q. 

-7FBf x a d ~ 

d C'" 
J_ _/'4 

C -d&J C → ずf 

J 1r ρ f γJ d '" C /"'" C do.l γ ー

となる。

M a t t e r x a 及び ghos 

我々は二つの異なる gauge条件を課し、 BRST不変な作用を導く事を考察し

た。一つ目の gauge条件は(以下 world-sheet 及び target manifold ~ 、ずれにつ

いても com~lex coordinateをとって、)

azX+=o 

dぎ x 0 

DE E+zJ5 5++25X+に:IXJE十= 0 

J)~ ~ d -i S -+- d ~ X ーに~ (X) ~- = 0 

であるo antighost {， S' • Nakanisi-Lautrap field B.E を導入して gauge固定

すれば 作 用は
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t ti. -So

C C - C ^ ^ ^ j ^ ic i fcte^Jacobianli 1 t ft S <I | : ft & d v L T ff 111 S li2D

T o p o l o g i c a l G r a v i t y CD f p ff] |C — ifc - f S o X BR S T j £ 1^ & !>' B R ST c h a r g e d 2D

T o p o I o g i c a 1 G r a v i t y <O •£• ft (;: — ifc 1 " 5 $ # g g (c ; K & ft 5 0

C = O

T ^ -So ghost ? i

- K i U -

z 

s ふ-fBg-asf+BE+JeX¥t:: r -D.i 3 -+--+-t: i 'f" Dp ~ -] 

十台+-C7fdgX++PE-ppγ )d'i c r 

→q-T- ( 7i-t di x-寸i'i'"Di'S -) a~ c i-

+ふ-{ fl-Ji X勺 diγぎ +th-fP535x-j Jpγi!-

となる。 ここで新しい場を以下のように導入する。

b芝i G-+-(x) (71-;)-1 )(+ .，.. f>z-1)若宮寸 J

bi? 合← {Xj{75+BE x-+FE干 7>i~-) 

(3 i~ 合← (XJ P~-~i)( -t-

~2l 合← (XJPz+35XF

ここで変 数 変 換にともなう Jacobianは lとなる事に注意。 こうして作 JHsは 2D 

Topo!ogica! Gravity の作 用 に 一 致 す るo 又131/S T変険及び HRST chargcも 20 

Topo!ogica! Gravity のそれに一致する事が容易に示される。

又 一方 次の gauge条件

ゐx+= 宇

-
S
 

B
 

ム
2

drX-= 

;;jC~ = 

aC 
3
 

4
7
 。

キ c~ 0 

a祉

を考えてみる。 ghost5と b の再定義をすれば、 今度は
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l ) K . F u j i k a w a , J . K u b o a n d H . T e r a o , p r e p r i n t Y l T P / U - 9 l - l 3 .

2 ) R . D i j k g r a a f , H . V e r l i n d e a n d E . V e r l i n d e , p r e p r i n t P U P T - 1 2 1 7 ,
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SI =:dt三1diX
→νー

+ (lf~i ~+ -+ 'Z.~"t dr~-) 
-+ (brr d?"乙さ + b"ii;)， cif 

} 

+ (~さ2 d~ γき→(3"?? d il .. i" ) ~ 

という作用になる事が解る。 この場合の BRST charge も

Q 
H tJ..1te. ... 

Q 寸・
Q emviTF 

で与えられ、 系として Topological matt巴rが Topological Gravi ty とcoupl

eした系、 いわゆる Topological String になっている事が解る。

以上では便宜上 Target manifold の次元を 2 としたが、 実は任意の次

元での Topological sigma model の導出の際に diffeomorphismを考慮してやれば

やはり同様 の結 果を得る事ができる。 この械にt異なる gauge固定により異なる phy

sical space (Iocal な dynamical な自由 度はもちろん gaugeに依らずこの場合

には存在しないわけであるが、 いわゆる moduliと呼ばれる globalな自由度は gaug

eの取 り 方 に 依 存 するo を持つ理論を得たわけであるが、 今 後 こ の gauge条件の

幾何学 的 意 味 そ して obs巴rvablesについて考察する必要があるとおもわれるo
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Superconformal Topological Field Theory'

Shin'ichi Nojiri*

National Laboratory for High Energy Physics

Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki-ken 305, Japan

abstract

We obtain conformal invariant topological field theories with N = 2 supersymmetry by

twisting Sevrin, Troost and Van Proeyen's SU(2) X SU(2) X {7(1) -extended N = 4 su-

perconformal field theories. We expect that the number of physical states is finite although the

original N = 4 theories have continuous spectra. It is shown that the number of physical states

is actually finite when the central charge C < 6 in the corresponding N = 4 theories. The phys-

ical states inherit the structure of chiral ring in N = 2 superconformal minimal series which is

obtained by the reduction from N = 4 theories. We also show that the algebra contains topo-

logical N = 1 superconformal algebra as subalgebra. Therefore a closed set of finite number of

physical states in the topological N = 1 superconformal algebra can be also obtained.

Recently the great progress has been made in the study of two dimensional

gravity by using matrix models.' ' The recursion relations for the correla-

tion functions have structures similar to those of topological field theories. We

expect that two dimensional gravity can be described by two dimensional topo-
7 8 9

logical gravity coupled with some topological matter.' The topological confor-

mal matter is obtained by twisting N = 2 superconformal field theories (N = 2

SCFT). Especially topological minimal series corresponding to minimal con-

formal series coupled with gravity is obtained by twisting the minimal series of
8 9

N = 2 SCFT.' When the energy momentum (EM) tensor is twisted by the 17(1)

current, the conformal dimensions of all the charged operators are modified. If
* This report is mainly based on Ref.l.
t KEK fellow
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abstract 

We obta.in conformal invariant topological field theories with N = 2 supersymmetry by 

twisting Sevrin， Troost and Van Proeye山 SU(2)x SU(2) x U(l) -extended N = 4 su-

perconformal :li.eld theories. We expect that the number of physical states is :li.nite although the 

original N = 4 theories have continuous spectra. It is shown that the number of physical states 

is actually五"itewhen the central charge c < 6 in the corresponding N = 4 theories. The phys-

ical states inherit the structure of chiral ring in N = 2 superconformal minimal series which is 

obtained by the reduction from N = 4 theories. We also show that the algebra contains topo-

logical N = 1 superconformal algebra回 subalgebra.Therefore a closed set of自nitenumber of 

physical states in the topological N = 1 superconformal algebra can be also obta.ined. 

Recently the great progress has been made in the study of two dimensional 
2.3.4 

gravity by using matrix models:'u.~ The recursion relations for the correla-

tion functions have structures similar to those of topological field theories.
5 
We 

expect 6that two dimensional gravity can be described by two dimensional topo-

logical gravity 7 coupled with some topological matter~19 The topological confor-
8.9 

mal matter is obtained by twisting N = 2 superconformal field theories (N = 2 

SCFT).lO Especially topological minimal田町scorresponding to minimal con-

formal series coupled with gravity is obtained by twisting the minimal series of 

N = 2 SCFT~.9 When the energy momentum (EM) tensor is twisted by the U(l) 

current， the conformal dimensions of all the charged operators are modi自ed.If 

女 Thisreport is ma.inly based on Ref.l. 
t KEK fellow 
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we consider a supersyrnmetric extension of topological gravity, ' we expect

that there exists a topological conformal matter with supersymmetry.

Topological conformal matter with N = 1 supersymmetry has been obtained

by twisting N = 3 SCFT.13 N = 3 SCFT contains 5O(3) currents. When

twisted by the current of [/(I) C £0(3), one of the three supercurrents, which

is neutral with respect to the U(l) current, remains conformal dimension 3/2.

When we construct topological superstrings, topological N = 2 SCFT (N = 2

TSCFT) will be required. Recently proposed matrix models having space-time

supersymmetry ' might be described by topological supergravity coupled with

topological N = 2 superconformal matter. An example of N = 2 SCFT has been

obtained 16by twisting Schoutens' 5O(4)-extended jV = 4 SCFT (50(4) N = 4

SCFT)17 Notice that this 50(4) N = 4 algebra contains the N = 3 algebra as

algebra.

In this report, we construct TV = 2 TSCFT by twisting Sevrin, Troost and Van

Proeyen's SU{2) x SU{2) x [/(l)-extended JV = 4 SCFT (new N = 4 SCFT).18

The point is that new N = 4 SCFT contains two sets of SU(2) currents. If we

twist the EM tensor by a current of U(l) C 5C/(2)diagonai C SU{2) x SU{2), there

still remains N = 2 supersymmetry since two of the four supercurrents can be

neutral with respect to the (7(1) current. We expect that the number of physical

* Three supercurrents are vector representation of 50(3) algebra and they have the 1/(1)
charges ±1 and 0.

J The algebra of conventional N — 4 SCFT does not contain the N — 3 algebra as subalgebra.
The JV = 4 SCFT contains SU{2) currents and four supercurrents are spinor representation
of the SU(2) algebra. If we twist the EM tensor by any current of U(l) C SU(2), there
remains no supersymmetry since there is no supercurrent which is neutral with respect to
the U(l) current.

t| S0(4) N = 4 SCFT is given by a special case of new N = 4 SCFT and the algebra of new
N = 4 SCFT does not contain that of N = 3 SCFT as subalgebra except this case. When
the two sets of SU(2) currents in new N = 4 SCFT have the common level, 5(7(2) x 5(7(2)
current algebra become 50(4) (~ SU(2) x 51/(2)) current algebra, and new N = 4 SCFT
is reduced to 50(4) N = 4 SCFT.

o Four supercurrents are spinor representations in both of two SU(2) algebra. Since 2 x 2 =
1 + 3 , these supercurrents are trivial (l) and vector (3) representations in 5C/(2)diigOnil
algebra. The supercurrent of the trivial representation is U(\) neutral and those of the
vector representation has the (7(1) charges 0, ±1.

— l « K —

11.12 
we consider a supersymmetric extension oC topological gravity ;.，.~ we expect 

that there exists a topological conCormal matter with supersymmetry. 

Topological conformal matter with N = 1 supersymmetry has been obtained 
13 

by twisting N = 3 SCFT.'" N = 3 SCFT contains 80(3) currents. When 

twisted by the current of U (1)亡 80(3)， one of the three supercurrents， which 

is neutral with respect to the U(l) cu町r口re

When we construct topological s叩up戸er凶string伊s，topological N = 2 SCFT (N = 2 

TSCFT) will be required. R，:̂Cently proposed matrix models having space-time 

supersymmetry 14，15 might be described by topological supergravity coupled with 

topological N = 2 superconformal matter. An example of N = 2 SCFT has been 

obtained 16by twisting Schoutens' 80(4)-extended N = 4 SCFT (80(4) N = 4 

SCFT).17 Notice that this 80(4) N = 4 algebra contains the N = 3 algebra出

algebra.t 

In this report， we construct N = 2 TSCFT by twisting SevrIn，τroost and Van 

Proeye山 8U(2)x 8U(2) x U(l)ーextendedN=4SCFT (new N=4SCFT)!8 

The point isも}凶 newN = 4 SCFT contains two sets of 8U(2) currents.~ If we 
twIst the EM tensor by a current of U(l) C 8U(2)diagonal亡 8U(2)x 8U(2)， there 

still remains N = 2 supersymmetry since two of the four supercurrents can be 

neutral with respect to the U{l) current.
o 
We exp回 tthat the number of physical 

* Three supercurrents are vector representation oi SO(3) algebra and they ha府 theU(l) 
charges土1and O. 

t The algebra oi conventional N = 4 SCFT does not contain the N = 3 algebra as subalgebra. 
The N = 4 SCFT contains 5U(2) currents and four supercurrents乱respinor representation 
oi the 5U(2) algebra. If we twist the EM tensor by any current oi U(l) C 5U(2)， there 
remains no supersymmetry since there is no supercurrent which is neutral with respect to 
the U(1) current. 

q 50(4) N = 4 SCFT is given by a special case of new N = 4 SCFT and the algebra oi new 
N = 4 SCFT does not contain that oi N = 3 SCFT箇 subalgebraexcept this case. When 
the two sets of SU(2) c¥山田tsin new N = 4 SlJFT have the common level， 5U(2) x 5U(2) 
current algebra become 50(4) (~ 5U(2) x 5U(2)) current algebra. and new N = 4 SCFT 
is reduced to SO(4) N = 4 SCFT. 

。Foursupercurrents a.re spinor representa.tions in both oi two SU(2)叫geb凪 Sir，ce2 x 2 = 
1 + 3， these s 叩 ercαurren巴白凹n山l
alg巴br悶乱. The supercurrent of the trivi包1representa.tion is U(1) neutral and those of the 
vector representation has the U(l) cha.rges 0，土1.
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states in the N = 2 TSCFT is finite although the original N = 4 SCFT have

continuous spectra. In case the central charge c < 6 in the corresponding N = 4

SCFT, we show that the number of physical states is actually finite. The physical
19

states inherit the structure of chiral ring in the minimal series of N = 2 SCFT
20

which was obtained from the reduction of N = 4 SCFT. Hence the present

N = 2 TSCFT may be regarded as natural analogue of the minimal N = 2

SCFT. Furthermore we also show that the algebra contains N = I TSCFT as

subalgebra. Therefore we can also obtain a closed set of finite number of physical

states in the N = 1 SCFT.
1 A

New N = 4 SCFT algebra are generated by energy momentum tensor L(z),

two complex supercurrents G± ± (z) , two sets of 5(7(2) currents {A3(z),A^(z)},

{-B3(z), B±(z)}, two complex fermions Q±±{z) and a (7(1) current U(z). The

algebra is summarized in Ref. 1 . The central charge c is determined by the

levels of two 51/(2) currents kA = ^ and kB = ^-: c = f ^ | . N = 2 TSCFT

is obtained by twisting this new N = 4 SCFT. We define new energy momentum

tensor L(z), new supercurrents G^(z), a U{\) current J(z), another U(l) current

J(z), complex free fermions 9^(z), a BRS current Q{z), an anti-ghost b(z), a

ghost number current J6host(z), two anti-superghosts /3±(z) and their conjugates

7±(z), a [/(l)-ghost and anti-C/(l)-ghost 0(z), \iz) as follows,

Jn = Al - Bl + iUn , Jn = (f _ - £+)(Al + Bl) + iUn , *± = Q±T ,

ost

T^ = 5 " , 7^ = A- , ^+ = A+ , /?- = 5+ , en = Q-- , Xn = Qi+ •

Q(z), b(z), 7±(2), /3±(2), ^(2) and x(z) are primary fields with conformal dimen-

sions 1, 2, | , | , 0, 1 and ghost number 1, —1, 1, —1, 1, and —1, respectively. We

- I fi 7 -

states in the N = 2 TSCFT is finite although the original N = 4 SCFT have 

continuous spectra. In case the central charge c < 6 in the corresponding N = 4 

SCFT， we show that the number of physical states is actually finite. The physical 

states inherit the structure of chiral ring
19
in the minimal series of N = 2 SCFT 

which was obtained from the reduction of N = 4 SCFT:
o 
Hence the present 

N = 2 TSCFT may be regarded as natural analogue of the minimal N = 2 

SCFT. Furthermore we also show that the algebra contains N = 1 TSCFT回

subalgebra. Therefore we can also obtain a closed set of finite number of physical 

states in the N = 1 SCFT. 

New N=4SCFTualgebra are generated by energy momentum tensor L(z)， 

two co叫白xsupercurrents G士士(z)， two sets of SU(2) currents {A3(z)， A士(z)}，

{B3(z)， B士(z)}，two complex fermions Q士士(z)and a U(l) current U(z). The 

algebra is summarized in Ref. 1. The central charge c is determined by the 

levels of two SU(2) currents kA = 6t and kB = 6t: c =飴i!.N = 2 TSCFT 

is obtained by twisting this new N = 4 SCFT. We define new energy momentum 

tensor L( z)， new supercurrents G士(z)，a U(l) current J(z)， another U(l) current 

J(z)， complex free fermions曾士(z)， a BRS current Q(z)， an anti-ghost b(z)， a 

ghost number current Jghost(z)， two anti-superghosts s士(z)and their conjugates 

γ士(z)， a U(l)-ghost and anti-U(l)-ghost fJ(z)，χ(z)出 follows，

ん=Ln+ln(Ai+Bi)+i(ι-ι)nUn一二bn.O2''>- ，>-/'.vn 24vn，u， 

Gt=Gf干土2ic干nQ;干，

Jn = A~ -B~ + iUn ， Jn = (c_ -ç+)(A~ + B~) + iUn ，時 =QF，

bn = G~+ + i(ι-ç+)nQ~+ ， Qn = G~- + i(c_ -ç+)nQ~- ， 

J~h05t = -A~ -B~ +一三一-bnn . 
" -". 24c+ι 円 v ， 

γt=BJ，γJ=A;，pt =At，FJ=Bt，。n=Q;-，xn=Qt+.

)
 

咽

E
i

，，
 •• 

、

Q(z)， b(z)， γ士(z)， s士(z)，fJ(Z) and x(z) are primary fields with conformal dimen-

sions 1， 2， t， ~， 0， 1 and ghost number 1，ー1，1，-1， 1， and -1， respectively. We 
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summarize the algebra of JV = 2 SCFT in Ref. 1. We find that the algebra has

an isomorphism called spectral flow,

fr0 = in- vjn - CJ«

•« = G* ± *

.ghost (ij.C) _ rghost

(2)

Here rj and £ are parameters of flow.

We now discuss the representation of JV = 2 TSCFT in Ref. 1 . In the

following, we assume that the indices n of bn and Qn is an integer. In the Neveu-

Schwarz (Ramond) sector, the index n of supercurrents G* is a half-integer (an

integer). We define 'physical' state |3> > as follows:

Qo |$ >= 0 . (3)

8 -k

In addition we choose the following 'gauge' condition for physical states,

6o|$ >= 0 . (4)

Equations (3) and (4) tell that the conformal dimension h of any physical state

|$ > vanishes since {bo,Qo} = 4£0 (Ref. 1 ). If the physical state |$ > has

a positive norm, we have an inequality with respect to its conformal dimension

h and its f/(l) charge q : h > 2|g| in the Neveu-Schwarz sector. Since the

conformal dimension h of any physical state vanishes: h = 0, its U{1) charge q

* If the difference of two physical states |$ > and |$ >' is BRS-exact, i.e. |$ >= |<$ >'
+Qo|A > for a state |A >, we should identify |$ > with j$ >'. This ambiguity is fixed by
this gauge condition.

- 1 6 8 -

summarize the algebra of N = 2 SCFT in Ref. 1. We find that the algebra has 

an isomorphism called spectral flow I 

zg，C)=ZnーηJnー〈JEhM+-L(〈2-C)6n，o，n • 
24e_ 

Gfr)=Gf士i(時， bb?=bn-2iηXn，Q止ω?=Q仏同，

J;Pがρ可払“州，べ心O=Jふn+で包j2五Ed;才rff)〈6ωn叫o， jA;PF可仏州，べ心九O=J.ムn+→i
C叫帆仇η併帆帆向6ι九川n凧ψ'刈0-一

Cて(?i2Li三瓦Ed;2rff)〈札 (仰2幻) 

J~ho計ナナh加加川o田s

o ) q曽P土 (何η，(心o 士 (何η'べ心O_D ..(何η，ペ心
n:l:η=tpn，on-〈=6n，χn+( -χn . 

Here ηand ( are parameters of flow. 

We now discuss the representation of N = 2 TSCFT in Ref. 1. In the 

following， we assume that the indices n of bn and Qn is an integer. In the Neveu-

Schwarz (Ramond) sector， the index n of supercurrents G; is a. half-integer (組

integer). We define 'physical' state 1φ>出 follows:

Qolφ>=0， (3) 

In addition we cho0se the following 'ga噌， condition for physical states~ 安

bol② >=0， (4) 

Equations (3) and (4) tell that the conformal dimension h of any physical state 

|φ> vanishes since {bo， Qo} = 4Lo (Ref. 1). If the physical state 1φ>h出

a positive norm， we have an inequality with respect to its conformal dimension 

h and its U(l) charge q : h三21qlin the Neveu-Schwarz sector.
19 

Since the 

conformal dimension h of any physical state vanishes: h = 0， its U(l) charge q 

女Ifthe difference of two physical states 1(T >回dlφ>'is BRS-exact， i.e. φ>= Iφ>' 
+QoIA> for乱向

this gauge condition. 
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also vanishes: q = 0. By using the spectral flow (2), we find that the U(l) charge

of the physical state vanishes even in the Ramond sector,

>= 0 . (5)

Since 1/(1) charge Jo is given by Jo = A%-B% + iU0 (1), we have Uo = i(Al~B$)

on the physical state. Therefore the eigenvalue of Uo is quantized although Uo

has a continuous spectrum in the original N = 4 superconformal theory.

Since anti-ghost b is transformed inhomogeneously under the spectral flow

(2), the gauge condition (4) changes in general. To preserve the gauge condition,

we may impose

Xoi* > = 0 . (6)

This condition will be necessary when we construct a topological superstring the-

ory. We note that the condition (6) can be imposed consistently since {Qo, Xo} =

—2iJo and Jo vanishes on the physical state.

We expect that the number of physical states in N = 2 TSCFT should be

finite although the original N = 4 theories have continuous spectra. In the

following, we consider a series of N = 2 TSCFT corresponding to a special series

of new N = 4 SCFT, where fc# = 1 and k^ — 1,2,••• and hence the central

charge c < 6. We show that the number of physical states in this series of JV = 2

TSCFT is actually finite. This series is expected to correspond to the minimal

series of N = 2 SCFT when coupled with topological supergravity.

The series of N = 4 SCFT is realized by super SU(2) x (7(1) current algebra

i.e. SU(2) currents {J3(z), J±(z)}, complex fermions Q±: t(z) and C/(l) current

t It has been known that there is a relation between this series of N = 4 SCFT and the
20

minimal series of N = 2 SCFT.
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also vanishes: q = O. By using the spectral flow (2)， we find that the U(I) charge 

of the physical state vanishes even in the Ramond sector， 

Jol<T >= 0 . (5) 

Since U(I) charge Jo is given by Jo = A~-B~+i仇 (1) ， we have Uo = i(A~ -B3) 

on the physical state. Therefore the eigenvalue of Uo is quantized although Uo 

has a continuous spectrum in the original N = 4 superconformal theory. 

Since anti-ghost b is transformed inhomogeneously under the spectral flow 

(2)， the gauge condition (4) changes in general. To preserve the gauge condition， 

we may lmpose 

χ01<T >= 0 . (6) 

This condition will be necessary when we construct a topological superstring the-

ory. We note that the condition (6) can be imposed consistently since {Qo，χo}= 

-2iJo and Jo vanishes on the physical state. 

We expect that the number of physical states in N = 2 TSCFT should be 

finite although the original N = 4 theories have continuous spectra. 111 the 

following， we consider a series of N = 2 TSCFT corresponding to a special series 

of new N = 4 SCFT， where kB = 1 and kA = 1，2，... and hence the central 

charge c < 6.t We show that the number of physical states in this series of N = 2 

TSCFT is actually finite. This series is expected to correspond to the minimal 

series of N = 2 SCFT when coupled with topological supergravity. 

The series of N = 4 SCFT is realized by super SU(2) x U(I) current algebra 

I.e・SU(2)currents {J3(z)， J士(z) }， complex fermions Q士士(z)and U(I) current 

↑It ha.s been known that there is a relation between this series of N = 4 SCFT and the 
minimal seri白 ofN = 2 SCFT~。
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(free boson) J°{z) , whose operator product expansions are standard,

J+(z)J-(w) =
(z — w) 2 z — w

J\z)j\w) =
(z -

0(1) , J\z) 0(1) ,
(7)

— w z —

J°(z)J°{w) = • + 0 ( 1 ) .
(z - wf

Then the operators in new N = 4 SCFT are realized by, = k + 1, kg = 1)

±2i 2Vk~+2J°(z)}±

± 2U3{z) + 2VkT2J°{z)}

\(Q++(z)Q-(z) -
(8)

Q±:k(z) =

) + J±(Z) , B±{z)

, U{z) = VF+2J°(z)

Notice that this theory has a finite number of primary states if we neglect the

contribution from the [/(I) currents U(z) — y/k~+2J°(z). Since the U(l) charge

is restricted after twisting by Eq.(5), there exist only a finite number of physical

states in the corresponding N = 2 TSCFT.

We now show that the physical states can be regarded as a chiral and primary
1919

states of the minimal series in N = 2 SCFT. At first we note that G (z) takes
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(free boson) JO(z)戸whoseoperator product expansions are standard， 

↓ k 2J3吋(ω
J+(いz)リJ一寸(ω刈)=一一一τ+一一一 +0例(いω1り)， い-w)2 ， z 一 ω

主 3 土 J土(ω)
J3(Z)J3(ω)一一」一一+0(1) ， J3(Z)J:t(ω)=土一一一+0(1) ， 一(zー ω)2。++(z)Q一(ω)=-L+O(1)，Q+ー(z)か+(ω)=-L+0(1)，

z-w 

JO(z)JO(ω)=ームτ+0(1) . 
ド-w)2 

(7) 

Then the operators in new N = 4 SCFT are realized by， (kA = k + 1， kB = 1) 

G吋 z)=守与[Q円 z){判(Q→(特←(z)-Q叶 z)Q-+(z))
VIC十孟

土2iJ3(z)+ 2Vkτ"2jO(z)}土2iQ干土(z)J土(z)]， 

許可z)= 布附斗柿山州{壮加例土封叫i刊(Qれ仇H叶叩均(ヤωz斗)Q-やれれ刊』一寸叩哨一寸下判(υ帥z斗)一Qかれれ一寸叩(υ叫z

土2訂iJ3(ωz斗)+2.fkすE訂JO町(z斗)}干2剖iQ干平刊(いωz斗)μJ土:1:(いωz斗)]，

ポ(z)=j(QH(Z)Q--ω-。一悦++(z))

-約-+(z)Q+ーい)ーか-ω→(z))+ J3(z) ， 

t(z)=j(QH(z)Qーか)-Q-一川++(z)) 

+j刷 zか ωーかー悦→(z))， 

A士(z)=土。土士(z)Q士干(z)+ J士(z)J B士(z)=土Q土士(z)Q平士(z)， 

Q土士(z)=ゾEτ2Q士士(z)， U(z) = v'kτヲJO(z). 

(8) 

Notice that this theory has a finite number of primary states if we neglect the 

cOlltribution from the U(l) currents U(z) = -Ik宇玄JO(z).Since the U(l) charge 

is restricted after twisting by Eq.(5)， there exist only a finite number of physical 

states in the corresponding N = 2 TSCFT. 

We now show that the physical states can be regarded as a chiral and primary 

states 19 of the minimal series in N = 2 SCFT. At first we note that G一(z)takes 
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the form: G~(z) = [-2iQ~(«) J{z) + 2iQ+-{z)J-{z)]/Vk + 2. Here J(z) is a

[/(I) current in Eq.(l). Since a physical state |$ > : Qo|$ >= GQ ~|$ >= 0 (3)

has a vanishing f/(l) charge: Jo(* >= 0 (5), we obtain

(Q+-J-)o\$>=0. (9)

Here (Q+"J")o = F̂i Jb dz z^Q+-{z)J~{z). Furthermore since G++(z) has a

structure: G++(2) = \-2iQ++{z){- • •} +2iQ-+(z) J+(z)]/V
/fcT^, by using the

gauge condition (4) : &o|$ >= Gj + |$ >= 0 and the condition to preserve the

gauge condition : xo|* >CE Qo"+|$ >= 0 (6), we find

$ > = 0 . (10)

Here (Q-+J+)o = £; §odz z?Q-+{z)J+{z). If we bosonize

and J=F(Z) = *±(z) : e
± l ' ^ :, we obtain G±{z) = Q±^{z

. H e f e ^±^^ i s a n ^^^^ p a r a f e r m i o n fieid a n d

). Therefore, we can regard G^(z) as supercurrents in the minimal series
/fc+1

of N — 2 SCFT. The "supercurrents" G^{z) are nothing but the supercurrents

which appeared in Ref. 20 when c < 6 N = 4 SCFT was reduced to the minimal

series of N — 2 SCFT. Equations (9) and (10) tell that, in the sector* where the

indices n of Ĝ ~*", G^~ and also (?„ are half-integers, the state |$ > corresponding

to |$ > by the spectral flow satisfies: G 11<£ >= G7|$ >= 0, i.e. |<5 > is a

chiral and primary state with respect to the "supercurrents" G (z). Therefore

<r." physical states in N = 2 TSCFT inherit the structure of chiral ring in the

minimal series of N = 2 SCFT.

In the following, we construct physical states which satisfies Eqs. (9) and (10)

in the Ramond sector where the indices n of all the operators On are integer.

* Here we do not call this sector the Neveu-Schwarz sector because G++(z) and G (z) are
not supercurrents but anti-ghost and BRS current after the twisting,

t This spectral flow corresponds to 77 = 0 and ( = - | in Equation (2).

the form: G一一(z)= [-2iQ--(z)J(z) + 2iQ+一(斗J-(z)]j♂台.Here J(z) is a 

U(l) current in Eq.(l). Since a physical state 1φ> : QoltI> >= Go-ltI> >= 0 (3) 

has a vanishing U(l) charge: Jolφ>= 0 (5)， we obtain 

(Q+一J一)01φ>=O. (9) 

Here (Q+一J一)0三百七品dzz~Q+一 (z)J-(z). Furthermore since G++ (z) has a 

structure: G++(z) = [-2iQ++(z){・・・}+2iQ-+(z) J+(z)]jVkτ玄byusing the 

gauge condition (4) : bolφ>= Gt+1φ>= 0 and the condition to preserve the 

gauge condition :χ01φ>α Qt+1φ>= 0 (6)， we find 

(Q一+J+)olφ>=0. 、、.
E
F

A
H
V
 

噌・i，t
E
‘、

Here (Q-+ J+)o三 点fodz z~Q-+(z)J+(z) ・ If we bosonize Q士平(z)=: e戸土封i州仲z)人: 

a刷n吋dJ川干刊(z)い=ド(例z斗): Ef士封i惣甥~υ， w問e 0州bt凶刷ta凶a叫山mδ併的土吋(いz)片三 Qか土軒町平刊(z)μJ平刊(z)= 曾ド州土判(ヤ付z斗)卜: 

巴土♂品釘仲削(υωz吟). い土吋叩刷刷:i:(z)isいω仰川zけが仰)μ凶iお山s

#±廿T#州4副(z斗).Therefore， we can regard G土(z)as叫 ercu口e山 inthe minimal series 

of N = 2 SCFT. The “su percurrents"。土(z)are nothing but the supercurrents 

which appeared in Ref. 20 when cく 6N = 4 SCFT was reduced to the minimal 

series of N = 2 SCFT. Equations (9) and (10) tell that， in th.: sector女 wherethe 

indices n of G;t+， G;;-and also G;= are half-integers， the state 1争>corresponding 

to|@>by the spectralHowf satisHes:G+1|争>=G11る>=0， i.ι|争>is a 
-宣言

chiral and primary state with respect to the “supercurrents" G土(z).Therefore 

，， [W  physical states in N = 2 TSCFT inherit the structure of chiral ring in the 

minimal series of N = 2 SCFT. 

In the following， we construct physical states which satis自esEqs. (9) and (10) 

in the Ramond sector where the indices n of all the operators On are integer. 

安 Here we do not call this sector the Neveu-Schwarz sector because G++(z) and G一一(z)are 
not supercurrents but anti-ghost日 dBRS current after the twisting. 

↑ This spectral sow corresponds to η= 0 and ( = -t in Equation (2). 
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The physical states in the Neveu-Schwarz sector are straightforwardly given by

using spectral flow in Eq. (2). We assume that the physical states |$ > satisfies:

(9n|$ >= 0, (n > 0) for all the operators On. Then the conditions (9) and (10)

reduce to:

Qt*J?\* >= 0 • (11)

The state |$ > is given by a direct product of the representations in the algebra

of the zero modes {J$, J ^} , Q ^ and Uo = \/F+~2jg. We define:

\lm> : {-(Jo Jo + Jo~Jo) + JoJoW m >= Kl + l ) \ l m

J 0
3 | / m > = / | / m > , (l = O,\,l,--^, ™ = - i

| - T > •• Qn=F|-:F>=0 , | + T>=

Then the solutions of Eqs. (9), (10) and also (5), (6) are given by,

(13)

The physical state |/ > + (|/ >_) has a ghost number —/ — | (/ - | ) . By using

spectral flow in Eq.(2) and setting i) = \ and C = 0, the physical state |/ >'+

corresponding to |/ > + has a ghost number —/ — | in the Neveu-Schwarz sector.

By setting rj = \ and (, = 0, j£ and QQ~ become annihilation operators and

the state |/ >'+ remains to be primary* Similarly by setting 77 = —^ and C = 0,

the physical primary state corresponding to |/ >_ has a ghost number / in the

Neveu-Schwarz sector.

* If we set e.g. 7} - - \ ( = 0, the state |/ >'+ satisfies Q*7\l >'+= 0 due to Eq.(12), which

tells that |/ >'+ is not a primary state : Q~+\l > ' + ^ 0 since {Q^I , Q^+} = 1 (7).
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The phY:3ical states in the Neveu-Schwarz sector are straightforwardly given by 

using spectral flow in Eq. (2). We assume that the physical states 同>satisfies: 

Onlφ>= 0， (n > 0) for all the oper叫orsOn. Then the conditions (9) a.nd (10) 

reduce to: 

Õ~TJ~Iφ>= O. )
 

唱
E-a

唱

E
A

，，
 .• 

、

The state 1φ> is given by a direct product of the representations in the algebra 

ofL11emmodes {Jt，Jf}，Gt士andUo =占有Jg.We define: 

|lm>:{j(JtJF+叫)+ J8J8}11 m >= l(l + 1)11 m > ， 

1 k 
J811 m >= I1I m > ， (l = O ，~， 1，・・ '2'm =ー1，ー1+ 1，・・ .，1) (12) 

|一平>:Oa干|一平 >=0，¥+平>三ot干|一平>，

lu >u: Uolu >u= ulu >u . 

Then the solutions of Eqs. (9)， (10) and also (5)， (6) are given by， 

1I >+ = 111> 01 + + >③1+一 >吋+1) >u ， 

1/>ー =11ー1>剖++>01ー+> 0Ii(-~ + 1) >u 

( 13) 

The physical state 1I >+ (11 >ー)has a ghost number -1 -t (lーを).By using 

spectral flow in Eq.(2) and setting η= t and ( = 0， the physical state 1I >~ 

correspo吋 ingto 1I >+ has a ghost number -1-t in the Neveu凶.

B助ysetting η=  t and ( = 0， J; and O;-become annihilation ope叫 orsand 

the state 1I >与 remainsto be primary.* Similarly by setting η= -t and (= 0， 

the physical primary state corresponding to 1I >一 hasa ghost number 1 in the 

N eveu-Schwarz sector. 

* If we set e・g.η= -& ( = 0， the state 1/ >~ s乱tis自巴sQ~tl/ >与=0 due to Eq.(12)， which 

tells that 1/ >与 isnot a primary state : Qt+11 >同OBim{QZ;，Qγ}=1(7).
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Finally we remark that the algebra of N = 2 TSCFT in Ref. 1 contains

that of N = 1 TSCFT as subalgebra. If we define: Gn = g^JL, * n = *» f** ,

A» = # + # T , 7« = 7^"+7n , these operators {Gn, ¥„,/?„, 7 n } and {QB|6B> J&boBt}

give a closed algebra. Replacing ,tf^- = f(&A + &B) by the central charge in

N = 3 SCFT c = |fc (fc is a positive integer), we find that the algebra of iV = 1

TSCFT obtained from N = 2 TSCFT becomes identical with the N = 1 TSCFT

obtained by twisting JV = 3 SCFT except c = | case. Therefore we can obtain

a closed set of finite number of physical states in AT = 1 TSCFT from that in
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Finally we remark that the algebra of N = 2 TSCFT in Ref. 1 contains 

that of N = 1 TSCFT as subalgebra. If we define: Gnロ宅2L，h=泣許，

sn = ß~+ß~ ， γnγ';+γ;; ， these operators {Gn，丸 ，sn，γ'n}and {Qn， bn， J~h。勺

give a closed algebra. Replacir:g叱三士 =~(kA + kB) by the central charge in 

N = 3 SCFT e = ~k (k is 11. posIl.i-." Integer)， we find that the algebra of N = 1 

TSCFT obtained from N = 2 TSCFT becomes identical with the N = 1 TSCFT 
13 ~ t 

obtained by twisting N = 3 SCFT'~except e = ~ case.+ Therefore we can obtain 
a closed set of finite number of physical states in N = 1 TSCFT from that in 

N = 2 TSCFT.
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ABSTRACT

A gauge theory of spin 1/2 (Dirac) field in 4 dimensional

spacetime is presented. The gravitational interaction and the

algebra for grading are also investigated.
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Since the success of the local field theory for electrweak,

strong and gravitational forces, the local gauge symmetry is

considered to be the most fundamentalconcept in particle physics.

For these viewpoints, local supersymmetry(SUSYj is

expected to play an important role for the unification of all

matters and forces.

In superstring theory(SST), local SUSY is realized as the

world-sheet supersymmetry(WSSUSY),which plays an important role

for the advocated success of the theory as a promissing model

for unifying matters and forces including gravitationi•In WSSUSY,

the world space time is 10 dimensional flat space specified

by fermionic vector-spinor coordinates 7^^°~^ in addition to

bosonic vector coordinates X iTi0*"") • Due to the mathematical

difficulties, however , it is not clear at all whether SST is

really the theory of everything.

While within the framework of 4 dimensional local field

theory, despite the brilliant success mentioned above, we

have not yet succeeded in constructing a promissing model of

the unification. We may stiil drop some fundamental geometrical

gauge symmetry to include gravitation in 4 dimensional local

field theory.

In this letter, following WSSUSY of SST we extend the

ordinary superspace ( X « , £(*) ) of SUS¥ to a generalized

superspace( y~ , £ (x) ) and look for a new local gauge

symmetry in 4 dimensional local field theory.

As a simple generalization of the fermionic part of ordi-

nary supergravity(SUGRA), it is natural to take the following

Since the success of the local field theory for electrweak， 

strong and qravita七ional forces，七he local gauge symmetry is 

considered to be the most fundamentalconcept in particle physics. 
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fermionic gauge fields.

and consider the following gauge transformations

^ £J?> (2

where "ty [X) and % (̂:) are symmetric and antisymmetric

tensor-spinor field respectively and 'Z.J^'X) is unconstrained

vector-spinor gauge parameter.

Our starting point is the following liagrangian in 4 dimen-

sional flat space ,

(6)

The total Lagrangian

is parity conserving ancj invariant under the gauge transformations

(2) and (3) „
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fermionic gauge fields， 

(11J1，χド(文}

and consider the following gauge transformations 

5り山)=ふι(JC)十'd...与{叫三 aぃ乙TJ
Jχ~)淀)= 'dp E¥J(x)一丸ι附言 2〆νT3

where iV....lX) and X...(X) are symmetric and antisymmetric ，).‘、，. ， :，A/o1I 

tensor-spinor field respectively and 与は isunconstrained 

vector-spinor gauge parameter. 

(1) 

(2 i 

(3 ) 

υur s七ar七ingpoint is the following Lagrangian主n 4 dimen-

13 ) sional flat space
J

/ ， 

4= 叩~(þtp"Vー(よ iJi ll ð'μ~，.\ff"+ -t't. c.) + (i V;../d'iA JVlf.:， f十乳・ C.) 

-1.再軍中f-ε叩M克p 性Õ.，.dr~)p p 

弘 =-tZ品x."''J_(~~\JÕfi:ダ p + -r. .C.) ー (E，"lpY丸p~ぬん5十也 c.)

一ε叫.p'rdXベp心掛~'XtP

(4) 

( 5) 

sどい=ー(-ilf;.<l/~~ dcr Xf'~ + ~. c .) + (i ~ ~"'(a:ずx~ct-+ -e.. C.)十(ìlfr匁'ðvr.，~ヰ ~.c.)

一(乙川~lr)~斗弘f トい) -1・(EVPTLVE時1pJR c.)(6} 

The to七al Lagrangian 

ピュム十九 十どV"'I. (7 ) 

is pari七y conservlng and invariant under the gauge transforma七ions

{三) and (J)。
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Now we show briefly that the total Lagrangian (7) has the follow-

ing remarkable properties (i) and (ii) .

(i) The contribution of spin 3/2 components of H^te) and

•%. ivf) to the total Lagrangian is the familliar (flat space)

form of the Rarita-Schwinger field in SUGRA.

(ii) When the gravitational interaction is introduced in the

minimal way by using full covariant derivatives, it is shown

that Euler equations for "Sl̂ lx.) and %M^
x-t are invariant up

to the nontrivial first order of N^l*} a n d X^^/lX) »i.e. the

variations of Euler equations produce only Einstein tensor terms

up to the first order of H' I*) and ^ylx) . This situation is

the same as in SUGRA,i.e. the variations of Einstein action can

cancel so far the variations of (7).

(i) By replacing

we can show straightforwardly

This shows that the pure spin 3/2 part of the action is just

that of SUGRA. Alternatively this shows the possibility that

by gauge conditions spin 3/2 components can be canceled each

other(i.e. gauged away), which is argued later,, It is interesting

to note that by replacing Mj^lO -> ̂ t ^ [or 0] and %^^> -> 0

tor V U; J instead of (8) and (9), ^ does not produce
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apparently SUGRA Lagrangian(11). This situation may indicate that

the gauge condition will become coupled equations of TM VI*)
 a nd

(ii)The variations of the Lagrangian with respect to ty {%.) and

% (» give the following Euler equations respectively.

(14)

which are invariant under (2) and (3). Now we introduce the gravi-

tational interaction in the minimal way and check the gauge

invariance under the covariantized (13) and (14). This produces

where G ^ = Ruv — -̂- g ^ R and the torsions are neglected.

Remarkablely, these situations are the same as in SUGRA , i.e.

the action consisting of Einstein action and the generally cova-

riantized action (/) is invariant up to the first order of ty.,.\.x)

and X ^ M under generalized transformations for SfuJX) i S)(/MJ:C}

and £^ ft) determined uniquely by (15) and (16). We consider

these cancelations very positive indications for all order inva-"

riance of the action. To prove the all order invariance, we

must see the cancelations higher order terms(no derivatives) of

- 1 7 9 -

apparent1y SUGRA Lagrangian{11). This situationmay indicate that 

the gauge condition wi11 become coupled叩 ationsof ちv()() and 

弘司lx.)・

(ii) The varia山 nsOftheLaqranqian with respect to 1LlXJand 

)tl'~勾 give the f0110wi珂 Eu1erequations respective1y. 
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y /*> and ^ v ^ ) , which come from the torsions. The results

obtained above may give a new insight to the difficulties of

the gauge interaction ot the higher rank(^2) tensor gauge fields,

Next we discuss the physical degrees of freedom of our action,

which shows the conjecture in ret(3) is incorrect. By using the

properties of Dirac matrices, we can rewrite Lagrangian (4),(5)

and (6) as follows

Surprisingly, only the tree of "M^130 appears in the action,

which means 24 degrees of freedom of "r̂ l̂ O are absent from

the action. Instead, ̂ (tf) (24 degrees of freedom) appears in

the action. The total number of degrees of freedom is 40, which

equals to that of spin 5/2 gauge field(symmetric), where the

highest helicity state +5/2 is replaced by +1/2. Applying the

general arguments for spin 5/2 of ref.(5) and (6), we show that

the physical components of our system is helicity + 1/2 state.

An appropriate gauge condition for this is the following one

which has antisymmetric tensor indices. The familiar vctor type

as discussed in ref.(5) and (6) do not work in this case, for

the tower structure of helicity states is different.

18)

=c? (20)
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七heaction. 工nstead，X/ô¥1 ()() (24 degrees of freedom) appears in 

the action. The tota1 number of degrees of freedom is 40，which 
equa1s to that of spin 5/2 gauge fie1d(symmetric)， where the 

highest he1icity state 士5/2 is rep1aced by ~1/2. App1ying the 

genera1 arguments for spin 5/2 of ref. (5) and (6)， we show tha七

七hephysica1 components of our system is he1icity ~ 1/2 state. 

An appropriate gauge condition for this is the fo11owing one 

which has antisymmetric tensor indices. The fami1iar vctor type 

as discussed in ref. (5) and (6) do not work in this case， for 

七hetower structure of he1icity states is different. 

考ドコ三万戸ーすルγfル-)lJYf'~ト') +号C恥川可 r= 0 (20) 
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By using this constraints, Lagrangian becomes as follows,

Surprisingly this is the familiar Lagrangian of massless (Dirac)

spin 1/2 field, however a gauge particle. The mass term is

forbidden by the gauge invariance (2) and (3).

(22) possesses chiral symmetry.

As for the grading of the action, we must prove the all order

gauge invariance in the curved space. The algebraic consider-

ation presented in ref.(7) may be useful.
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どψ+ ピ九十 4-~ へ→ tF詳ψp ψ言作F. (21) 

Surprising1y this is the fami1iar Lagrangian of mass1ess (Dirac) 

spin 1/2 fie1d， however a gauge partic1e. The mass七ermis 

forbidden by七hegauge invariance (2) and (3). 
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